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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This monograph przsents a descriptive case study of organizational 
response to the threat and impact of Rurricsne Betsy which struck Ne53 Orleans, 
Louisiana September 9 and 10, 1965. The study focuses on five organizations; 
Civil Defense, Salvation Army, Red Cross ~ Public Borks (which includes electric, 
gas, and transit division), and the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
Each chapter will concentrate on the particular organization's adaptation to 
increased demands brought about by the disas ter agent. 

In focusing on organizational adaptations to a disaster we will be sop- 
cerned with the unique situation of a "dual disaster." A dual disaster is the 
occurrence of one disaster agent (hurricane) followed shortly by another 
disaster agent (flood). Nhile organizations expected and prepared for a 
hurricane, they were also confronted with a flood which required reassessment 
in allocating existing and emergency resources. Extensive flooding, resulting 
from a tidal surge, forced water from the Mississippi River to overflow the 
existing levee structure. The eastern section of the city experienced the bulk . 

of the flood. 

Three time periods will be used in discussing the dual disaster: pre- 
impact impact. and post-iinpact. The p&-impact stage is the period preceding 
the hurricane-flood in .I;Jk;icla a hurricane baming alerts organizations to pre- 
park? for the ensuing disaster. 
mobilizing their material resources and personnel according to a disaster plan 
formulated from previous hurricane experience. The pre-fmgact stage is some- 
what different for each organization since some organizations began preparations 
before others; however, €or purposes of this monograph, 8:OO p.m.. September 9 
will designate the end of the pre-impac-t stage and the beginning of the impact 
period. The impact period continues from 8:OO p.m. September 9 until 9:OO a.m. 
September 10. This stage is characterized 5y various degrees of organizational 
response ranging from total inacrivity to active involvement (e.g. providing 
transportation for evacuees). It was in this period that the hurricane saept 
2ts way across southern Louisiana, simultaneously creating a tidal surge which 
lead to extensive flooding. Although the hurricane did cause heavy damge, the 
immediate probZems faced by organizations in the pos t-impact stage centered 
around the flooding. The post-impact stage began around 9:OO a.m. September 
10 and ended at a different time for each organization; however, for most 
organizations some degree of normalcy was reachecLby September 26, 15)6f. 
It is on this post-impact period that each chapter will focus, describing the 
adaptations each organization had to make in confronting the dual disaster. 

This stage is characterized by organizations 



Hurricane Experience: A Disaster Subculture 

Hurricanes are not new to the New Orleans area. Previous hurricane 
threats and side effects have enabled organizations to make specific adaptation8 
in confronting these storms. 
experience which encouraged organizations to develop detailed emergency plans. 
It was the plans formed from previous hurricane experiences that were put into 
Operation with the threat of Hurricane Betsy; and it was this set of emergency 
procedures that had to undergo adjustments to the unexpected flooding. 

Hurricane Hilda in 1964 provided a very real 

In order to comprehend the initial set of organizational responses to the 
hurricane threat, it is helpful to understand the concept of a "disaster sub- 
culture.'t 
repeated--almos t annual--hurricane threats, Studies conducted in communities 
that experience predictable disruptions (i. e., annual floods or hurricanes) 
have shown that organizations learn to adopt activities so that appropriate 
action can be taken to combat the disaster. 

New Orleans, along with other Gulf Coast cities, has undergone 

The concept of subculture refers to those identifiable variations in 
the more general and pervasive cultural themes and patterns characteris tic , 

of a given society. Subcultures exist when certain groups of people 
come to share rather distinctive cultural characteristics which set 
them off, or differentiate them, from other groups. . . . Thus, a disaster 
subculture may be defined as those subcultural patterns operative in 
a given area which are geared towards the solution of problems, both 
social and nonsocial, arising from the awareness of some form of almost 
periodic disaa ter threat. 

The period from June 1 to the end of November is designated as the hurricane 
season. 
with the military, medical, and allied agencies meet to review emergency plans 
and to inform each ather of organizational changes. 
Disaster Survival Committee. These annual meetings illustrate the repetitive 
responses typical of a disaster subculture . 

Shortly after June 1, all city government emergency-oriented departments 

This is know as the mayor's 

Many of the adaptatioas that organizations made to the threat and impact 

However, with each new disas ter experience, addi tiona'l, knotyledge 
of Hurricane Betsy had been learned responses developed from previous hurricane 
experiences. 
is gathered to more effectively plan and cope with theee disruptions. Through- 
out the monograph, references will be made to previous plans and adaptations 
that organizations have found to be useful from past disaster experience. 
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Data Collection 

In studying organized behavior in disasters , the Disaster Research Center 
(DRC) has developed a Eourf old typology classifying organizations according to 
their structure and tasks. The four organizational types are: established, 
expanding, extending and emergent organizations. Established organizations , 
maintain their existing seructure and generally continue their normally assigned 
tasks during an emergency period (e.g., telephone company, public utilities, 
police and fire departmencs). Change in structure while maintaioing the same 
pre-diaas ter tasks is the basic characteristic of an expanding organization. 
Often these organizations rely heavily upon volunteer aid (e.g., Civil DefenSe, 
Red Cross, and Salvation Army). EkCendtng organizations are those that keep 
the same pre-emergency s tructure but change Yneir task involvement. An example 
of this type vould be a contractor who 107sns out Lquipment for clearing debris. 
An emergent organization is a totally fiex*r organization that develops a s tructure 
and appropriate tasks. In many disaster s ituations coordinating committees 
emerge to direct the total community recovery effort. This type of committee 
muld be classified as an emergent organization. 
concerned with established and expanding organizations . 

In this monograph 778 will be 

Data ccllected from personal inteerviws by DRC staff, official reports, 
and a complete set of New Orleans newspapers provided the basts for descriptive 
material. Interviews were conducted by DRC field teams with all key decision- 
making officials and representatives from 1or.n~ echelon posittons in each 
organization. Departments that experienced the greatest amount of stress vere 
also interviewed and where organizational size permitted, all personnel  ere 
questioned (e.g., Civil Defense 535th a staff of sixteen). In conducting each 
interview special emphasis was placed otl probing for information concerning 
authority patterns, decision making:, tasks , and comunicaclon. Data was 
collected on pre-disaster structure and procedures to offer a basis for com- 
paring the organization's adaptations to the hurricane and flood. Information 
concerning the Southerr, Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company was gathered with 
strong emphasis placed on interorganizational communications via the public 
relations department. Interviews were conducted primarily with public relations 
off icezs and supplemented with data obtained r'rorn coupany reports, nevspapers, 
and booklets ; togetherg this data provided the basis for analysis. 

The p.clrpose of this monograph is to present a detailed descriptive account 
of the operation of r'ive specific organizations in a stress situation. It is 
hoped that through this presentation the reader will become familiar with many 
of the common problems stress situations present to a coamunity and how a 
community is able to mobilize its resources to meet the increase in demailds 
that follow Sn the wake of a dtsaster. 
where there may appear to be an unorganized chaotic situation, what in effect 
occurs is that an emergent emergency social system develops with a tiinole net- 
work of interdependencies. This network can more effectively meet the increased 
demands produced by a disaster. 

It will be continually emphasized that 
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The followiq chapter will describe the physical impact of Betsy from 
its first inception far out in the Atlantic Ocean until it dispersed into tAm 
Ohio Valley. A brief chronology of events will be presented in order that 
the reader may obtain a quick overview of ‘disaster-related activities. 
Chapters two, three, and four will deal with the responses and adaptations 
of the following expanding organizations : 
Red Cross. The next chapter will facus on the Hew Orleans Public Service, 
Inc. with special .attention paid to the electric, gas, and transit depart- 
ments. Chapter six contains a discussion of the Southern Bell Telephone 
and Telegraph Company with emphasis on interorganizational communications, 
Tke last chapter will bring together major themes running through the monograph. 

Civil Defense, Salvation Army, and 



Notes: Chapter 1 

1. William A. Anderson, "Some Observations on a Dgsaster Subculture: 
the Organizational Response of Cincinnati, Ohio to the 1944 Flood, "Disaster 
Research Center Note no. 6, mimeographed (Columbus : Disaster Research 
Center, The Ohio State University), p. 3. 

.. . 
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CHAPTER II 

DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF HURKICANE BETSY IN NEW ORUAHS 

In order for the reader to have a basic overview and context in which 
to place the events of Hurricane Betsy, a general overall descriptive account 
is presented. September 9 and 10, 1965, and the days immediately following 
will long remain in the memories of the citizens of New Orleans as the period 
when Hurricane Betsy occurred 0- one of the gravest and most devastating storms 
ever to strike the Louisiana coast. 
people been affected nor had such widespread destruction resulted as during 
those two hellish days when Betsy ranted and raged her way across the state of 
Louisiana. Gusts of wind clocked between 112 and 150 m.p.h. shattered stores, 
twisted billboards, uprooted trees, and tore off roofing. 

Mever in Louisiana's history had more 

Unsatisfied, Betsy left in her wake a tidal surge that inundated all low- 
lying areas throughout the state. 
or no protection from this mammoth tidal surge. 
sea level, with countless bays and bayous along its 366 mile coastline. 
served as natural funnels for the incoming water. 

The existing levee structures provided little 
Much of Louisiana lies below 

These 

Unlike most states, Luuisiana's political unit is the "parish" rather than 
the more traditional "county" boundary. 
city of Hew Orleans, is located 107 miles from the mouth of the Mississippi 
River. 
situated in one of the highest hurricane frequency areas in the United States. 
Since the turn of the century, Louisiana has undergone eleven major hurricanes 
and forty-two minor storms with total damages running into the billions. 
1957, there had been four hurricanes including Betsy, that severely arfected 
the Mew Orleans area. 
million damages in Louisiana alone. 
Carla -- September 8, 1961. Residents in the low-lying areas evacuated, limit- 
ing damages and deaths that could have resulted from the storm. Hurricane Hilda, 
October 1964, provided Mew Orleans with a learning experience that was to prove 
very valuable when Betsy arrived in September of 1965. 
cooperative effort, emergency organizations responded to the impact of Hurricane 
Hilda. Red Cross, Civil Defense, the police and fire departments, Salvation 
Army, levee board, the mayor's office, and countless other organizations worked 
together to reestablish normal operations in New Orleans, 

The Mew Orleans Parish, which is the 

From all available information concerning hurricane paths, the city isl 

Since 

Hurricane Audrey struck on June 27, 1957, causing $120 
Ihe next storm occurring in this area was 

In an unprecedented 

In the following discussion of Betsy, it will be helpful to divide our 
remarks into three time sequences: the pergod before the storm (pre-impact), 
the actual storm and flood (impact), and the period of general rehabilitation 
(post-impact). 
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Hurricane Betsy: Pre-Impact 

A hurricane, such as the one Chat occurred in Septeinber 1945 can be 
classified as a "progressive-diffused" zype of disaster. A hurricane, like 
other disasters included in t&is category, is a slow moving evenz preceded by 
a period of warning and followed by widespread destruction. 
Civil Defense worker, Birricane Beesy m s  exactly this type of Jisas ter. 

In the words of a 

It's a slow, mournful, agonizing approach of a monster that you know 
days ahead of time is going to strike. It comes and, just as sure as 
taxes, it comes slo~~ly and it wetgbs on the individual, it weighs on 
us here who follow this thing hour by hour, for d q s  at a time and by 
the time this old baz e~7er comes strolling in you say, "Sure glad to see 
you. Let's get this over wlch." 

This "mournfui, agonizing approach'' began'on August 26, 1965, when a 
tropical depression was located approximately 675 miles eas t-northeas t of 
the island of Trinidad. On the morning of August 27 a reconnaissance air- 
craft located the squalls th-lt spmmed th5s hurrFcane moving in a west-north- 
westerly direction. By August 29 tropical storm Betsy had become Hurricane 
Betsy with winds up to St0 m.p.h,, and centered 200 miles north-northeast of 
San Juan, Puerto Rico. After stalling fror two days off the coast of Puerto 
Rico, Betsy regained hurricane intensity on September 1 and moved westward 
with winds increasing from 80 to 150 ~ . p , h .  On September 3, Betsy continued to 
move in a northwesterly direction, skirting east off the Bahamas and slowing 
down to a standstill on September 4. On Septenber 5, Betsy began an unusual 
movement southward at 8 m.p.f-2. 
north to south with an eye 40 miles in diameter- On September 7 Betsy swept 
across the northern tip of plfassau, its violent winds and accompanying high 
tides inflicting a severe beating on the smaff island. By midnight of the same 
day, winds of hurricane force were lashing Miami. Damage along the lower east 
coast of Florida vas estimated at $139,333,022. 
after stalling off the tip of Florida, Betsy awed thrcugh the Florida Keys 
and into the Gulf or' Plexico. 

By this "time, Betsy measured 4sc miles from 

On the eighth of September, 

The movement of Betsy into the Gulf activated a hurricane watch at the 
New Orleans Civil Defense Emergency Operations Center located 5n Lake 
Pontchartzsin. 
ever a s t o m  enters the Gulf of Mexico, they are in the d€rect path of severe 
weather conditions. The weather bureau furnished infomation every two to 
six hours wh€le the storm Fias in the A'rLantic Ocean and the southern Gulf of 
Nexico; hourly reports were given as the stocm approached &e Louistana coast. 

It is generally understood by the Gulf Coast states that when- 

Preparation for the stormhad begun in the mayor's office early on 
Septenber 8. A meeting was held of che various department heads and other 
agencies concerned witlh public protectton during emergencies. Discussion 
centered around the functions that each departnent or agency would perform 
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during the emergency. 
preparations for the ensuing storm. 
the following warning: 

Each organization mobilized ies personnel and made 
The New Orleans morning paper published 

Betsy is large and dangerous and all precautionary measures should be 
completed as soon as possible. . . . Law-lying coastal areas in the 
area of hurricane display, especially the Louisiana coast should be 
evacuated as early as possible today before escape routes are cut off 
by rising waters. Small craft along the entire Northern Gulf Coast 
should seek safe shelter. . . All interests along the Northern Gulf 
Coast should listen to radio and television for frequent advice from 
the Weather Bureau. Meed the warnings for your own protection.$ 

Indeed, thousands did take the warning to evacuate inland. Off-shore oil 
rig workers and fishermen swarmed the highways heading north to higher 
ground and away from the precarious lowland. 

In New Orleans shopkeepers closed early, boarding up their windows and 
making sure that all loose objects were secure. 
up household preparatory duties. Windows had to be taped or boarded up, 
antennas securely fastened, flashlights and candles gathered, food and water 
set aside, and families in the low-lying area near the lake hhd to decide 
whether they were going to seek shelter elsewhere. 
the New Orleans States Item published an editorial expressing the feelings that 
the citizens of Mew Orleans had toward hurricanes. 

Families assembled and divided 

On the morning of the .ninth, 

About huvricanes New Orleans does not joke, an attitude born of 
centuries of respect for the awesome power of these water- 
spawned evil spirits of the weather world. . . . The elements of 
surprise and disregard of warnings are the principal allies of 
hurricanes in bringing great damage and heavy loss of life. With 
the perfectFon of the advance warning service the surprise factors 
largelyhave been minimized. Disregard of the ample warnings pre- 
ceeding the killer storms also is not the problem it once was. 
Coastal Louisiana will not soon forget the example found in Audrey. 
Man is learning more yearly about the intricate nature of hurricanes 
and may soon be able to deform them. Until then, Betsy and her ill- 
gotten sisters command respect for an unbridled force. 4 

Hurricane Betsy: Impact 

By 10~02 p.m., September 9, the winds in New Orleans had exceeded 100 
m.p.h. At midnight the center of the storm passed 35 miles southwest of Mew 
Orleans. Wind gusts were reported to be more than 160 m.p.h. causing tides 
16 feet above normal. 
most destructive storm to date: 

Betsy would go down in the Louisiana records as the 
inundating an area of some 4,800 square miles, 
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killing 81 persons .cfJithin the state, forcing about 250,000 persons to evacuate, 
and disrupting transportation, communication, and utili,ties service throughout 
the eastern coastal area of Louisiana for weeks. 

Throughout the period of impact, activ%ty w8s almost at a standstill. 
Those stationed in the Civil Defense Emergency Operations Center, which is the 
central emergency coordinating center, lost most of their communications with 
outside agencies and lost all communications with the weather bureau. Earlier 
in the evening, however, before the storm struck, a mass evacuation had been 
undertaken. The transit division of the public service department assigned 
buses to special routes to aid in the evacuation. Additional vehicles were 
obtained from the department of public buildings. Schools, churches, and other 
public buildi’tlgs were opened to families seeking shelter. 
impacted, there was very little that could be done except to sit tight and wait 
out the storm. 
Betsy became an extratropical storm as it moved over eastern Arkansas and con- 
tinued into the Ohio River valley. 

But once the stom 

During the night of September 10 and the morning of September If, 

Hurricane Beesy: Post-Impact 

Reports of flooding in a number of sections in the easrern part of the 
city began coming in after the storm. This was not expected. It was felt from 
past experience thag the area adjacent to Lake Pontchartrain would be the area 
affected by the flooding. Eowever, flooding in the New Orleans area west of the 
Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (Industrial Canal) and south of Gentilly Boulevard 
resulted from a tidal surge which overtopped ilhe Industrial Canal west: levee in 
the vicinity of the intersection of the canal and the Mississippi Xiver. 
unexpected flooding caught many families by surprise. 
in the early morning hours by the water surrounding them. 
felt: they could walk to safety sought out the nearest public building, usually 
an elementary school. 
than to seek shelter on tfre roof of their homes. 

This 
Many persons were awakened 

“hose families who 

E.lany other families were trapped with no other alternative 

The immediate problem facing the city was the evacuation of those stranded 
by khe flood. An announcement requesting owners of small boats to volunteer 
their crafts for rescue activity was released through the mass media Friday 
morning, September 10. Volunteers in their small crafts along with army personnel 
in amphibious ducks, conducted an intensive search-and-rescue operation in the 
inundated area. However, some problems arose with the use of these private 
crafts. Overall coordination was lacking arid boa‘c operators were not told where 
to take the evacuees once they had been rescued. Often people would request 
to be taken to a relatfve‘s house only to discover that it, too, was flooded. 
Isolated incidents of prof iceering (charging lr~r rescue service) were reported, 
but by and large the rescue activity ran smoothly and effectively. 
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Shelters had to be set tip and atocked in order to provide the evacuees 

More than 96,000 people sought safety 
with food and medical supplies. 
churches, and large public buildings. 
In these shelters; however, the enormous scope of the disaster required a more 
permanent shezter set-up. Thus the u.S. Naval Station was mobilized to handle 
evacuees. 
began arriving in New Orleans by military aircraft and by the morning of the 
twelfth, Algiers Naval Station was prepared to receive refugees from the forty 
shelters scattered throughwt New Orleans. 

Temporary shelters were set up in schools, 

On the morning of September 11, Army personne2. and field equipment 

In addition to these rescue and evacuation operations, immediate post- 
impact attention was focused on the restoration of minimum community services. 
The sewer and water board, levee board, and the Army Corps of Engineers had 
the monumental task of handling the flood situation. 
struck, the sewer and water board had instructed their drainage and maintenance 
crews to report to their respective stations and to await further notice. 
Because of the flood conditions and power interruption, three of the sewer and 
water board's pumping stations on the east: side became inoperative. 
a.m. Friday it was decided that if it were possible and the situation warranted, 
the flood gates in the siphon that carries water into the Florida canal under 
the Ilinduetrial Canal would be closed. 
believed that the waters would be prevented 2rom inundating the west side. How- 
ever, water did spread over wide areas on both the east and west sides of the 
Industrial Canal, By 11:OO a.m. that morning, the flood gates on the east side 
of the Industrial Canal were closed, thus allowing control of the west side 
situation. 

Before the hurricane 

At 4:OO 

By closing the flood gates, it was 

The Army Corps of Engineers inmediately aided the sewer and water board 
in its flood control and drainage attempts. The mobilization of six dredges, 
one pump barge, and eight pumps allowed for the removal of much of the city's 
floodwaters, lessening the strain on key pumping stations in the more severely 
flooded eastern areas. By September 26, the emergency phase of the sewer and 
water board's restoration process was over. 

Each organization and department within the city took immediate restora- 
tive actions. 
ment of streets started clearing over 12,000 miles of street; gas and electric 
departments first took care of imediate dangerous conditions (i.e., fallen wires 
and broken gas lines), and then focused on restoring normal service. 
organization had as its main goal the restoration of norm1 operating processes. 
On the evening of September 10, the President of the United States paid a visit 
to New Orleans and offered the assistance of the federal government to the newly 
declared national emergency area. 

cy Planning was placed in charge 

Public health personnel began innoculations; crews in the depart- 

Every 

The chief officer of the Office of m e r  
of coordinating Lederal assistance to the greater New Orleans area. 
items from the president's telegram to the New Orleans mayor indicate the type 
of federal assitance offered: 

S u m r y  
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1. 
Mississippi giver TJZS handled by the Army Corps of Engineers. Aside 
from responsibility for navigation and flood control facilities, the 
Corps OS Engineers perzormed m c h  02 the disaster work for the 0r”fice 
Og hergency Planning eieher with military personnel, or by coneracting 
with private i’irms. 

A missing bar-ge ~72.zh 600 tons of cklorine lost somewhere in Che 

2. Six hundred Fourth Army personnel were brought into the azea. 
included an engineer company equipped wick heavy machinery and water 
purification equipment. 

They 

A. 

B. 

3. The 
highway 

Equipment and supplies in the area for immediate use were as 
follows: rations for 22,500, 147 units of trucks, trailers, 
water and gas tankers, 20 fixed‘wing and helicopters, a bull 
dozer bucket loader, and miscellaneous mobile equipment. 

The National Guard had 4,300 men on duty and brought in an 
additional 104 trucks, 12 amphibious vehicles, 32 radio sets, 
12,100 sheets, 28,444 blankets, 3,100 cots, 2,103 litters, 
3,050 mattresses, 5 refr2gerator vans, 13 ten and thdrty 
(lsilowato generators 
wreckers, and. 3 semi-trailers. 

14 five- eon tractors , 2 f iye- ton 

Bureau of Public Roads sent 35 engineers to assist in surveying 
and bridge damage with the Louisiana State Xighway officials. 

Reconstructior, work began as quickly as possible with the bureau shoulder- 
ing the biggest share of the cost for repair of federal highways. 

4. The Job Corps was instructed to kelp in the clean-up. 

5. 
boats to use in KWCW work. 

The Coast Guard sent 10 helicopters, 8 fixed wing aircraft, and 30 

6. 
locations in refugee centers. 

The Small Business Administration opened disaster loan ofgices at 8 

7. 
clock for release 02 stockpile foods also furnishing transportation if 
reqraes ted. 

The Agriculture Department Commodity Department stayed open around :he 

8. 
could be turned over to refugees. 

Wousing and Home Finance Agency compiled a list oLC housing units which 

9. 
through the General Service Administracion. 

Three hundred and Eifty mobile vans were purchased and distributed , 

10. Air Borce Reserve units delivered 4 3  telephone repair vehicles and 
their crews from northern states to tackle the job of telephone restar- 
ation. 



a 

a 

11. The Food and Drug Administration worked closely with city and state 
officials inspecting damaged food and drug supplies €or contamination. 

12. The Department of Realth, Education and Welfare provided inspection 
services to the Office of Emergency Planning on sewage systems, water- 
works, insect infected areas, and other matters relating to public health.. 

13. The FBI sent in teams o€ specialists to aid local officials in 
identifying the bodies of hurricane victims. 

14. On Octokrer 21, the senate passed a bill providing $35 million in 
grants to Hurricane Betsy victims. 

The combined efforts of the city, state, and federal governmehts, and 
the cooperation of private organizations within one week's time bmught about 
a vast restoration of community services and functions. Immediately after the 
storm, 70 percent of the 186,000 customers of the Ne57 Orleans Public Service 
Inc. were without electricity. By September 18, 80 percent of these customers 
had power. By the same time, the telephone company reported that 75 percent 
of all New Orleans customers were receiving telephone service. 
throughout the city had returned to normal operations, 
in the flooded areas, the majority of businesses in the commerical sector had 
opened their doors. 

Bus service 
Except for a few stores 

The following chronological listing will present an overview of the 
organizational activities Erom the hurricane's inception to the phasgng out 
of emergency recovery functions. 

Chronology 

Augus t 2 7 
2:OO p.m. U.S. Trreather Bureau received information from a reconnaissance 

alrcraft indicating that there was a moderate tropical depression 
forming. This depression was watched for further possible development. 

August 31 
11:OQ a.m. A hurricane watch began at civil defense headquarters. The plot- 

ting of Betsy began with the Miami Weather Bureau's advisory No. 16. 
The hurricane's position at that time was about 27Q miles north of 
San Juan, Puerto Rico, and over 900 miles east-southeast of Mami. 
Daily plotting continued until September 6. 

September 6 
Weather plotting at the CD headquarters was started on a 24 

hour basis, 
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September 7 
1:35 p.m. Louisiana National Guard began detailed planning and prepara- 

tion should Betsy become a th-reae. 

September 8 
1o:oo a.m. The Alglers Naval A5r StatTon received a report: from the U.S. 

HaVal Hurricane Porecast Facility, HiamF, Florida, statfng that 
des trucrive hurricane winds were possible within 72 hours. 

1O:OO a.m. The New Qrleans Avialsion Board decided that all aircrafts 
should be flown out of New Orleans. 
secured in the hangars. 

Light aircraft should be 

1.00 p.m. The U.S. Weather Bureau reported that Betsy had moved into 
the Gulf of Neexico and t~?as moving westward. 

5:oo p.n. 

8:OO p.m. 

2:OO a.m. 

7:OO a.m. 

9:1S a.m. 

9:40 a.m. 

Horning 

A special precautionary wa$ch was established at the civil 
defense emergency operation cencer, 
tinued through eke night at 7:00, 1O:OO and l2:QO p.m. 

The watch and plotting con- 

A hurricane watch vas advrsed for the area from the mouth 02 
the Mis~iss~ippi Fdver- wes tward to P’atagoyda Bay on the central 
coast to Texis. The Weather Bureau at this time recommended evacua- 
tFon of all off-shore oil rigs. 

Septernber 9 
U.S. Beather Bureau. reported that: Betsy was moving west, north- 

west towards the central area of the Gulf of Mexico. 

U.S. Weather Bureau issued hurricane warnings for the area ex- 
tending from the mouth of the Nississippi River to Galveston, Texas. 

The Louisiana National G w r d  ceased ail routine activities and 
Initiated an emergency operation plan with all personnel and re- 
soerees comitted to preparing for hurricane duty. 

The U.S. R’avaI. Station ae: Algiers vent on alert taki,ng full 
A conddtion of maximum preparedness and precautionary measures. 

disaster conecol planning ~ e ~ t  into immediate effect. 
supply, and security teams along vith equipment handlers all pre- 
pared for emergency duty. 

Medical, 

All National Guard units were alerted for possible emergency 
duty. 

There was a general meeting 02 i-;he department heads and other 
concerned agencies in the mayor’s office. The discussion centered 
around the functions that each depari-ment or agency would perform 
during the emergency. 
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The division of public buildings began taking precautionary 
measures. 
call. 
defense emergency operation center in order to relay messages back 
to the buildings director. 

All personnel were ordered to be on standby for immediate 
The public building administrator was stationed at the civil 

Notification that the hurricane was to strike in the immediate 
vicinity led the traffic engineering division to instruct the sign 
and signal shop to gas all vehicles and to empty trucks of normal 
equipment so that they could be stocked with emergency supplies. 

The Army Corps of Engineers put its hurricane plan into effect 
by securing all government plants and facilities; manning on a 24 
hour basis an emergency operations center; and deploying engineer 
assistant teams into the key metropolitan areas along the Louisiana 
coast. 'A liaison representative was stationed at civil defense 
headquarters New Orleans. 

The U.S. Dept. of Commerce instructed the agents of government- 
owned ships in the vicinity of Mew Orleans to take immediate action 
to secure them for severe weather conditions. 

The housing authority's key management, administrative, and 
maintenance personnel were alerted and emergency measures were 
instituted. 

The municipal auditorium superintendent was ordered to prepare 
the building in case it should be needed to house evacuees. 

The department of streets dispatched all available maintenance 
division drivers to assist: in the evacuation of people from the 
threatened area. . 

The vehicles of the coronex's office were placed Sn service for 
rescue work and+evacuation. 

and TV stations statfng the precautions all customers should take. 

The electric distribution department officially started their 

1:OO p.m. The power and light company released a notice through all radio 

2:OO p.m. 
emergency hurricane 

All sewer and water board departments were instructed to attend 
a meeting in the board's conference room in order to review what 
had been done and what still needed to be done to meet the demands 
of the emergency 

The governor granted the adjutant general permission to call up 
the National Guard troops as needed. - 14- 



4:OO p.m. The civil defense emergency operations center (EOC) was placed 
into full operation. 

4:05 p.m. A general meeting was held at EOC for all department heads and 
allied agencies in order to make a final check of the preparedness 
of a11 those concerned with the emergency operations. The meeting 
was short since plans had been made more explicit at earlier meetings. 

5:OO p.m. U.S. Weather Bureau reported that Betsy was moving directly 
towards New Orleans. 

The management, administrative, and maintenance personnel of the 
housing authority were assigned to emergency duty on an around-the- 
clock basis. 

5:30 p.m. The sewer and water board instructed their drainage mainrename 
crews and trucks to report to their stations and to remain at these 
locations until further notice. At the main office constant contact 
was maintained with all crews in case a concentrationof manpower 
would be required. 

i 

6:OO p.m. The electric power department of the public service office ordered 
extra operators to provide a double operating crew at three generating 
stations . 

6:30 p.m. The public service's transit department dispatched buses to 
transport those wishing to evacuate to safer areas. 

6:30 p.m. - 
1:15 a.m. for evacuation purposes. 

6:45 p.m. 

The transit: department kept several buses making shuttle. runs 

The power at the EOC started to go off resulting in prolonged 
moments of darkness and failure in the air conditioning system and 
other electrical equipment. Bowever, the radio comunication setup 
was not interrupted. 

7:OO p.m. The transit department had to curtail some of its service on 
many .transit routes due to the high winds and flying debris. 

a:oo p.m. Upon request of the mayor, the doors of the municipal auditorium 
The building soon filled up were opened to those who sought shelter. 

although adequate food and personnel were not available. 

U.S. Department or' Commerce sent a message to civil defense 
making known the fact that they had a warehouse in Algiers gilled 
with equipment and supplies that would be made available Eo assist 
the community in its efforts during and following Betsy. 
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9:25 p.m. 

9:30 p.m. 

1o:oo p.m. 

1O:lO p.m, 

10:30 p.m. 

Evening 

The last flight departed from New Orleans International 
Airport. The field was officially closed. 

The transit department discontinued all transit service over 
regular routes. 

Comercial electric power was lost; however, key areas (i.e.s 
the EOC) shifted to emergency power furnished by the auxiliary 
generators. 

The gas department lost its normal source of power and switched 
to the emergency power supply. 

The public belt railroad commission furnished sandbags to fill 
gaps in the Industrial Canal Levee. 
this particular Levee, the railroad commission sought to insure their 
access to cross by building up the levee to the standard height. 

Due to the lower elevation of 

The EOC lost communications with the weather bureau and at 
10:25 p.m. they lost the use of their telephones. 
report received at this time stated that "150 m.p,h. winds bearing 
down on Hew Orleans and the Mississippi Gulf Coast . " 

The final weather 

The coroner's office acted as a telephone relay station for the 
city health director who was at the EOC. 
was maintained with the doctor since those stationed in the EOC 
could only receive calls but could not call out. 
line the EOC and health director were never isolated. 

An open telephone line 

With this open 

Shortly before the sewer and water board lost communications 
with their pump stations, they had been advised that one of the sta- 
tions was receiving an enormous amount of water and that it was 
suspected that the levee had given way on the Industrial Canal. 

The department of public buildings ordered their trucks east of 
the Industrial Canal in order to help evacuate residents, 

Families started seeking shelter in various schools, public 
buildings, churches and official Red Cross shelters. Several 
hundred sought shelter at the New Orleans International Airport. 

Firenmen rescued people trapped in their homes by high water. 
Using boats and large trucks they continued to work throughout most 
of the night. 

The department of welfare periodically appraised the CD director 
of the lack of taxi cabs and the need for National Guard vehicles 
for evacuation. The welfare department relayed calls from individuals 
requesting evacuation to the appropriate agencies. 
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SeptembeT 10 
12:W a.m. At this time the eye of Hurricane Betsy gassed over New Orleans 

with winds clocked at 125 m.p.h. for a period from 12:OO a.m. to 
4:OO a.m. nearly a11 departments and agencies were inactive. 

5:OO a.m. The electric distribution department of the Public Service Inc. 
returned to the field and began repairing circuits which led to the 
city hospitals and sewage and water board. 

Veather reports resumed indicating heavy rains and high winds 
for northeast Louisiana and northern and central Mississippi. 

The EOC began to receive reports from police units of flooding 
in a number of sections in the eastern part o€ the city. 

6:OO a.m. Engineers from the sevage and water board took a "duck" to 
survey the situation throughout the city. 

7:OO a.m. Employees of the aaintenance division of the department of 
streets began clearing 1,200 miles of streets to facilitate the 
movement of traffic. 

7:15 a.m. Since all power and air conditioning had failed, the CD director 
. and mayor decided to close up the EOC and move to the office in 

city hall. 

1l:QO a.m. U.S. Weather Bureau reported that all warnings should be lowered. 

The main flood gates on tiite east side of the Industrial Canal 
were closed. With the gates closed the westside flood situation 
should be controlled. 

Morninlg The electric power department started restoration of their 13.E 
kilowatt feeders . 

The gas department assigned all available servicemen to emer- 
gency duty. Surveillance was mintained over all areas served by 
the gas department. 

The coroner's office began setting up a morgue and requisition- 
ing the necessary supplies to handle the multiple deaths. 

The public building administration sent out repair crews to 
patch roofs and perform ocher general repairs on city-owned property. 

Water surged with unprecedentzd magnitude driven by winds 
estimated to be E25 m.p.h. through every conceivable water avenue 
in the area. 
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4:80 p.m. 

6:35 p.m. 

Evening 

9:30 a.m, 

The Army Corps of Engineers assisted with the early evacuation 
of people in the area east of the Industrial Canal. 

New Orleans International Airport received its first flight 
since it closed down for 24 hours. 

The transit department restored parrial service to nine major 
arterial routes and on three secondary routes- 

The President of the United Seates visited Hew Orleans to sur- 
vey the damage done by Betsy, He was accompanied by four Presidential 
aides who remained in New Orleans to assist officials and ofPer the 
resources of the Office of Emergency Planning. 

It was decided that an Army contingent be brought into New 
Orleans to establish a central base for housing all refugees. 

Assessment OE damages, emergency repairs, and cleanup operation 
continued throughout the day and evening. 
and U.S. Coast Guard helicopter initiated heavy rescue operations of 
civilians in the Hew Orleans area. 

The U.S. Naval Station 

The railroad cormnission began clearing debris and repairing 
washouts in the rear of the Galaey Street Fjharf. 

More than 96,000 people sought refuge in 287 Red Cross shelters 
opened in schools, military installations, churches, and other 
public buildings throughout the impacted area. 

Public service crews began to patrol the transit routes to 
clear away street obstructions . 

The building inspector of the department of safety and permits 
made a visual inspection throughout the downtown business dPstrict 
and Vieux Carre area. 

The New Orleans Health Department organized temporary dispen- 
saries in the shelter areas. The permanent personnel of the health 
department took care of the refugees who had gathered in city hall. 

September 11 
A meeting was held for all playgwund supervisors of the New 

Orleans Recreation Department. 
assigned Eacility and take all precautionary measures against 
dangerous conditions and hazards. A general cleanup program was 
started for all the city parks. 

They were instructed to go to their 
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No rning Outside help reached its peak. Air Force airlifts flew in,, 
Army field kitchens, personnel to man them, and a mountain of 
needed suppldes . 

Most organizations and departments spent the day making 
appraisals of the damage done and made notes referring to any 
hazardous conditions that needed tmediate attention. 

Several trucks of the department of public buildings were 
loaned to the sanitation department to help haul debris, 
struction crews continued their emergency patching. 

The con- 

U.S. Naval. helicopter rescue operations continued at a steady 
pace. Supplies of clothing, food, drugs, cots, emergency equipment, 
Army field equipment, and personnel began arriving at the Algiers 
naval station by military aircraft. '.&is continued steadily till 
September 19. 

The sewer and water board reported that it %7as no longer 
necessary to boil water for drinking purposes since adequate 
chlorine residual was present in the water dis tributlon system. 

The New Orleans Health Pepartment spent their time screening 
and caring for refugees in the various shelters. 
vaccination program was begun with stations set up to administer 
tetanus shots. 

A community 

Morning 
September 12 

The U.S . Naval Station was requested to prepare to receive 
refugees from unauthorized shelters throughout Meair Orleans. 
Immediate preparations were made to set up facilities for the 
medical treatment, feeding, clothing and shelterlng of arriving 
refugees. 

Afternoon Some 1,4.00 refugees were accommodated at the naval station. 
Assistance in this effort came from the American Red Cross, 
Catholic institutions and other welifare agencies. 

The department of streets continued clearing the streets 
throughout the city, eliminating hazards that hampered the movement 
of traffic. 
streets 03 New Orleans were cleared. 

This work continued till September 19, when a11 the 

September 13 
9:OO a.m. Electrical inspectors were sent: to their regular assigned areas 

and vere asked to remove all fallen wires and to tape up those wires 
that could not be removed. 
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Norning The U.S. Department of Commerce repeated their offer to the 
Office of Emergency Planning that their New Orleans warehouse was 
available for assisting in the restoration process. 

12:OO p.m. The railroad commission reopened most of ithe intracity lines 
and were now able to interchange cars. 

n e  municipal auditorium began preparations to receive 
approximately 1,288 members of the National Gwrd, 150th battalion 
Erom Shreveport, Louisiana. 
auditorium for 6 days. 

These men were quartered in the 

%e ,city civil service office participated ia the planning for 
and the recruiting of emergency help needed to clean up the after- 
math of Betsy. 

The department of property management divided the city into 
areas that would allow building inspectors to make a visual 
inspection of evexy house in New Orleans. 

The gas department crews were augmented by meter reader per- 
sonnel that were temporarily assigned to the emergency work. 

Four of the city's five health centers opened for normal opera- 
tions. They continued the additiona1,disaster work of giving 
imnization and first aid for injury. The health department ordered 
12,000pounds of insecticide to be applied to mosquito-infested areas. 

September 14 
The transit department restored regular service to the last 

two lines of the system. 
exception of route adjustments on a few lines due to the flooded 
streets and other obstructions, 

T-cansie service was normal with the 

The water west of the Industrial Canal %$as €inally thoroughly 
Pull attention was given to removing and controlling drained. 

flood waters in areas east of the canal. 

Shelter population stabilized at nearly 20,000 and be, oan a 
gradual decline. 

the statement that the city and civil defense had not been fully 
alert to all the conditions and as a result of their lack of 
preparedness caused many deaths in low-lying areas. This statement 
caused severe repercussions. 

A prominent nuclear physicist flew into Hew Orleans and made 
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September 16 
%e railroad was able to begin normal operations over most of 

its lines. Mowever, there were still some tracks that required 
s tructural repairs. 

September 17 
The board of commissioners of 

a statement that the facilities of 
operation. 

September '18 
ElecCric power department had 

the Port of Mew Orleans-issued 
the port were back in normal 

restored all feeders- and trans- 
formers and resumed normal operations in all substations. 

fn conjunction with the American Red Cross, state public health 
officials, and Pfqquemines Parish officials, the U.S. Naval Station 
furnished medical facilities personnel and equipment at the main 
gate house in order to help inoculate approximately 3,500 returning 
refugees to lower Plaquemines Parish. 

September 20 
All customers 0'; the Fower and Light Co. (with the exception 

of approximately 500) were receiving electric service. 
i 

The gas department complcred checking and reconditioning meter 
installations. Gas service was restored to customers ready for it. 
Customers were advised to have all electrical appliances checked by 
a repairman. 

The maintenance- division of the department of streets began to 
receive assignments to remove household debris and to conduct a 
general cleanup operation. 

September 24 
Xailroads had completed all repairs and were in full operation. 

September 26 
The emergency phase of restoration had largely been completed by 

the sewage and water board. 
restoring the reliability and safety that existed prior to the hurricant 

Efforts now were being directed toward 

October 1 
Red Cross damage survey shoved 1,233 homes destroyed; 26,969 with 

major damage; and 1316,617 srrstalning minor damage. More than 1,700 
farm buildiQgs sugfered the saue Eate, as did 2,000 small businesses 
and 1,209 comercia1 and pleasure boats; 23,813 families had applied 
for aid at Red Cross field registration points throughout the disaster 
area. 
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CfVFL DEFENSE 

Civil defense is unique among emergency organizations. TtJhilepolice and 
fCre departments are continually in the public eye handling day-to-day isolated 
emergencies, civil defense is somewhat less visible to the wider cornunity 
Its everyday concerns are planning, educating the public, setting up and stock- 
ing fallout shelters, and performing general administrative duties. The public 
is not concerned with suck normal CD activities until the community perceives 

obscure place in the background, CD steps r'omerd to becorns the chief coordina- 
ting center of local government. 

7 a general threat; then public awareness-is focused on civil defense. From its 

The Louisiana State Legislature defines the emergency tasks of civil 
defense as : 

the preparation for and the carrying out of all emergency functions other 
than functions for which the military forces are primarily responsible, 
to minimize and repair injury and damage resulting from disasters caused 
by enemy attacks, sabotage or other hostile action, or by fire, flood, 
earthquake or other natural causes. f 

This formalized definition covers a wide and sometimes problematic area. By 
definition, the main concern of CD is man-made disasters (i.e., nuclear attack 
or the threat of such attack). To this threat CD devotes its resources seek- 
ing to achieve a maximum readiness state for the protection of life and 
property. Elaborate plans are developed to secure ehe best possible safe- 
guards for the public and to inform them of t&e precautions necessary to mini- 
mize ehe effects of such a man-made disaster. 

Organizational S ti-ucrure 

The structure or' civil defense reflects this dual fbnction -- preparation 
for and coordination of emergency operations. 
Orleans CD each position will be briefly described. 

To receive an overview of New 

Civil Defense Director. Close supervision of all CD ac+,ivities is the 
responsibility of the CD director. Pith these general administrative 
duties the director performs the vital function of linking CD to the 
entire community. A large proportion o? CD public relations is conducted 
by the director who attmds civic meeeings. and speaks to various clubs, 
buslness groups, and school assemblies. ?&e director also provides the 
link between GD, city government, and state and national CD associations. 
Policy decisions and changes are officially announced by the director who 
will then seek to involve the total complex of community institutions in 
a viable CD program. 
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Deputy Director. Closely associated with the director is the deputy whose 
main task is to see that all executive orders and policies are carried out 
by the organization. 
coordinated by the deputy with the aid and advice of the administrative 
staff. On numerous occasions the deputy is asked to speak before civic 
organizations. f2e is continually involved in training programs, 

Planning Officer. Revising and creating new emergency plans is the 
responsibility of the planning officer. 
ing for nuclear fallout. 
national fallout program. 
shelter analyst in securing adequate fallout shelters, 
organizations who wish to set up emergency plans complementing the breader 
city plans can seek advice and assistance from the planning officer. 

Public Relations. 
at the time of Betsy; however, the task o€ informing the public through 
h?CtUr@S and community meetings is largely the task of the director, 
deputy, planning officer, and trainfng officer. 

Training OEficer. 
providing training classes for the public. 
proper construction of fallout shelters and in general safety procedures 
to be followed. Some responsibilities of the training officer are dele- 
gated to the shelter analyst. 

Shelter Analyst. Working closely with the planning officer, the shelter 
analyst is responsible Tor securing suitable fallout sfielters and seeing 
that these shelters are stocked and ready for any potentjlal emergency. 
The bulk of the shelter analyst's job is arranging with owners and managers 
of large commerctal buildings to donate space €or public shelters, fn 
addition, he carries out responsibilities delegated to him by the train- 
ing officer. 

The bulk of the daily administrative matters are 

Attention is focused on prepar- 
These plans are developed to supplement the 
The planning officer works closely with the 

The community 

The public relations director's position was unfilled 

Part of CD's responsibility to the larger cormunity is 
Instruction is given in the 

Budget and Finance Officer. 
the budget and finance officer (i.e., processing reports, allocating funds, 
writing checks, ordering supplies). 
the preparation of an annual budget which is presented to the federal 
government. Under the administrative direction of the budget dncl Zfnance 
officer are telephone operators and stenographers. 

All administrative details are handled by 

The chief task of this officer is 

The Emergency Operations Center (EOC) located on the shorelines of Lake 
Pontchartrain is the facility which most clearly reflects emergency CD prepared- 
ness. Located in this structure is the necessary emergency equipment (i.e., 
radios, open line telephones, switchboards, weather teletype machines, large 
maps, auxiliary generators, and other specialized equipment). Space in this 
building is allocated to the following emergency agencies: 
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City Police Department 
City Fire Department 
Sewerage and Water Board 
Volunteer Ham Operators 
City Health Department 
American Red Cross 
Civil Defense Volunteers 
Corps of Engineers 

Louis iana Power and Light Company 
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph 
Port of Ne27 Orleans 
U.S. Coast Guard 
New Orleans Public Service Inc. 
Civil Air Patrol 
Sa lva t i on Army 
City Velfare Department 

From this center coordination of the entire disaster operation is to be provided. 
EOC personnel include : 

EOC Coordinator, Keeping the operations center on twenty-four hour 
preparedness is the responsibility -of the coordinator. Working closely 
with the director, the coordinator sees that all equipment (radios, 
transmitters, etc.) is in operatlng order and that the director is in- 
formed of any equipment inadequacies. 

Draftsman. In the absence of the coordinator, the draftsman is in charge 
of the center. His duties are to keep the supply of maps at an adequate 
level and to provide special maps at the request of any city agencies. 
Many jobs at the center require the aid of an additional individual -- 
the draEfisman performs this service. 

Radio Technician. 
equipment is the task of the radio technician. Equipment is tested once 
a week to see that all radios are transmitting clearly. 
on the test results, In slack periods he aids in the general maintenance 
of EOC facilities. 

Keeping a continual check on the condition of the radio- 

A log is kept 

Radio Maintenance Man. Working closely with the radio technician, the 
radio maintenance man takes care of all radio repaim and assists in 
the general operations ef the center. 

Siren Maintenance. Installation and maintenace of all 102 sirens located 
throughout Neb7 Orleans requires the total attention of the siren maintenance 
man. 

Custodial Worker and Stationary Engineer. 
tenance of physical facilities at the center is delegated to these two 
individuals. Maintaining the various generators, heating and air con- 
ditioning units, is the responsibility of the engineer; the custodial 
worker takes care of the general maintenance (i. e., sweeping, washing 
walls, floors I etc. ). 

Responsibility for the main- 
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Civil defense has fi nonemergency tqsks : planning fo& disixs ter 
operations, securing and s fallout shelters, providing public informa- 
tion, performing adminis tr.&iye duties, and maintaining twenty-four hour $re- 
paredness of EOC. 
urban analysis of New Orleans. 
of emergency facilities and equipment and an extensive survey was conducted re- 
garding the availability of public and private bui1d"ings for use as nuclear 
fallout shelters. 
large public and private.buildings for shelters has been continued by local 
architects and engineers contrqcted by CD. 
owners and building managers are Boatacted and lldiplomatically" asked to 
volunteer their facilities. 
of civic duty; 

In 18% the'federal government allocated $307,000 for an 
Information was gathered concerning the location 

The process of gathering information on the suitability of 

From these survey recommendations 

The approach taken is an appeal to 'their sense 

Perhaps CD's most important single task is theA development of adequate 
nuclear disaster plans ,that will also cover recurrent hurricane threats. 
chief responsiblity for formulating these plans rests with the planning officer. 

The 

ing to the general principles found in the national di ster plan, each 
must create plans relevant to their own problsms, Lo siana, like many 

crf the Gulf Coast states, is%exposed to an annual hurricane season. 
operational plans have to be.'developed for both nuclear disaster and hurricanes. 
Pr5or to the impact of Hurricane Betsy, a temporary set of plans had been drawn 
up oonsis,t-i-ng of a five-divisional breakdown with the director as chief coordina- 
tor responsible only to the mayor. The five divisions were: (1) welfare, (2) 
technical, (3) protective, (4) administrative, and (5) medical. Each division 
had a commander' responsible for the plans and operations of his division. How- 
ever, when actually faced with the hurricane situation presented by Betsy, these 
plans had to be modified to fit the particular personalities and problems 
encountered. 

Thus, 

The shelter analyst has the task of approaching owners and managers of 
suitable buildings to arrange for adequate space for storing emergeney -supplies 
(i.e., food, water, cots, blankets, and emergency medical supplies). h e  
problein of securing this space is frequently complicated by the "second thoughts" 
of those who donate space. 
of good wit1 because no financial remuneration follows. When the cost .of 
valuab1e':spae.e is!-realized ,by Owners and managers they of ten request .th*at these 
supplies be removed and stored elsewhere: 
whole idea of public service and civic duty. 

The act of volunteering space is strictly an act 

'IhZs requires the reselli~g*b$ the 

General public interest in CD tends to fluctuate with the actual threat 
perceived. 
information courses. Part of CB's role in the wider community is to provide 
training programs instructing the public first Fn disaster preparation €or them- 
selves and their families and secondly, in assistance for members of their 
cornunity who are incapable of helping themselves. Generally, these classes 

After the Cuban crisis enrollment increased multifold in CD public 
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are poorly attended and are of little imediete interest to the public. 
ever, when a threat such as the Cuban crisis occurs, individuals actively seek 
information concerning shelter construction, emergency supplies, and the effects 
and prevention of radioactive Eallout. 
by CD personnel who speak to bustness groups, civic clubs, and school assemblies. 
Tne main task of the training officer is to see that courses are set up and that 
requests for speakers are honored. Due to personnel limitations, other executive 
officers (director, deputy, planning officer, and shelter analyst) aid in ful- 
r'illing these speaking requests, 

HOW- 

These training courses are supplemented 

In order €or any Organization to continue its daily activities, a certain 

All these activities are 
amount of administrative detail must be handled, 
letters sent, supplies ordered, and bills paid. 
handled by the budget and finance officer. 

Budgets have to be prepared, 

7 

The operational arm 02 CD consists or' the Emergency Operations Center. 
The bunker structure contains emergency equipment, supplies, and livlng arrange- 
mats sufficient to maintain its occupants quite comfortably €or fourreen days 
and, if food, air, and other facilities are conserved, it would be possible to 
stay in the center €or twenty-eight days, Normally Ehe tasks of those employed 
at the center are focused on twenty-four hour maintenance-preparedness. 
tasks include: (1) map making -- ;naps are used to plot all emergency activity, 
with specialized maps presenting land contours to facilitate controlling flood 
situations; (2) siren maintenance to insure an effective warning system; (3) 
radio maintenance to guarantee an effective communications system vital to any 
coordinating effort; and (4) the overall maintenance of the emergency center's 
physical structure. 

Such 

Previous Disaster Experience 

New Orleans civil defense has had experience t;7ith both the threat or' a 
man-made disaster (Cuban crisis of 1962) and the impact of a natural disaster 
(flurricane Hilda 1964). Its basic orientation, however , is towards preparing 
for nuclear survival and CD found during Hurricane Hilda thatits role in times 
of natural disaster is somewhat less clearly defined than its role in national 
emergencies. The civil defense organization participates in the disaster sub- 
culiure that exists in New Orleans. CD takes part in the mayor's disaster 
survival committee annual meeting of emergency-related organizations at the . 

start of the hurricane season. The EQC is on twenty-four hour preparedness. 
Like other emergency organizations in the disaster subculture, CD responded to 
alert status September 3 as Betsy moved into the Gulf. Civil defense officials 
met with the Army Corps of Engineers to discuss preparatory measures and poten- 
tial damage areas. LnL'ormal. understandings among CD personnel also reflect the, 
characteristics of a dtsaster subculrure. Each seaff member would put in the 
necessary extra time to maintain operations during the emergency. As one em- 
ployee stated, ''aE.t: was understood that during any times of emergency we would 
be expected to put in as many hours that ve possibly can." Although a disaster 
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presents CD with a new set of demands which must be dealt with quickly and 
effectively, the organization's yearly exposure to the threat of tropical s t o m  
and hurricanes has continually added to its facility in adapting to many special- 
ized disaster demands. 

Emergency Adaptations 

lbo time periods are extremely demanding for civil defense. The first i6 
before the hurricane strikes hhen it is imperative that individual citizens and 
emergency organizations prepare for the ensuing impact and physical destruction. 
CD is responsible for tke overall coordination of this preparedness activity. 
The second period of stress comes once the storm has moved over the city leaving 
in its wake the destruction of life and property. 
of stress, CD's main task during the post-storm period is the eoordinarion of 
recavery activity. The following discussion will focus on the adaptive tech- 
niques employed by CD in confronting the increased pressures and demands rising 
from the threat and impact of Hurricane Betsy. 
into two parts corresponding to these periods of stress. 

Similar to the first period 

The discussion will be divided 

Pre- b p a c  t Activities 

As stated earlier, Mew Orleans was rapidly developing what could be called 
a "disaster subculture"; community organizations had learned through repeated 
threats and impacts how to adapt their behavior to efficiently mobilize resources 
to meet the disaster demands. 
ferences of emergency-oriented agencies and departments during which discussion 
centered around the effective mobilization of the EOC. A close weather watch 
throughout the summer months enables CD to follow storm from their first in- 
ception far out in the Atlaneic. 

Early planning took the form of meetings and con- 

On August 26, 1965, civil defense received a report from a weather satellite 
of an unsettled condition far out in the southeast Atlantic close to the African 
coastline. However, the weather bureau did not release any positive coordinates 
until August 29. From this point on, the CD planning officer mfntained a track- 
ing chart on a drafting board located in the city hall office. 
September 8, it was decided that the plotting of the storm movemeats should be 
conducted at the EOC. 
type machine (33%) which was linked to the weather station in Miami, Florida. 
TAese reports were then plotted on a large weather map which allowed CD personnel 
to follow the storm's progressat a quick glance. 

At 5:OC p.m. 

Reports at the center were received over a weather tele- 

Another kmportant pre-impact: activity was the public information service 
that CD performed. 
located and what precautions Bhould be taken to secure homes, offices, and stores; 

Individuals would ask CD where the nearest: shelters were 
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frightened individuals ~ ~ o u l d  call just to be reassured. 
evacuating orders on the afternoon of September 9 was an extremely difficult 
one faced by the mayor an3 the CD director. 
Corps of Engineers (the organization which would be in charge of all flood @on- 
ditions,resulting from the storm), and upon evaluation of the predictions of the 
weather bureau as to the future course of Beesy, it was decided to issue evacu- 
ation orders for the western portion of the city from the shore of Lake 
Pontchartrain as far south as Gentilly Boulevard. 
transported evacuees to various designated shelters, 

%e decision to issue 

After deliberation with the A m y  

Public buses, cabs, and trucks 

At 4:OO p.m., September 9, the mayor and CD director decided that the EOC 
should be staffed and fully prepared for the coming emergency. 
staff consisting of the planning officer and stenographers remained at the city 
hall CI) office in order eo handle public requests for information. 
deputy director, finance officer, and shelter analyst all moved to the EOC and 
took on their emergency responsibilities. 
character of CD changed. 
activities, CD became the oSficial cornunity coordinating agent. 

A skeleton 

The director, 

At this time the whole orgadZatiOnaf 
Stepping out of the shadows of its hidden daily 

Prior to staffing the emergency center all. electrical. and mechanical 
equipment had been checked to be certain t W  everything would be operational. 
%e plotting of the seorm continued at the center; reports arrived from the 
weather bureau every two hours. 
center during the pre-storm period was the staffing of the center by khe rep- 
resentatives of various emergency-oriented governmental departments, allied 
agencies, and volunteer groups. A total of 209 individuals, representing 16 
different agencies, gathered at the EOC. These emergency personnel and their 
families engaged in nuxntirous disas ter-related tasks Wives of emergency per- 
sonnel staffed the kitchen and used the emergency cations to prepare a hot meal 
fox about 100 persons. 
ties that will adequately house emergency personnel €or 14 days or longer on a 
rations basis. However, due to a number of unexpected occurrences (i.e., com- 
munications and power failures), the EOC vas in operation for only 26 hours. 

But perhaps the most important activiry at the 

The center is equipped with dining and dormitory facili- 

CD's main task for the duration of the emergency was the coordination of 
This basically consisted of relaying information, the total emergency effort. 

material, and personnel from their sources to wherever they were needed. Under- 
lying the whole coordination actlvity was the importance of an effective com- 
munication system -- one :*?hich would fnsure smooth information fl0t.l. A relay 
system was instituted by CD: a11 incoming information was evaluated by CD and 
then transmitted to the appropriate agency. 
ter's switchboard were passed on to an auxiliary operator who typed the message 
in triplicate and handed one copy to a runner. The runner took it to a classi- 
fier who destgnated the appropttate department for ehe message. Once the message 
was received by the appropriate department it was dispatched to the field unit 
responsible for the situation. The time lapse beemen the receipe: 02 the message 
at the center's switchboard and its dispatch to the field was only a matter of a 
few minutes. 
or' the budgee and finance officer. 

Incoming calls received at the cen- 

The overall control of the message center vas under the jurisdiction 
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Once an individual agency received a message, either from the runner Or 
from their own radio system, they in trun were to send a copy of this message 
to the CD draftsman who plotted the activities of each agency on a large control 
map. This map enabled those makfng"decisions to assess the entke situation 
and allocate resources in an efficient manner. 
be effective because some agencies neglected eo report messages to the draftsman. 
Inste8d, the draftsman had to collect the information himself, thus decreasing 
the efficiency of the mapptng activity. 

However, this sytem failed to 

A telephone link was established between the city hall CD office and the 
EOC. The planning officer's statfon in the city hall had information pertaining 
to the location and capability of shelters; during the pre-impact period the 
director frequently called the planning officer to obtain the latest information 
on certain of these shelters. The planning officer also had access to official 
city hall records which were important to EOC operations. Shortly before the 
full impact of the storm, however, this communication link between CD personnel 
at city hall and at the EUC vas lost together with most of the center's other 
communications. 

Impact - 
Early in the evening, power at the EOC had been failing intermittently, 

resulting in periodic darkness and loss of the air conditioning and other 
electrical systems. At 7:02 p.m, the lnayor and CD director decided that emergency 
diesel power should be used to avoid damaging electrical and communications equip- 
ment. However, it was found that the emergency r,.~rjten itself would have to be 
shut down periodically. 
by directing maximum ventilation onto an overheated circuit breaker. But the 
periodic shutdatms this ventilation required were effective only until the 
following morning when the sys tem stopped altogethdr . 

A complete break in the system couEd only be forestalled 

The serious effects of Betsy's wind began to be felt: at 1O:OO p.m. September 
9. 
malfunction of a reletype circuit between the EOC and the weather bureau, fur- 
.ther weather information was unavailable. In addition, telephone communication 
to the outside was lost at 10:25 p.m. and the ham radio antenna was lost at 
lot40 p.m. This problemwar; somewhat alleviated by a line temporarily open 
between the director of the city health department stationed at. the center and 
the coroner's officer. Rescue calls received at the center- weke relayed to the 
coroner's office from which, in turn, they were relayed to the $olice department. 
%is method of communication contfnued until the next morning when the entire 
EOC staff moved back to city hall. 

At that time the center received its last weather report. Due to an outside 

The additional loss of the ham radio antenna totally isola&S the center, 
critically limiting kts ability eo communicate with the outsfde. 
relaying of messages through persons calling fn and the co ergs office, &e EOC 

Except for the 
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was frustrated in Ffs ateernpis to do any meaningful coordiaation. Coupled with 
t-!iese losses in the cotllmunicacions network, the circuit brea!:. idle 1 the zenera- 
COTS, cutcing off t5e ligh's, air conditioning, slcd ~ l l  other electrical equip- 
menc. AEter an uncom2ortable night Qf inacEivlty, the operacions were moved to 
the city hall offices and t5e bulk of cbe recovery operation &is directed from 
the mayor's office. 

Post- Impact Activtties 

'fie move back to cicy hall brought about an effective coordimtion of 
emergency activities. k number of major problems bzd co be faced, however, in- 
cluding the provision of food and shelter for 2C,:?O3 to 55,QOr) refcgees, Gie un- 
expecized and ineensive floodiag, and die cooydinarion of convei-gent organizational 
responses. In responding to these problems, cfvil der'ense acted as a relay sta- 

to the appropriare emergency organization. 
- Cion, receiving information, material ~ and human' resources a d  transmiEting them 

Information was crucia? eo the total recovery effort. Agencies an3 
individual citizens callect CTj asking for in2ormstion concerning a variety of ques- 
tions: How many refugees are in a particular- shelrer? !fiat is rhe food and 
water sitriation at Mashington Elementary School? Whae roads are still open across 
the Industriel Canal? I&ere is the nearesk shel.ter to our house? Hundxds of 
questions like these -- from ;he 'crerry specF2-i~ to tte very general -- wGxe con- 
tinually put eo CD personnel. 
come a reservoir for emergency informcion and had to provide staff thae could 
handle these reqwsts. 
teen agencies and depaztinents were sta2ioned ~ 5 t h  CD in city $all and prove6 to 
be the source of much or' '%is emergency information. 

In order to handle ehese quescions., SO bad to be- 

Die liaison officers and coordinsting stafl' of over six- 

The activities of a31 disaster agencies r.3exe plotted 03 a large city map 
so that a quick glence decisions could be made as to ?&ere to allocate additional 
resources. The map served es a vital aid fox- SurnrfiErizing emergency information. 

Material and human resouzce allocation Yequired tile bulk of CD coordinating 
Reauesrs foz aid vould reach CD personnel who would in turn contact the $EEorts. 

appropriate agency and relay che message. One CD officer related the Eollowing 
examp le : 

The quickes2 mWJeSlEnil 05 any item I can recall in the whole set c4 demands 
was that the melical deparment needed some l,X? vials of some antitoxin 
Eor vaccinations. % had che requesr ac 12:3Q p.m. our time v~bich was 
1:3C Detlroiil time- 
the city as 7uiz?cly as Chey could. They had the order, but they had EO 
meeaa of delivering ocher rhan, 02 course, air freighiz. So, I vas cog- 
nizant of  he fact ther tEiere was a 2:CO p.m. flight out of Detroiz be- 
cause 1 had been in and around Detroic '-71th flying and 1 knew rhat a certain 

%is m?dical -3eparcnenC iranted to get tSis vaccine to 



airline had flowrn it. So I called the airlines to verify their 2:OC p.m. 
flight and it was confirmed. I said, "Well, I need to have 1,000 vials 
Of a certain type OF vaccine flown from Detroit airport. 
2:00 flight if I can make the delivery't7' 
Out." Meantime, f went to air freight and I talked to the supply house 
and I asked them haw far they were from the airport in Detroit. They said, 
Well usually with the normal run we could make it in about 45 minutes, may 
be an hour." 1 said, We11 I'll do this. 1'11 call you back." zar the 
meantime I got back to the airlines and they said that of course the 2:OO 
p.m. flight was on time, but they would wair word if I wanted them to 
hold the flight. So I Called the alr freight: back un the other end and I 
said, "Contact the police department in Detroit and have them send a squad 
car to your installation am3 tell them that the mayor of the city of New 
Orleans wants those 1,900 vials taken by the police to the airporr." 
gave him the flight number and the. airline. I said, '%!e want that on the 
Plane." They did this. The flight took off at 2:15 p.rn., which was 1:15 
our time. It was here within two hours and in the hands of the doctors. 
These are the type of problems that I had, more or less. 

Can you hold your 
They said, "6Je will check it 

I1 

I 

This was one of many incidents that required the assistance of civil defense. 
The more typical demands were for liaison between different governmental and 
volunteer agencies. This liaison took the form of arranging with appropriate 
agencies and volunteer groups for food, shelter, water, equipment, and other 
needed items and services. 

One of the greatest problems that CDhad to face was the evacuation or' 

Due to an unexpected tidal surge, water over- 
thousands of refugees from unauthorized shelters to a more permanent arrangement 
at the Algiers Naval Station. 
topped the west levee of ehe Inner Harbor Havigation Canal flooding an area 
south of Gentilly Boulevard and west of the canal. 
ir, decisions concerning the flooded area (i.e., lifting culverts, blocking off 
areas, and starting and stopping pumps); however, it did assist in arranging 
for refugee transportaLion. The American Red Cross had a number of well-stocked 
and staffed shelters; ho~;/ever, the unanticipated numbers forced from their homes 
led many refugees to break into public schools to escape the rising water. Once 
they were in these schools and other public buildings, an acute need for good 
and water arose. This problem was brought to the attention of the coordinating 
officials when the President of the United States visited the Washington 
Elementary School in the ninth ward. 
reply was that they lacked water. All v7ater at the time had to be boiled for 
fear of contamination. m e  President's aide asked ff CD could bring in some 
water to help the situation. This was done with thirteen seventeen-and-one- 
half gallon cans brought from CD fallout shelters. With crowded conditions 
making it imperative that these individuals be moved immediately, the CD director 
assigned the budget and finance officer to arrange transportation for these 
refugees. The officials at Algiers Naval Station were asked to prepare for 
approximately 10,000 refugees. On September 11, an Army unit arrived for duty 
at Che naval station and by the next morning, 10,000 refugees were being moved 
by public service transportation to the Algiers Naval Station. 

CD was not directly involved 

On asking refugees what they needed, the 

CD aided in 
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coordinating the registration and supervising Fational. Guard protection ai: the 
ins tailation. 

Civil defense had a nun3er of Long-rangc recovery tasks that demanded 
attentlfon shortly after the initial impact of Betsy. 
was ehe responsibility of the siren maintenance m2n. Or' the 102 sirens located 
throughout the citys 62 vere inoperable ar'eer ilke storm. An additional man had 
to be hired to assist the siren maintenance man in cracking down the wind- 
scattered parts before they were confiscated by rovfng junk collectors. The 
bulk of the damage resulted from wind blovlng off siren hoods, damaging power 
connections, and des croying siren poles. Those parts that could be gathered 
were then reassembled and szcured to the pole while additional. parts had to be 
ordered, 

%e greatest physical task 

BY Friday, Sqtein'aer 19, the EOC stagf had returned to the center and clean- 
up had been initiated. The elireat: of anclot%fr?r hurricane (Debbie) hastened the 
center's restoration. 
and an additional breaker was purchased to prevent the recurrence of a similar 
power failure. 
wind-fallen anEenna, all radio traasmittzrs znd receivers were double checked 
to insure operating efEectiveness, and ehe ezergency food supply was replenished. 

n e  circuit breaker ehae failed during 3etsy T.T~S replaced 

A mope durable radio anzenna hadhaenordered to replace the 

%e administrative arm of CD was delegated three long-range Casks. During 
the storm a request was coxmunicated over "Le mass s.edia asking individual boat 
owners to docat-e their time and boats to evacuatton activities. In tsbe process 
of assisting, man37 boats suffered severe daiwge from hitting hidden r'fre hydrants, 
cars, and floating debris. On the whole,most cftizens accepted their damages 
and did not seek reimbursement; however, some did request that GD repay tticir 
losses. The deputy director took car2 oE the necessary paper work and where 
possible arranged,for reirnbursenent through the Office of Emergency Planning- 

The second major task CD faced was capitalizing on the public's renewed 
interest in civil defsnse. %e apathetic ai;%Jetsde of the pu5l5.r: toward civil 
defense changes abruptly when the cornunity is direcrly threatened by some out- 
eide disaster agent. Addirioanf courses and Lecrures were scheduled aFm.6 at 
making the public self-sufficient and capable of assfsting others In the event 
of a future disaster. 

7 

The third long-range casle was the continraed reevaluation of emergency plans. 
Emergency power and coammieation lines v7ere the b.70 problems that crippled the 
use of the EOC. Future plans V J O U ~ ~  have to anticipate these problems and, in 
addition, provide a more detniled dfvlsior, 02 Tabor, 
tragic and helpful learnbg experience. 
Lions were able to effectively meet Becsy's vratil and acquired knowledge 'chat 
only such experLence can gcve. 

Bezsy served as boLii a 
Co~muni'cy emergency-oriented organlza- 
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Organizational Adaptations 

Some organizations undergo extensive adaptation fn meeting new emergency 
demands and change considerably in their structure and tasks as a result. 
attempt to order these changes has been carried out at the Disaster Research 
Center. In terms of this scheme, civil de€ense has been classified as an 
"expanding" organization, which is described as follows : 

An 

These (expanding organizations) are organizations with latent disaster 
resources. 
their own expectations move them toward mobilization and involvement. 
However, these organizations generally have only a small, central, permanent: 
cadre of workers during nonemergency periods. 
tions have emergcncg responsibilities, their normal-time activities are 
not directly related to existing or current conomunity emergencies. It is 
clearly expected, however, that these organizations will become active in 
a different way during a disaster. . . . Faen the disaster occurs, the 
preemergency cadre provides a name and a cote 05 permanent workers for 
the new structure of an expanding organ, J za tion. 

They are in a state of readiness, and boich the community and 

Also, while these organha- 

Volunteers 

"Expansion" of civil defense by the addition of volunteers is one of the 
crucial adaptations the organization uade to Hurricane Betsy; the permanent cadre 
of CD workers was augmented by volunteers. Loosely defined, volunteers are those 
individuals who have indicated to the organization that they are available in 
times of emergency to assist in whatever capacity necessary €or recovery and re- 
habilitation. According to local CD files, some 50,000 individuals have "volun- 
teered." 
but it has been found during emergencies that such ''official" volunteers can not: 
always be relied upon. 
timing of the emergencies to which volunteers are asked to respotid. 

These individuals are solicited to augmeno: the existing city ~CruCCute, 

Part of the explanation may be found in the uncertain 

In the absence of c h a r  and present danger, civil defense as a voluntary . 
organization confronts' the dilemma indigenous to any national program for 
which the need is only sporadjcally apparent locally. 
volunteers for staffing such a program results in unevenness in both the 
level of participation and the quality of task performance, since tasks 
must be justified to EIQS~: volunteers in terms of ultimate goals, and $he 
goals must be sufficiently compelling to attract and hold volunteers. 

On the other hand, another cornon problem in an emergency situation is the 
Many volunteers t&o do appear are not qualbfied to aid in 

Reliance upon 

inverse of the above. 
the disaseer activities. 
help in the emergency but unfamilictr with CD activities, converge OR @a headquarter, 

mat frequently happens is that indfvfduals, eager to 
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This great influx or" volunteers often adds to the dificulties of coordinating 
emergency activities. In ehe name of CC, tndividuals $uplieate activities ozhhzr 
organizations are capable of doiag and neglect c.asks that are assigned to civil 
defensa . 

While many volunteers roay have been -cJorlcing in the name of CD, at :he Xew 
Orleans GD and EGC these ~.ias a fairly restricted cadre of workers. 
the hurrtcane emergency period ~ o u l d  require Eotal devorlon *Lo their woT!c, a 
number of the staff decided to insure family safety by bringing fanilies to the 
C3 office Or EOC. $bny of these family me&ers then became volunteers Wives 
2nd older children 3egs.n answering the telepkones and ~slaying information. 
SOIIS of ai: executive officer Tan fntraoffice zessages, reclucing the voltine of 
telephone communication. '&e EOC !ci'ccl~en services were provided by the vives 
oE personnel with tke aid of some outside organizations fi.z., Salvaeioa Army 
and Zed Ccoss). *VaLk-in" volllntcers t9Jere also employed. Ar. one point, for 
example, a young man Erom ~ a - ~ o n  Z o q e  caught in ~jeq7 Orleans By the ZSoods walked 
into the C3 office and LntrcSured himsei€ and satd, "1 know a little about ham 
radios." 
Check ir, with the bogs and go to TKITEC.~' 

Knm;?Lng tha'L 

The 

One officio1 responded by saying '3~$ell fine. TI2ers's a set over there. 

Aa attempt was made eo register a11 vbo volunteered their aid. M v x m r ,  
this regiszratcoa process came under a greait deal of criticism as some personnel 
felt that the Cirne spent was QG*L worth ehe return. The purpose of the registra- 
Cion was to insure that during any future emergency an hdentifiable group of 
individuals could be zelied cpon to respond. 
have shown that volunteers appear qrsiee readily. 
(5.e. radio, TV, newspapers), eo cocnI.6 call for volunteers and ge2 them. By 
calling for volunreers vith particular skil_lt; only, che organization could 
regulate the f l o ~  of volunteers and could direct the time, energy, and personnel 
involved in registration 2nd record-keeping to more urgent activitres. 

'Elovever, most disaster studies 
F?2~h avallabfe mass media 

Zn theory all disaster voluneeers are cia21 defense volunteers. CD is 
governnent in time cS emergency; therefore, 211 actfviries related to thc total 
disaster e€fort in the cornunity csme under the coordinaelon 05 CB. Voluareers 
need no o2f iciaL insignfa, Isolated individuals invoxvccf fn debris rczw~al m c  
some other activity w e ~ e ,  in face, CD vohneeers. Bowner, family nenbers of 
CD personnel CQIEpQSed the actual CD volunteer staf: helping in the administrative 
and related duties. 

In addiltion t̂ u expansion in size by nua113e~s of volunteer pers~nnel, CD 
adapted in four m j a ~  riemanrl zrecs: iiecf,sbon ma!;lng, authorlty, task rzorlenta- 
tion, and interorganizational relations. Each area ~3.11 be discussed separately 
to facilitate our anderstanding of these sisructrrral and functional changes. 
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Decision Haking 

Normal decision making is relatively structured. Each staff officer is 
responsible €or a particular area or range of activities. Unusual problems 
which overlap departmental boundaries are handled by the director who has the 
final say on all policies. 
problem through a group effort. 
in consultation with a stafrr' uember especially knowledgeable in the particular 
problem area. 
conrults with the finance oEfieer with regard to the working budget. 

Staff conferences are held often to solve particular 
& m y  of the director's policy decisions are made 

For example, before purchasing new office equipment the director 

Ln a period of great stress a nuinber of modifications occur in &e decision- 
WLing process. 
changes : 

One executive officer made the following corrrment on these 

Decision making under disaster or emergency situations, you cut corners, 
you don' t explore avenues and go dmm to the dead end and then say, "FJe11, 
we 570n't d.0 this way. Ve'll turn around and go the other way.'' 

Thus, instead of asking for advice, the director made decisions as rationally as 
possible vithout worrying about the later& consequences. 
understaod by staff members that in a unique situation they should be flexible 
enough to adapt a common sense solution. The luxury of contemplative decision 
making is not practical or possible in a stressful situation. 

It was generally 

In carrying out specific tasks, personnel had considerable leeway. Big 
decisions were made by tho mayor who then comunicabd these broad directions to 
particular individuals with extensive power to handle specific probl- om areas. 
For example, the mayor assigned one councilman the job of cleaning up the city. 
This councilman then coordinated all city resources and whatever aid was obtained 
from private businesses in this task. 
were made in consultation with the CD director. 
a joint decision led to closlng the EOC afcer a long night af intermittent 
power failure. 

Many of the mayor's decisions, however, 
On the morning of September 10, 

During the days immediat-ely follortring the impact of Betsy, the civil 
defense operated from the city hall. Vhile the mayor and other city officials 
were in the field, the CD director remained in the mayor's office. By radio he 
received informatior, from the mayor related to the needs of the field recovery 
teams. The director then dispatched the necessary supplies or manpower. Under 
pressure for quic?z decisions, the director had to commit the resources at hand. 
Roughly 95 percent of the director's decisions were 05 this spontaneous narure. 
Underlying all these decisions was the city's responsfblity for the well being 
of the public; the beneEit of the majority was the basic criterion for his decisior 
bring normal times, the director has tight control over decisions made in the 
civil defense office. %e hurricane did change this deeision-making structure 
somewhat because as problems arose they wexe assigned to available members of 
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the staff; only "criticals' problems were still solved by the director. However, 
what was "important" became relative. With telephones continually ringing, 
demands for quick decisions became acute. @ne staff member stated: 

Mell, when I was on the phone, I made the decision myself, right there. 
There was nothing else to do. I would listen to what the person wanted 
to know and 1 would decide right there the best place for him to go and 
that's what I told him. 

During nonemergency operations, CD staff members frequently bypass the 
deputy director, approaching the director personally with problems that 
theoretically should have been handled by the deputy. 
command violations relegated thd deputy to the relatively powerless position 
of figurehead. However, during the emergency, the deputy did perform a more 
decisive decision-making role, attempting to keep all but the most important 
problems off the director's desk. 
deputy was confronted with decisions involving the deployment of city resources 
and the assignment of tasks to CD personnel. On paper the deputy was in charge 
of all administrative operations, but in actuality the administrative officers 
were autonomous, responsible only to the director. This autonomy wss reflected 
in the emergency decision-making responsibilities of the planning officer. 
Remaining in the CD city hall office, the planning officer was in charge of a. 
skeleton staff which answered the public's questions concerning available shelters, 
securement of property, and other personal survival questions. The planning 
officer made decisions involving task allocation, safety precautions for CD staff 
members (i.e,, when were they to seek shelter in the city hall basement), and 
other administrative decisions not normally associated with the position. 

These numerous chain-of- 

Ia periodically relieving the director, the 

During the period when CD staff were at the EOC, the budget and finance 
officer was in charge of the message center, making decisions on procedures for 
transcribing incoming calls, assigning PBX operators to their stations, and 
designating the appropriate departments for each incoming message. Lacer, at 
city hall, this officer was asked to arrange transportation to Algiers Naval 
Station for refugees in uaziuthorized shelters, in addition to continuing the 
supervision d stenographers and telephone operators. However, considerably less 
supervision was possible than during normal times. Each stenographer and operator 
had a new task assignment -- that of answering telephone calls which required 
immediate decisions. 

The EOC coordinator experienced the least disruption in his decision- 
making pattern. He normally received his instructions from thedirector, but 
during the emergency the mayor, i.n the director's absence, approached him with 
certain requests. The coordinator is normally involved in seeing that the center 
is in full operating capacity and this responsibility initially carried over 
into the emergency period; but when the staff moved back to city hall on the 
morning of September IO, the coordinator answered telephones. 

Assisting the coordinator in many operational decisions at the EOC was 
the draftsman. Since the first plans were conceived for the center, the draftsman 
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had been associated with the building and operations of the EOC. More than any- 
one else, he knew the function and intricate operational aspects of the center's 
equipment. In decision involving operational aspects, therefore, his opinion 
and consultation was highly valued by the coordinator. 
absence the draftsman was second in command at the center. 

In the coordinator's 

Authority S truc ture 

Changes in the legitimate authority patterns of CD also followed Betsy's 
impact. CD is mainly oriented to man-made disasters (i.e., thermo-nuclear attack) 
when it becomes, in effect, the prevailing government. Natural disasters, on 
the other hand, pose different problems which must be dealt with appropriately. 
A number of problems arise concerning the use of nuclear fallout shelters for 
natural disasters. Supplies designated for man-made disasters are often difficult 
to transfer legally to a natural disaster situation. An effort was made after 
Betsy to integrate these disaster plans so that plans for man-made disasters 
could be adapted to natural disaster situations. 

Perhaps the greatest problem CD faced was the legitimation of its authority 
structure. In a natural disaster, the chances are that the existing city 
government will remain relatively intact: and will resist any assertive effort 
made on the part of CD. Bowever, in event of a man-made disaster the community 
would more 1ikel.y legitimate CD authority primarily because that is the organiza- 
tion'&! role as perceived by the greater community. 
all CD agencies is how to step out of the shadows of public unawareness into 
the main arena of governmental activity and<be accepted there by the public. No 
doubt this would be diEficult in man-made disaster, but a natural disaster 
presents additional problems in confronting existing governmental structures and 
obtaining public acceptance. An adequate discussion of this topic, however, 
would require a monograph of its own. 

Thus, the problem faced by 

The intraorganizational authority structure changed ~ e r y  little in adapting 
to the demands of Betsy. 
Che minds of the staff as to the authority structure. A majority of key personnel 
had military backgrounds and were aware of the importance' of established authority. 

The activities of the director left little doubt in 

Orders were given and 
of his position. The 
was aware of who gave 

carried out without question. 
chain of command was well identified; each.staff member 
him orders and also to whom he could direct his requests. 

Each one knew the boundaries 

Task Reorientation 

Expanding organizations face problems of adapting to numerous tasks that 
normally are not part of a scheduled routine. Such was the case in the New Orleans 
civil defense. It was generally acknowledged by each employee that during 
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emergency periods their presznce '7OillC1 be mquirzd, En order to adapc to in- 
creasing demands, personnel had EO be available to take on new rasks. Zmet-gency 
priorities replaced the normal adminis tratire priorities ; the neT:7 emphasis vas 
upon coordinating, relaying, ant! supplying resomces. 

Second in comnand to the mayor for emergency recovery and rehabilitation 
activities was the CD director'. Stepping out of his role as chief administrator 
and public relations officer, the director took on the task of coordinaging all 
disaster-related activizy. 
mainly on the 3irectcr. 
shelter arrangements is an example of this expansion. Although previous agree- 
ments existed with Red CYOSS m2king khat organization largely responsible for 
the opetation and maintenance of shelters, the CD director had no hesitation 
ZbOut expanding CD responsibihities into this area. 
great due to the flocding east of the canal; the direcror felt CD ought to assist 
the Xed Cross ia its shelter program. Meeting with members of his stafr', the 
director assigned specizic problem areas to particular officers. Evacuation of 
uneuthorized shelters 57~35 placed under the direction of the deputy director and 
refugee transportation was assigned to the bu2get and finance officer. 

Thus , the responsibility for expanding CD's role restel 
An incident concerning the involvement of CD in emergency 

The number of re2ugees vas 

Making specific Che vague directions contained in the civil defense iegis- 
12tlon was perhaps "Le main overall :ask of the director. To acconplish this ehe 
director assigned his pezmaaent staff EO specific problem areas. The following 
is a brief s u m w y  of the cask adaptations that CD personnel had to make. 

The I deputy director continued his normal acttvities of assisting the 
director In carrying O U ~  administrative decisions. Priority was given to 
the immediacy of particular requests. Vhile stationed at the EQC, the 
deputy helped in message classification, designating which department was 
appropriate for the incoming messages. On returning to city ?i?.~ll, 'die 
deputy at times relieved the director in the supervision of 22 activiries, 
organized evacuation activities, and saw co it that the variou requests 
were carried out. 

Switching fromhis normal task of planning and haqdling the national fall- 
out program, the planiling officz assumed command of the'dD office in city 
hall vhile the majority of the staff had talcen new posltiqus ai- the opera- 
tions center. 
distributed information Eo :he public, supplied immediate shelte-. infoma- 
tion to the direc.~:orr, and relayed the tnformation pertaining to availability 
of emergency supplies. Iie w2s asked to open additional size1tex-s in private 
offlce buildings, but his request for these shelters was denied by the 
bu5lding mnagers who stated that their ow~i staff and families were using 
the physical facilities of the buildlags. 
refugees soeking sheiter in city hall came uncle.,- the direction oE Chis 
officer. He also assisted in arranging transportation for refugees to 
Algiers Xaw1 Station. 

\&ile in coninand at city ha41 he answered relephones, 

I 

Caring for and feeding the 



* 

Having no specific emergency duties, the shelter analyst assisted in a 
number of activities. The initial plotting of Betsy on September 8 and 
9 at the EOC tr7as done by the shelter analyst. 
teletype messages he would take reports and plot the movement of Betsy 
from the Florida coast across the Keys and into the Gulf. Due to numerous 
personal problems, the shelter analyst was absent from the emergency 
acfiivities from Friday, September LO to Sunday, September 12. Upon re- 
turning to the CD office, he answered questions over the telephone and 
delivered messages to difZerent city departments and agencies. 

Keeping abreast with the 

Emergency communications (i.e,, teletype, telephones, radios), fell under 
the direction of the budget and finance officer. 
received was maintained in order to have a complete record of all incoming 
calls. 
disasters, a list of volunteers was kept. 
was also in charge of arranging transportation for refugees to the Algiers 
Maval Station and asois tin8 in the arrangement €or the proper distribution 
of resources. Under the direction of this officer, the stenographer made 
the transition from office worker to social service worker, answering 
individual problems over the telephone, As the number of telephone calls 
subsided, her priorities shifted to urgent disaster-related correspondence. 

A file of all messages 

In order to facilitate rapid mobilization of volunteers in future 
The budget: and finance officer 

The EOC coordinator continued his normal activities, seeing to it that the 
center was in full operational order. Additional responsibilities were 
added when the total energency effort moved to the center. It was the 
coordinator's responsibility to see that all departments of city government 
had office space, to make sure that food and other living arrangements 
were set up, to check the functioning of the communication systems, and 
to assist the director on the technical aspects of the center operations. 
kloving to the city hall on the morning of September LO, the coordinator 
assisted in answering the telephones. 

During Betsy, the draftsman assisted variow individuals in the EOC by 
making sure that the necessary maps, papers, and other office supplies were 
available. 
delegated to him. AC the city hall office, he too answered telephones and 
relayed messages to proper authorities. In one instance, he personally 
delivered food, water, and sanitation facilities to a makeshift shelter in 
St. Bernard Parish. \&en reassuming duties at the center, his main tasks 
were refurbishing the supply of maps and taking inventory of the remaining 
s tock. 

The plotting of Betsy and related emergency activity was 

During the early hours of the storm numerous miscellaneous duties were 
carried out by the slren repairman. At the center he helped with cooking 
meals, plotting Betsy's movement , and running errands. During the 
immediate post-storm period, he had obligations with the National Guard 
which required his aid in the transportation and guarding of refugees. 
The restoration of sirens occupied him for weeks after the storm, with 62 
of the 102 s irem inoperable. 
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Wken Betsy struck, the radio man was stationed at the EOC and did a number 
of tasks, from fixlng fuses to helping prepare meals and relaying messages. 
His top priority, however, was the maintenance of the erigine room. 
the circuit breaker out, he moved to city hall to help answer telephones, 
returning to the ZOC September 17 to the task of cleaning up, repairing 
equipment, and installing a new radio antenna. 

i 

With 

Interorganizational Relationships 

Any recovery or rehabilitation effort of the mzgnitude required in I\Tew 
Orleans required the total action of a complex network of departments, agencies, 
and organizations boEh public arid private, crossing local, state, and federal 
political boundaries. Civil defense was just one organization in this wide 
interlacing network, but a very important member thaz helped integrate this 
complex effort to restore New Orleans. In discussing the interorganizational 
relationships, we vi11 first focus on the Local relationships, then move to the 
wider political boundaries of state and federal agencies. 

Local Organizations 

Certain community agencies like the Red Cross and Salvation A m y  are 
oriented towards the general public welfare. The Salvation Amy's main tasks 
were cloehhing and feeding refugees , volunteer worlrers and members of various 
emergency agencies. Red Cross was involved in sijnilar activities. Civil defense 
acted as an information service Eor these weifare agencies, relrying information 
about shipments of food, clothing, cots, blankets, sanitation kits, and the like. 
Civil defense received telephone calls from agencies in other cities stating 
that Zhey were sending emergency supplies and requesting CD's assistance in 
directing these supplies to the appropriate agencies. For example, bakeries 
2nd dairies in neighboring states donated sandpziches and milk to the Salvation 
Army. 
along to the Salvation Army. 
ministers walked in20 the CD ofLice and volunteered their help. 
Salvation Army and asked if they couid use this help. 
tively. This is only one of msiy examples of how CD matched volunteer offers 
to appropriate agencies. 

CD acted as the middle man, receiving the inr'ormation and passing it 
ht one point during the recovery activity four 

CD called the 
The Army replied a2r'irma- 

Civil defense relations vith the Red Cross were not entirely harmnious. 
As we have indicated earlier , there did arise a ques tion concerning jurisdiction 
over emergency shelters. This problem became more apparent after tZle President 
visited the disaster site; eke lac!< of water in one unauthorized shelter was 
called to the attention 02 CD officials. Civil defense delivered water containers 
to tlie shelter. Based on this kind of information, the CD director concluded 
that the refugee problem was too acute for the Red Cross to handle alone. Br. 
2:38 a.m. , Saturday, September 11; the C D  director v7ent to the Red Cross chapter 
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to consult with the local and regional Red Cross directors. 
until 4:15 a.m. when consensus on the evacuation of some 20,000 people stationed 
in inadequate shelters was reached. 
to open shelters until they can be properly staffed, official shelters 
overcrowded. In addition there was the difficult problem of the refugees in 
the many unofficial shelters. It was suggested that these 20,0130 refugees be 
transported to the Algiers Naval Station where emergency housing was arranged 
with the military's cooperation. Refugees in unauthorized shelters were moved 
first, followed by those in the overcrowded existing Red Cross shelters. 
maintained continual contact with the Red Cross in order to be informed of the 
shelters which remained open. 

TIre meeting lasted 

Because part of Red Cross's policy is not 

CD 

The New Orleans Board of Education and the administrators of parochial 
schools, college, and universities had numerous contacts with civil defense. 
During normal periods, CD conducts training courses at the nursing schools of 
%lane and Louisiana State University, and frequently presents lectures to school 
assemblies concerning precautions and procedures one should follow in the event 
Of a natural or man-made disaster. Many schools are designated as official fall- 
out shelcers. 
in times of natural disaster. 
commandeered by those seeking shelter fron the rising flood waters and established 
as ad hoe: shelters. 
supplies af food, water, sanitation facilities, and staff. 

However, the problem arose of the legality of using such shelters 
Many public and parochial elementary schools were 

CD eventually had to close these schools due to the inadequate 

Protective departments (i,e., police, fire departments) had continued con- 
tact with the civil defense. Search-and-rescue teams were under the supervision 
of the fire department. 
rescue activities. 
to the appropriate protective agencies. 

Over 2,000 small boat owners donated their time to 
CD again acted as a referral agency in directing volunteers 

The police department assisted in directing volunteer recovery activity. 
CD worked closely with this department in requesting information and aid con- 
cerning the field situation (i.e.> flooding, shelter needs, transportation, 
acquisition of heavy trucks, and passable streets). Requests reaching the CD 
office were relayed to police cars which, in turn, provided transportation for 
supplies and/or evaluation of the validity of the request. Towards the end of 
the initial recovery stage, the National Guard, the majority of whose members 
were students, requested to be relieved of their duties at the Algiers Naval 
Station in order to return to civilian life and studies. 
police relieve the Guard in providing security at the make-shift shelter installa- 
tion. The police felt that it was not their duty to guard a military installation 
and that legally they had no jurisdiction over the installation. The legality 
of the situation was investigated and the conclusion was that police could provide 
security and arrest violators; however, it was up to the military to try them. 
The ensuing controversy was settled by consultation between the police chief and 
the mayor. 

CD suggested that the 

The police did provide security for the installation. 



Telephone comunication rhjes an acute problem at t h ~  EOC. The morning of 
T'nursday, Septzzber 9, telephone personnel conducted a thorough check Of the 
center's facilities, finding them in full. operating order. At 4:oo p.m. the 
same day, a liaison officer vas stationed at tke center to provide any a 3  Or 
informtion that CD might desire and to also feed back to the telephone company 
any relevant inforaatlon. According to CD cfficials, telephone cormdniCaEiOn at 
the EOC was lost at 10:CG p.rn., leaving the only contact with the outside through 
an open line to the coroner's office. CD could receive incoming calls but they 
vere unable to call ou-i. The charge was made that the telephone company turned 
off their Line-load control service which gives priority t,o certain critical 
agencies. 
phone company claimed that they did not cut off CDwhen they instituted line- 
load control. ?he telephone ccmpany claimed that jammed switchboards in many 
of their offices caused a delayed dial tone, which meant that some individuals 
upon lifting theLr receivers 
thinking the telephones were dead. 
jamed switchboards can not be fully determined, but: it was clear that the EOC 
would have to undergo a complete comunicztions check to insure that chis 
problem would not occur agarin. 

Civil defense was supposed to be a high priority agency. The tele- 

may ROC have gotten a dial tone and given UP, 
Wkiether it: was the line-load control or 

Durtng recovery and rehabilitation, CD had contact with virtually every 
agency in emergency work, whether providing informaizfon, material, aid human 
resources, or accepting such resources. ~iramples of these contacts follow: 

The cozener's or'E5ce 57as €or a period or' time the only source of commu- 
nication out of the control center. 

Volunteer radio operators came from the cicizezl's band (a short-range 
transmitting frequency used by cab, utilities, and other small companies) 
and RACES, an amiteur ham operators' club. 

Requests for information cane from the division of public housing New 
Orleans Public Service, Inc., sewer and water board, and dock and harbor 
board. 

Message runners for the Ci3 office came froin boy scouts and civil. air 
patrol volunteers. 

The city planning coimission reForted on-the-scene observations and made 
subsequent reports and recommendations to the mayor, CD, and the sewer 
and water board. 

Many private businesses donated their boars, barges, and marine personnel. 
CD directed these resources to approprtste agencies. 
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State Organizations 

New Orleans civil defense had a number of contacts with various branches 
of state government and state agencies. 
in New Orleans CD affairs. 

morning, they attempted to move back to the Jackson Barracks office. 
Jackson Barracks under water, the state CD staff moved to CD headquarters in 
Baton Rouge, leaving behind a liaison officer with New Orleans CD. New Orleans 
civil defense, however, found it more expedient to deal directly with the state 
CD headquarters than to go through the liaison officer. 

The state GD office had a limited role 
Moving from their local office in Jackson Barracks, 

I 
the state CD set up operations in the EOC on the eve of the hurricane. On Friday 

Finding 

On many occasions New Orleans CD had contacts with state senators, repre- 
sentatives, and the governor's office, providing these persons with field in- 
formation. The most persistentcontact with a state organization occurred between 
CD and the Louisiana National Guard. Pdajor National Guard tasks included provid- 
ing assistance in transporting supplies and equipment, evacuating refegees, 
guarding against looting, and directing traffic. Acting in its general coordina; 
ti% role, CD had continuous contact with the National Guard. Thus, CD played 
an tnstrumental role in securing the Guard's release from duty. 

National Organizations 

The scope of Betsy's wrath was so pervasive that additional resources were 
sought from the federal government. 
the Presldent of the United States outlined numerous forms of assistance which 
were available. The content of this telegramwas presented in chapter 2. In 
administsatlng this federal assistance, the CD director worked closely with the 
director of the Office of Emergency Planning for region five. 

In a telegram to the Mew Orleans mayor, 

During the lnitial stage of the emergency, CI) had continual contact with 
the United States Weather Bureau in Miami, Florida, 
came at irregular intervals, but as the storm engered the Gulf of Mexico, posing 
a direct threat to the Louisiana coast, reports came in every two hours. 

Weather reports at first 

A liaison officer from the Army Corps of Engineers was stationed with CD 
throughout the storm and with the mayor's office during the recovery rehabilita- 
tion period. 
for those living on the front of Lake Pontchartrain. 
became involved in directing drainage operations in the flooded areas. 
military aid was received from the Eighth Naval District, Algiers Naval. Station, 
in providing evacuee shelter. The EOC coordinator was instrumental in arranging 
this refugee shelter from the naval district. 
as operations officer in the Eighth Naval District, the EOC coordinator had 
several informal contacts at the naval station which Eacilitated a successful 
working relationship. 

The liaison officer assisted Fn arranging evacuation transportation 
The Army Corps of Engineers 

Additional 

Because of his previous position 
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ConcLus iozl 

T5e most severe problems vhic'n confrotzted civil defense were centered 
around tBe effects of the unexpected flood from the tidal surge. Although pre- 
vious flooding had occv.ured along the Pontchertrain lakefront and  lot^ Lying arecis 
mar the canals, none as extensive as tha2 which followed Betsy had ever been 
experienced or even anticipated. Edring ehc late afternoon and early evening of 
Septenbes 9, evacuation 02 residents lrom areas which had previously experienced 
flooding took place. Eotl7ever, the area surround5ng the Industrial Canal vas not 
scheduled for evacuation. IC was this area, especially the area to the east, 
that experienced severe flooding from Water ove-rf I m t n g  tke esi,sting levee 
s Cructtrre. This unanticfpated fioodFng caused problems involving evacuation, 
she1 Cers, transporta%ioE, and public health. 
made upon CD to coordinaee and participete in confronting the unexpected event. 
l&%Le CD had geared itself to meet the demands of the impact, it was faced with 
meeting the demands of a ducl disaster. 

These problem increased the demands 

In adaptfng to the EaurrFcane-fTood: CD had to operate r;rith-in ehe context of 
and existing cli_sm ter plan whic?i exphaslzed man-made disaster situatfom . Although 
efEores had been made to adjwt this plan to "natursl" disasters , certain legal 
clauses res trfcted GDfs response. The res t-riction was most obvicus when a decision 
had to be made concerntng CD's role in energcncy shelters. 
ment Red Cross has full responsibibity for shelters in time c?.2 natural disas-lers; 
in a man-made disaster (%.e., nuclear sttac:<) CD would have shelter rssponslbility. 
ExZsClng agreemnts t.7itt3. owcers and managers of private buildings allowed for the 
use of facilities only in tine of a oational emergency (i.e., man-made disaster). 
In a natural disaster these faci?ities were not available under the irrforrnZI 
coneracts that existed. CD, in trying to locat- shelter space dv.ring T;etgy, 
called the owners and( mmazcrs wT2i whom khey Ead fallout agreemeats o d y  to fiad 
chat all mailable space in ehese buildings was being used by the respectlse 
organization personnel and their families. %is problem could be indfcative of 
what might be faced in a man-made disas-l?r. 

Under a state agree- 

Although CD had extensive physLca1 facflieies to effectively coordinate ttle 
emergency operations thcse facilities m r e  rendered useless due 'io Ea5lures Ir 
the comunication and power systems. 
?or by a faulty elec'cric circuit, the comunicarion pmblemwas not c1carl.y defined 
However, steps were subsequently taken -io correct the problem ehrough ehe installa- 
tion of a more elaboazce tZle#mne system. ZEe Eaulty elscti-lc circuit breaker 
which opersted. the emergency generators has been replaced and additional parts 
are on hand if this situaeion should occur agatn. 

Iihile the power Eailure couid be accounted 

Both commnicatian and power probl-erns ac tbe EOC vere unanticiparel by CB. 
Vith the %GC inoperative, the entire staf5 at the centzr m v e d  Sac!< into the 
offices in city fiaI.1. This ad hoc se'i-up lessened the coordinaring poter,tial of 
civil defense. Given the Lirnitanirn~; under &ich they had to act, civil defense 
responded most efficiently. VhiIe it is not: anticipated that the EOC vi11 become 
inoperative in an57 future energency, specific aleernnte plans and operating facul- 
ties should be established so as to have the mos? efficient physical arrangement 
fron: which to coordinate emergency activities. 
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D.C. Keath and Company, 19703, p. 139. 

3. Lois R. Dean et. al., The Use of Volunteers and Voluntary Organizations in 
Civilian Defense End Preparedness (Ithaca, N.Y. : Cornel1 University, 1954), 
pp. iii-iv. 
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CHAPTER ZV 

This discussion will focus on the New Orleans Salvation Army city command 

Although the Mew Orleans Salvatior? Army includes three units : 
during normal, pre-impact times and during the post-impact period following 
Hurricane Betsy. 
men's rehabilitation uni_t, 6ivision command, and city cornxiand, rhe city was 
most highly involved in the disaster response and therefore will be the focus 
of this examination, The other two unirs will be discussed primarily in term 
of their rclationshi'p to the city command. Especially emphasized will be the 
city's tasks, chain oE command and decision mking, communications, inter- 
organizational relations, and interpersonal structure. 1 

National Organizational S Yxncture of the Salvation Army 

The Salvation Army's nattozlal headquarters in New York City maintains 
direct lines of authority and comzwnication with the international office in 
London and witti the territorial offices in the United States. There are four 
territorial commands : Eastern (headquarters In New York,) , Central (Chicago), 
Southern (Atlanta), and TJes rern (San Francisco). (Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto 
Rico are included in the closest geographical territorial command.) 
torial command is separated into divisions: for example, the southern enrrftory 
includes twelve divisions as yell as autonomous meB's and women's social rehabill- 
tation centers. A division serves to adminiseer and coordinate Salvation Army 
operations with state agencies (or areas, for those few divisions controlling 
more than one state). The men's and worneats rehabilitation centers reportedly 
are separate from divisions and receive orders directly from the Cerritorial 
command -- except in cases of emergency. Tnis separation results from the fact 
that the rehabilitation centezs serve persons who are sent: from all parts of the 
"Lrritory; separation is also designed to prevent undue control by the division 
in vhich the social rehabilitation center happens to be located. 

Each terri- 

Divisions incorporate the smalles t continuously functioning units of the 
Salvation Army: 
smaller cities - City commands include religious corps centers, welfare centers, 
and transient lodges. The only distinction between a cicy command and a corps 
:omand is the size and scope of their operations; for example, in a large city 
there is both a city commander and a corps leader, while in a smaller city one 
man perfprms both functions as a corps commander. 

the city command in larger cities, and the corps command2 in 
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Organizational Structure of the Salvation Army in New Orleans 

Because of its size and its role as a communications center, New Orleans 
has three different types of Salvation Army units: 
center, a division command, and the New Orleans city command. A brief mention 

a menls social rehabilitation 

will be made of the first two units followed by a 
the New Orleans city command. 

Hen's Social Rehabilitation 

more extensive discussion of 

Center 

The staff of the men's social rehabilitation center, located on the out- 
skirts of New Orleans, consists of four persons: director, supervisor, secretary- 
bookkeeper, and receptionist. The goal of the center is to provide shelter, 
food, and clothing for the homeless and jobless and rehabilitation in the form 
of training in the collection, repair, and resale of used furniture as well as 
a basic religious program. This center is independent of the rest of the New 
Orleans Salvation Army organization; it is a self-sufficient unit which takes 
orders from the territorial headquarters in Atlanta during normal times, The 
director of the center supervises all activities of the center. 
the men's social rehabilitation center and territorial headquarter generally 
takes the form of written reports, while personal contact through either meetings 
or telephone calls is maintained between the center and division and city command. 

Contact between 

Mvis ion Command 

The division command, the smallest Salvation Army unit located in New 
Orleans, is one of the twelve divisions in the Southern Territory. With head- 
quarters located in Birmingham, Alabama, the divisional command is responsible 
for organizing, directing, and coordinating the religious, welfare, and emergency 
functions of the Salvation Army within a specified geographical area -- the 
states of Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi. Divisional headquarters also 
insures that instruction and decisions are disseminated throughout its area. 
This is done primarily through written reports or letters -- occasionally telephone 
calls andlor personal conversation. 

The eight staff members include: division commander, division secretary, 

The division command coordinates Salvation Army services 
division Girl Guard leader, financial secretary, assistant financial secretary 
and three stenographers. 
controls finances, and supervises corps (religious) programs for the city command 
and the corps units. 
while his second Sn commnd, the division secretary,reFieves and helps him, acts 
as office manager, supervises the youth program at the territorial level, acts 
as property manager €or all properties in the division, and somewhat unofficially 
(as a result of personal interest) acts as photographer and performs public 

The division commander supervises divisional headquarters 



relations work. The divisional Girl Guard leader works under the division 
secretary setting up and directing the divisional girl's youth program, divisional 
camp programs, and directing at feast one camp. 
bookkeeping and votes on divisional financial matters. 

The finczncial secretary does 

City Command 

TY'hife the largest Salvation A m y  unit in New Orleaas is the men's social 
rehabillcation center, the most complex is the city command. The number of 
city command personnel varies from eight to fourteen and includes bookkeeper, 
corps leader, assistant corps leader, social worker; men's lodge director, men's 
lodge truck driver, men*s lodge maintenance man, men's lodge cook, women's lodge 
director, women's lodge mid, and camp caretaker. 
the activities of these persons and is advised by a forty-five member business- 
men's board composed of 'Lay people who help with the business, financial, and 
charitable functions of the Salvation Army. 

The city commander coordinated 

.- 

The cfcy commander acts as the general administrator of the city command 
unit, supervlsing personnel and coordinating the city command with other agencies 
in the community. 
The corps leader performs all tasks involved with the religious function of the 
Salvation Army including meetings, visitations newlatLers, and reports. The 
assistact corps leadsr ?ceeps recoude, sakes reports, and leads several young 
people's groups. He unofficially maintains vehicles and helps lodge people. 
The social worker interviews welfare cases, writes letters on paroles, and pro- 
cures aid for cases she judges necessary. 
vises the lodge operation, 
has under him a truckdriver, a maintenance man, and a cook. The women's lodge 
director, with the help of a maid, supervises the operution of the lodge. The 
camp caretaker, who at one time was in charge of the men's l.odge, is concerned 
wieh the upkeep and protectior. of camp facilities. 

There are several staff members under the city comander. 

The director of the men's lodge super- 
He also kelps on fire calls.3 The lodge director 

%e city comander makes or approves in some manner all significant decisionr 
fn Che city command unit, 
his approval in tlhe areas of religion, welfare, and care of transients, 
approval is most often understood and not overt in nature. b o n g  the decision- 
making positions Selow the city commander in the chain of commnd are the corps 
leader who makes all declsions concerning the operation of the religious unit, 
and the assistant: corps Leader who makes decisions relating to the young people's 
program and the band. 
nature of this aid, snd any other matters concerning the care of transients. The 
director of the men's lodge and the director of the women's lodge make decisions 
on the maintenance of the building and physical facilities, assignlng specific 
operational and upkeep tasks to subordinates 
regarding the msintenance of ehe camping facllfties. The adViSQPg board members 
have no o€ficizl decision-making functions; however, they actually make many 
decrsians on who to approach in securing aid and setting up programs. 

Ne has delegsted individuals to make decisions with 
931s 

' 

The social worker decldes who should receive help, the 

The camp caretaker makes decisions 
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Normally, the pattern of communications in the New Orleans Salvation. Army 
city command -= means, topfcs, and persons who give and/or receive comunicatiow 
follows a relatively simple order. 
pattern, using a variety of means in his daily communications. The topics in- 
clude the internal operations of the city command, relations between the city 
command and the other Salvation Array units in New Orleans, and the relationship 
between the city command, the advisory board, and the public of New Orleans (via 
radio messages). 
command -- corps, welfare, and lodge personnel -9 comunicate with each other 
(in person, by telephone, and by messenger), with the city commander, and wFth 
the division. headquarters (by reports) concerning their immediate tasks. Other 
city command personnel communicate with the cfty commander or with the heads of 
the functioning units in person and/or' by telephone; the topics are usually 
about an immediate task. In sum, most coaamunScations in the city command are 
straightforward. %e means usually employed include face to face, telephone, 
leeters, messengers, and reports. 
centers around the city co*nder. 

The city commander has the~most: complex 

The staff members in the functioning units within the city 

The most complex communications pattern 

-- 

Because of the unofficial nature of many tasks and the existence of some 
conflict areas in the New Orleans Salvation Army, it is difficult to distinguish 
between official, unofficial, and interpersonal structures. For example, in the 
city command the corps assistant had unofficially assumed the task of maintaining 
vehicles in good mechanical condition. Although these vehicles were assigned to 
the city command, this task should officially have'becn a function of one of the 
city comander's maintenance men. 
performed these tasks because of personal interest. 

However, the assistant: corps leader unofficially 

Also the social worker in the city command had the official responsibility 
of providing aid and lodging to those in need. However, many of her tasks were 
unofficial, such as trying to obtain paroles for relatives of clients and trying 
to obtain aid for a client from a source other than the Salvation Army when the 
Salvation Army could not provide the needed service. nus, she had acquired 
many tasks not expected by her position or by the normative prescriptions of 
the organization. 

A-large number of the tasks that any Salvation Army worker may perform are 
similarly ambiguous. 
official tasks is not an isolated organizational phenomenon applicable only to 
the assis tsht corps leader and the social worker; rather, the phenowwn permeates 
the entire organization. 
terms of the normative prescriptions of the organization; they define tasks in 
terms of the environment. 
tasks is: 

The difficulty in distinguishing between official and un- 

Salvation Army personnel do not define tasks 

A very common justification for performing any particular 
"I~just saw that it was a job that had to be done." 

. a  

For simibr'reasons, interpersonal structures arb difficult to distinguish. 
Religious, work, ahd:recreational roles, which are indicators of these structures, 
mesh together and are practically indistinguishable for most Salvation Army per- 
sonnel. However, some aspects of the interpersonal structure deserve particular 
mention. First, in the city command, all personnel thought highly of the city 
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commander and spoke OF him almost charismtically. Second, due to a heart con- 
dition the.division commander was in poor health; consequently the division 
secretary had been delegsted many of the commander's tasks and much of his authorit) 
Thir6, the men's social rehzbilitation director eppcared to have complete power 
in hhs organization and ahmost complete independence from the other two Salvation 
Army units, 

Some conflict exfsted between the city commander and the other Cwo units -- 
the division headquarters and the men's social rehabilitation center. Reportedly, 
territorial headquarters had sent the city commander to New Orleans because the 
previous commanders hadbeanunable to handle financial affairs. 

Salvation Army Emergency Operations 

. 
One year prior, to Hurricane Betsy, NeTit Orleans was hit by Hurricane Hilda, 

Although Bilda did not reach the proportions of Hurricane Betsy, it was serious' 
enough to involve a number or' organizations including Salvation Army. Salvation 
Army disaster relief was limited to three canteens and fifteen to twenty persons 
during a two to three day period. 
division headquarters and tke New Orleans city command; most volunteers had pre- 
vious assoclation with the Salvation Army. 
Army never experienced any serious threat to its ability to meet requests for aid. 

Personnel utilized 97er2 primarily from the 

During Hurricane Hilda, the Salvation 

i 

Summary of Disaster Operations 

Prior to the impact of Hurricane Betsy, Sa1va"Lon Army activities centered 
on general preparations: obtaining supplies, readying eqiAipment, and assigning 
tasks. When it becnne evident that Burricane Betsy posed a real threat to the 
Gulf Coast on September 8, 1965, a general alert was given to all Salvation Army 
personnel in the Souehern territory. In addition the divisional headquarters 
sene out a more specific alert by telephone and telegraph tothoseSalvation Army 
personnel expected to be directly threatened by Betsy. 
8, the city comarider along with members of the general advisory board attended 
8r, emergency meeting called by civil defense and held at the mayor's office. Tne 
narure of this meeting was focused on a last minute inventory of emergency 
preparednes 6 . 

On that same day, September 

The following day, September 9, the Srlvation Army continued its general 
preparation activities by: (1) obtaining additional supplies (coffee, sandwich 
material, etc) and the listing of additfonal sources OS food and clothing supplies 
in the event they were needed; (2) seeking permission from the police to use a 
red-flashing light on the Salvakion A m y  car; and (3) aimouncing to the public 
over radio and television tP.at Salvation A m y  serrfces would be avzilable. That 
same bay another meeting was held at the civil defense emergency operations center 
where more definite assignments were given. At this time the city commander 
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informed the civil defense director that three more canteens were enroute from 
Galveston, Houston, and Little Rock and would be available for emergency food 
relief. The city commander remained at the civil defense comand poet acting 
as a liaison officer. 

During the height of the storm, midnight September 9,through the early 
morning hours of September 10, activity was at a standstill because of the storm's 
intensity. However shortly after the severest part of the storm had passed over 
Mew Orleans, the Salvation A m y  began receiving requests for food from various 
city work crews who had ventured forth to begin assessment of the damage and 
restoration activity. During the days immediately following the impact of Betsy 
and the subsequent unexpected tidal surge, Salvation Army activity ceneered 
around sandwich preparation, canteen trips, and the sorting and distribution of 
clothing. 

The week following the impact of Betsy, a Catholic convent with the help 
of neighboring local groups, began to take over the sandwich making operation. 
The Salvation Arny buildings became primarily food distribution centers. By 
September 12, concerned individuals and organization outside the state began 
sending food and clothing to New Orleans. Clothing was immediately handed over 
to the Salvation Army for sorting and distribution since they normally have 
experience with this type of activity. A member of the advisory board donated 
a warehouse which was turned into a clothing distrfbution center. Distribution 
of clothing and food was discontinued by October 15, 1965. By this time nearly 
all of the evacuees had returned to their homes or were relocated and emergency 
repair and restoration crews were back to fairly normal routine work loads. 

me remaining part of this section will be directed towards looking at 
specific aspects of the emergency response with respect to tasks, chain of com- 
mand and intraarganizational conflicts. Again, each of the three units will 
be discussed with the emphasis being upon the city command. 

Taaka - 
Tasks of individuals in the post-impact period generally followed those 

prescribed by the chain of command; tasks occasionally deviated from this due to 
the fact that Salvation Army personnel do not consider themselves as officials 
(performing a €orma1 set of functions) so much as persons who perform tasks 
"that have to be done." 

The Salvation Army Manual for Emergency Disaster Service4 contains the 
This official prescription of Salvation Army functions and personnel tasks. 

national publication also explains financing and organizational procedures, but 
the Arkansas and Louisiana division has its specific interpretation of the national. 
publfcation.5 
containing addresses and telephone numbers of poltce, state patrol, county sheriffs, 

The divisional publication includes : (1) an extensive call sheet 
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and Salvation, Army personnel; (2) a section outlining "Pnstructions for Guidance 
of Officers in Disaster Emergency ServicB"; and (3) suggested report forms, 
supplies to have on hand, and operation of mobile equipment. 

The director of ehe men's social rehabilitation center p e r f o m d  mostly 
normal tasks. However, a large nurober of- his personnel and a large amount of 
his equipment was utilized ia emergency operations. The facilities at the center 
had been extensively damaged; thus, the involvement of this unit in emergency 
tasks was necessarily limited. J 

Three important division staff members were concerned with emergency 
operations. %e division commander supervised state level operations, arranged 
for help from Salvation A m y  personnel outside New Orleans, and worked on public 
relations. The division secretary aided the division commander during the early 
period of emergency operations and supervised and performed relief activities 
outside New Orleans. Unofficially, the division secretary assumed mojt of the 
division commander's tasks since the comander was recovering from a recent 
heart attack. The division financial secretary handled all comunications from 
division headquarters by answering the telephone, receiving telegrams and mail, 
and relaying messages. 

The New Orleans city commander was the zone commander for Burricane Betsy 
disaster operations. The zone commander's duties are descr5bed in the Manual 
as iol~otiis :6 

At the time of disaster, all Officers will be alerted and specific 
instructians issued to those immediately concerned. Officers should 
not leave their appointments withour prior consultation with Zone 
Commander. 
is organized into zones, areas, or grouping of Corps under a Zone 
Commander who is responsible to the Divisional Commander for all 
operations in his zone. 

ZONE COMMANDER'S E S  PONS IBILITIES : 
The Zone Commander will be responsible to the Divisional Commander 
or appointed Officer for all operations in his zone. Vorking under 
the Zone Commander will be all Advisory Board Nembers, Auxiliary Board 
Members, SaPvztion Army personnel, and all volunteer workers. Duties 
of the Zone Commander should include the following: 

I - 
2. Alert workers and volunteers (including appointed Officer personnel). 
3. 
4. 

5. 

6. Locate sources of supplies nearest disaster. 
7. 

The Administrative Area of which any officer is a part 

Notify Divisional Headquarters immediately of any disas ter . 
Call together those necessary to prepare food and equipment. 
Proceed to the scene of trouble prepared to g2ve service, establishing 
headquazcers at some strategic point. 
Determine if additional equipment is needed and inform Divisional. 
Headquarters 

Arrange workers into shifts so continuous service can be given. 
hesitate to give responsibilities to others but make certain instructions 
clear, 

Don't 



8. To see that such Officers or other personnel as have been assigned 
responsibilities for supplies, transportation, canteen supervision, 
clothing distribution, etc. will function in these various capacities. 
Keep a record of donations received whether food os money. 
special appeal to be made without: approval of the Divisional Commander. 
The Zone Commander will have in mind the four types of se-mice to be 
rendered : 
a. Feeding c, Mobile Services 
b, Clothing d. Spiritual Ministry 

9. 

10. 

No 

Some conflict existed between the zone commander and division personnel. 
Xn New Orleans, the city commander performed most zone command tasks. Outside 
New Orleans, the division secretary performed sone command tasks. 
commander had authority over seven supervisors;, while the occupants of super- 
visory positions shifted, the pattern of authority was discernible. 

The corps leader became the night: relief supervisor and carried out the 
ra'sks the city commander performed during the day. These tasks were never very 
extensive since the city commander was always available to consider important 
decisions and since night operations were fewer than day operations. 
relief tasks were concerned with preparations for the following day. 
lodge cook worked as the night relief supervisor's assistant by running messages, 
transporting supplies, making sandwiches, and sorting clothing when needed. 

The city 

Most night 
The men's 

The social worker directed and made decisions about disaster relief policy. 
Her assistant social workers were the division Girl Guard leader, the wife of the 
division commander, and the wife of the division secretary; they interviewed wel- 
fare cases and decided what kind and how much aid to give a client if he were in 
the disaster area. 

The division Girl Guard leader also supervised dispatching the trucks and 
canteens7 and placing orders for supplies for the trucks and canteens. 
under the dispatcher were the drivers and assistants. 
of their vehicles and the distribution of their supplies (sandwiches, coffee, 
and clothing); the assistants distributed supplies and performed cleanup and 
maintenance tasks. 

Directly 
The drivers were in charge 

The camp caretaker performed a number of very important tasks during the 
disaster period'including communications, purchasing, and dispatching, 
cations tasks included taking and routing most incoming calls and occasionally 
performing an activity requested or arranging €or the task to be perf,ormed 
through a telephone call or radio message, 
orders -- a practice authorized in advance by the city commander who is the only 
other pereon in the city command who can sign such orders -- initiating orders 
when necessary, and making decisions on where to purchase supplies, how much to 
purchase, and how to transport purchases. 

Communi- 

Purchasing tasks included signing all 

Ihe supervision of sandwich making and of clothing distribution illustrates 
At different times, the flexibility of the chain of command during an emergency. 

the wife of the city commander, the division Girl Guard leader, the division 
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financial secretary, and the trffe of the corps leader supervised these two areas. 
At times, volunteers served in supervisory positions in these areas. Ia fact, 
a volunteer had set up the sorting and distribuging system. Primarily, it was 
volunteers who made sandwiches and sorted and distributed clothing. 
veek, a convent volunteered to make all sandwiches needed. 

After a 

The seaaining supervisory positions in the city comand, the directors of 
tbe men's lodge and of the women's lodge, changed little durfng the emergency. 
The two directors did perform some disaster tasks but: not as extensively as the 
other city command supervisors, R e  necessary normal tasks were still carried 
out by assistants. 

In summary, the emergency tasks or' the Salvation Army in Nev7 Orleans differcr' 
considerably from their normal tasks. The pre-disaster tasks were concerned 

wieh religion, welfare, and minor emergenctes ; ~7hiLe emergency tasks involved 
most perscnnel in mking sandmiches and distributing clothings. 
period, trucks and canteens arrived for the distribution of food and supplies 
to needy areas, 
the distribution af supplies. The supplies distribuked expanded to include 
bladcets , detergent, and mops as vell as food and clothing. However, during 
all three periods, the major religious services of the Salvation Army were con- 
tinued and the mea's and women's lodges remaizled in operation, 
had continued throughout she ,mergcncy period, bue emergency tasks had grown 
such that they became the largest: Part of the organization's functioning. 

Duririg thts 

The post-disaster tasks were concernec! almost exclusively ~'lith 

A11 tasks, then, 

Chain of Comand 

Through the orders of its director, che men's social rehabilitation center 
provided trucks and personnel for ehe clky command. 
the men's social. rehabilieation center staff is subject to the orders of the 
disaster zone commander.. 
independence of his unit and aided the disaster work only when he consldered it 
necessary and when it did not interfere t%rith the goals of his unit. 

Officially, during a disaster 

However, ~ O P  the most part the direcror maintained the 

The division comander and the division secretary worked with and occasfon- 
ally made decisions for the eicy commander. In addition, ehe divisioi-, commander 
alerted Salvation Army personnel outs5de New Orleans for help, made d4cSsions on 
public relations, and decided where and wha& services would be offered outside 
New Orlearrs. The division comnander's decisions were at the ogficiaf level; the 
division secretary actually made and carried out tSeae decisions. 
viewees stated that the division commander approved decisions, it appears he was 
rarely consulted. The divisioa comzndrtr's actual sole vas as a figurehead; the 
cizy commander made local decisions and the division secretary made decisions 
af2ecCing amas outside ?Jew Orleaas. 
occasionally consulted wi,tiz each other. 

Vhile inter- 

%e city commander and the division secretary 
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The size and scope of the New Orleans city command changed considerably 
during the emergency period. The city commander was the Salvation Army disaster 
zone commander in the New Orleans area. 
ing personnel, deciding the extent of Salvation Army involvement, and arranging and 
purchasing supplies. Some key city officials, the mayor, the civil defense 
director, and the police department officials requested aid from the city commander 
Decision making for che staff under the commander's leadership changed greatly- 

He -de all decisions including assign- 

The men's and women's lodges continued operation; generally lodge personnel 
were concerned with the usual types of decisions. 
lodge had almost complete charge of the Magazine Street facilities since most Of 
the personnel were on Gerard Street, 
men's lodge with the director. 

The director of the men's 

Only the maintenance man remained at the 
The cook aided the corps leader as night director. 

Welfare services also experienced little change. The social worker did 
have wider decision-making powers and more opportunities to exercise them. She 
determined welfare guidelines (to whom, what kind, and how much aid to give), 
supervised other Salvation Army personnel and volunteers helping in the welfare 
effort, and interviewed clients to make decisions in individual cases. Her 
helpers -9 the wife of the division commander, &he Girl Guard leader, and the 
wife of the division secretary -- also had decision-making powers in individual 
cases. 

Sandwich and clothing distribution had been functions of the New Orleans 
salvation Army before the disaster, but during Hurricane Betsy segments of the 
organization concerned with these areas grew to the rank of departments. The 
wife of the city commander, aided by the division Girl Guard leader, directed 
these activities. Although physically separated from the rest of the Salvation 
Army personnel bn the Gerard Street warehouse, most of the same Salvation Army 
personnel worked in both kinds of distribution, Decisions involved organization, 
quantity, types, and methods of performing the two jobs. Volunteers were mainly 
responsible for actual cloth5ng distribution and preparation of sandwiches. 
Eventually, the sandwich making task was taken over by a voluntary group, a 
Catholic convent, 

The drffepatching of eighteen canteens became a decision-making position, 
The division Girl Guard leader assigned times and locations for canteens, decided 
when, and how many supplies to send to these canteens, as well as deciding on 
initllal canteen stocking, Due to the unavailability of other personnel, some 
decisions concerning personnel assignments and the decision to transfer sandwich 
making to the convent group, were made by the division Girl Guard leader. 

%e corps leader made night relief decisions. While similar to decisions 

Generally they concerned preparatfons to be made for the 
the city commander made during the day, night relief decisions were less numerous 
and less serious. 
next day. ' 
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The camp caretaker made purchasing and communications decisions. Comuni- 
cations decisions concerned whom to contact and how EO contact: them; purchasing 
decisions concerned what, where, how much, and when to purchase supplies. 

After impact decision making on disaster relief measures escalated sharply. 
Organizational segments concerned with disaster decisions became departments with 
unique and wider decision-making powers for those in charge, while lower echelon 
personnel were mainly concerned with decisions on how to perform a task and ex- 
perienced no significant change from their normal decision-making responsibilities. 

Comunica t ions 

From the very beginning or' the emergency to the end of the disaster relief 
period, communications were a major problem for the Salvation Army. Coimrmnica- 
tions under normal conditions were relatively simple and straightforward; however 
during the emergency communications became complex and problematic. 

Before Che disaster, communications were senr by letter, telegraph, and 
telephone by the city commander and the division commander to territorial head- 
quarters in Atlanta and to Salvation Army units .in neighboring states. These 
groups, as well as units in the Louisiana-Arkansas division, were alerted to 
possible needs of the New Orleans Salvation Army for personnel and equipment. 
In addition, meetings and telephone calls.occurred among city officials, civil 
defense staff, and Salvation Army personnel during the early disaster period. A 
limited number of radio announcements were made notifying the public of the ser- 
vices and needs of the Salvation Army in the disaster. 

During the height of the hurrrcane, most communications including those 
from the civil defense command post, ceased. Nany telephone lines and radio 
antennas had been knocked down by high winds, and telephone lines which were 
operating were overloaded. After the winds had died down, the Salvatlon Army 
began using new means of comm-jnication including the following: many television 
and radio requests to the public (a means very rarely used before the disaster); 
radios belonging to police, amateur, and citizen band operators; hot line tele- 
phones to division headquarters and the mayor's office; messengers Eo suppliers; 
and intercom and memos within the Salvation Army group. Despite this exterisive 
growth of communications, the lack of direct communications with canteens and 
personnel, with public officials, and with suppliers proved to be one of the 
most critical problems experienced by the Salvation Army during the disaster 
relief effort. 

The emergency communications pattern of the director of the men's social 
rehabilitation center regained essentially the same. 
tfon of supplies Increased, but this did not affect ehe overall communications 
pattern of this Salvation Army unit. 

Calls concerning the dona- 
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m e  division commander and the division secretary communicated with the 
public, with city officials, with Salvation Army personnel in other areas, with 
busjnasmnen, and with city command personnel and volunteers working with them. 
Personal conversation, police and private radios, commercial broadcast networks, 
newspapers, as well as telephone, telegraph, and messengers were all employed 
in these various contacts. 
and individuals outside New Orleans as he organized the relief effort in those 
areas. 
tion and handled mail, telegraph, and telephone communications at division 
headquarters. 

'Be division secretary communicated with many officials 

The division financial secretary acted as router for division comunica- 

The city commander, in his role as zone commander, was the center of the 
most complex communications pattern. 
with the following officials : 
men, divisional personnel, director of the men's social rehabilitation center, 
city command advisory board, city command personnel, and volunteers. The common 
means of communication were: personal, telephone, telegraph, police and private 
radios, and messengers. 

He communicated with the general public and 
city officials, Salvation Army personnel, business- 

Two aspects of the city commander's communications pattern are of particular 
interest. 
men's social rehabilitation center were routed through the division secretary 
because of the secretary's close personal relationship with the director. 
the camp caretaker, in charge of communications and purchasing during the disaster, 
routed many of the communications to and from the city commander. 
of the city commander, probably the most complex communications pattern was that 
of the camp caretaker. 
personnel involved in such things as sandwich making and clothing distribution. 
Outside the organization he communicated with suppliers and transporters and 
routed incoming communications. 

First, most of the city commander's requests to the director of the 

Second, 

Next to that 

As purchaser he comntcated within the organization with 

The communications of the acting night relief supervisor were similar but 
more limited than those of the city commander. Most of his communications were 
with Salvation Army personnel working in canteens and with public officials. 
Communications were carried out through personal conversation, telephone, police, 
and private radios, and messengers. 

The division Girl Guard leader acting as dispatcher during the disaster 
period communicated within the organization with sandwich making and canteen 
personnel, and with the purchasers. Communication by personal conversation, memo, 
messenger, telephone, and police and private radios were most common. Outside 
the organization she communicated with suppliers and transporters by telephone and 
by messenger. Inability to get information on the location, needs, and personnel 
of the canteens caused many problems for the dispatcher. 

Personae1 involved in sandwich- making, food and clothing distribution, and 
social work communicated primarily among themselves either in person or by memo, 
intercom, and messenger. 
transporters, and donors both in person and by messenger and telephone. 

Occasionally these persons were in contact with suppliers, 
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I .  

Except for canteen personnel and messengers, the rest of the city command 
corcmrrnicated with one another concerning specific tasks either in person or by 
telephone, intercom, and messenger. Communication between canteen personnel 
and Gerard Street concerned personnel relief, supplies, and location of canlieens 
and were carried out in person, vi2 memo, telephone, or radio. The assistant 
corps leader and the men's lodge cook acted as messengers and comunicated a 
variety of topdcs from canteens to suppliers, employing all possible means of 
communi ca ti o n . 

a .. - 
Official, Unofficial, and Interpersonal Stmctures 

The difficulty in separating official, unofficial, and interpersonal 
scructures has been discussed previously. 
these structures were particularly outstanding: 
tasks, potential conflict 'betyleen the city commander and division personnel, and 
potential conflices bemeen the director'of the men's social rehabilitation center 
and tl?e ather two 'New Orleans SaLvatior. Army grorzps. Each facet: had interesting 
consequences during the emergency. 

Under normal conditions some facets of 
a large Dumber of unofficial 

&e high number of unofficially assigned tasks proved to be an asset during 
the disaster. 
handling problems as they arose and shifting tasks as necessity dictated. Con- 
sequently, a number of persons worked on multiple tasks especially in social work, 
sandwich making , and food and clothing dls tribution I 

Personnel were able to adapt readily to neb7 and expanded tasks by 

Conflict begween the city commander and dlvision personnel did develop. 
During the early stages of the relief work, the city commander and the division 
secretary gave izumerous contradictory conmands, Because of the illness of the 
official division command&; the division secretary acted as de facto divi-sion 
comander and attempted to assum authority in the division and in the city. The 
city commander-, because of his status as commander during disasters likewise 
assumed authority. Because o€ his close contacts with city officials , business- 
men, and citizens, and because of the loyalty of city command personnel, the city 
commander was able to retaic the power and authority of his official position as 
zone commander : 

'!&e city commander decided to focus his er'r'orts on New Orleans where-aid 
was felt to be most needed. The division secretary assumed control in areas out- 
side New Orleans, Zespite khe fact that officially these areas were the city 
commander's zone. This division of aut'noriiry solved the conl'lict to some extent, 
although at one point tke city commander cautioned his personnel to take orders 
only direcely from him and from his key personnel. "hat the conflict continued is 
evidenced by occasional disagreements about whether a canteen or srzpply truck was 
operating in the city commander's are8 (Hev7 Orleans) 0:: in the division secrer-aryF's 
area (outside Nev Orleans 1. 
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Conflicts between the director of the men's social rehabilitation center 
and the other two New Orleans Salvation Army groups also developed. Tke director 
rejected all requests which (as he said) he thought "to be unnecessary or to 
interfere with the functions of his own organization." Because of his friendship 
with the director, the division secretary was often called upon to make requests 
€or the use of the director's men and equipment. Despite the division secretary's 
efforts, many requests apparently were still rejected. There were increased calls 
from the public to the director of the men's social rehabilitation center request- 
ing that goods donated for use in the relief program be picked up. 
himself appeared to have worked little in the relie€ program. Much equipment 
from Salvation Army units outside New Orleans and from private sources was 
utilized by the city command. 

The director 

Intra- and Interorganizational Relationships in Emergency Operations 

Intraorganizational Operations 

As previously mentioned, the relationship between the men's social re- 
habilitation center and the city commander and division commander became a 
significant problem. 
of independence being directly responsible only to the territorial o€fice and 
not to the city or division command. 
emergency situations in which official authority lines are somewhat altered. 
the case of the New Orleans men's social rehabilitation center following Hurricane 
Betsy, the director exercised his independence and appeased to have given less 
than maximum possible help to the city comander. 
to rely on more outside help than would othe-mise have been needed for transportin; 
supplies, food, etc. 

The men's social rehabilitation unit enjoyed a great deal 

Independence can prove problematic in 
In 

Thus, the city commander had 

The conflicts betmeen the city command and division headquarters were 
discussed earlier. 
quarters are located, attempts on the part of division headquarters to dominate 
the city cormnand are quite possible. Division headquarters in New Orleans had 
dominated the city command until territorial headquarters in Atlanta appointed 
the present city commander. Although the conflict which continued to exist 
between the city commander and the division secretary did not completely disrupt 
the disaster relief program, it did cause some rather serious problems. 

In areas in which both a city command and division head- 

Another important aspect of intraorganizational operations is that during 
emergency operatlons, the Salvation Army calls in members from other areas. 
number of outside personnel working in the Hurricane Betsy disaster relief effort 
was very high; although exact figures are not available, eighteen canteens and 
four trucks came from Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia, Florida, 
North Carolina, and Kentucky. Most of these persons were officers; many had 
been involved in other relief efforts. In fact, many had more experience than 
any of the New Orleans personnel with the exception of the city commander, Che 
division commander and the division secretary. These experienced, high-ranking 

The 
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personnel ofren assumed authority without ehz approval of t3e New Orleans officers 
me city commander reprimanded several of tl!icsr persons and instructed New Orleans 
personnel to take orders only from him or froa local supervisors. 
viewee explained, 

As one inter- 

some of the officers vho came Ln from oui: of town, just because they were 
ofEicers, they felt they could give orders to other people, and we got: 
a few conflicting commands from them. but: we just tooLthem with a 
grain of salt because we knew what: llfhe city commandell had said, so his 
orders went. - 
- /%e city comandezj saic! that 8 lot of times you'll get an order from 
someone who has misinterpreted an order or has just decided that they 
Want this done this way, and he said if you get something that doesn't 
sound right to you, check in before you do it. 

I - 

Apparently, this procedure solved the problem. Several individuals indicated 
that this is a cotrimon problem in disaster work. 

Establishing authority aver personilel. and between tinits was one of %he main 
problerils the Salvation Ammj confronted. 
national or territorial disaster team, similar to that existing in the Red C ~ S S  
could help eliminate the authority problems in large-scale disasters which in- 
volve many personnel and many different Salvation Army units, 

The city commander suggested thaf a 

i 

Interorganizational Operations 

In its daily activities, the Salvation Army has some rather close associa- 
tions with public officials. 
department and the police department because it serves coffee and doughnuts at 
large fires. 
the mayoris office. These contacts occur primarily because of civil defense's 
recognition of the Salvation Army. 

Its most frequent contacts are with the fire 

Its next most frequent contacts are with civil defense and with 

During the emergency period, the Salvation Army's pattern of interorganiza- 
tional relations was greatly altered. The mayor's office had the most contact wit 
the Salvation Army, followed by civil defense. 
ment made it possible for the Salvation Army to use police personnel and equip- 
menr for transportation (including gas for vehicles) and communications. Orher 
public agencies helped also: the House of Detention provided inmates as volun- 
teer workers and the Boar3 of Trade provided taarehouse space €or temporary Storage 

Contacts with the police depart- 

Salvation Army rela'zions with quasi-government and business concerns also 
expanded. Normally, when practical and possible, most business relations are 
handled through the advisory board. This pattern persisted throughoclr the 
emergency pertod. Through the advisory board the Salvation Army was able to 
obtain ice, operations facilities, food, transportation, blankets, clothes 
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equipment, and.volunteers. Salvation Army units also received much aid from 
advisory boards in other states: for example, a water purification system from 
Texas and detergent from Massachusetts. 
during the emergency period were the telephone company, which installed extra 
and direct telephone lines, and the New Orleans Public Service, Inc. which 
provided gas and oil for vehicles. 

Other organizations provdding help 

Clubs also provided aid to the Salvation Army. Boy Scout and Girl Scout 
troops volunteered as units and a civic organization from Memphis sent truckloads 
of supplies. Church, religious, and school groups were also important sources 
of aid. A Catholic convent in Covington entirely assumed sandwich-making respon- 
sibilities. Many churches set up collection posts for food, clothing, and other 
supplies. One religious Organization gave the Salvation Army $21,000 to purchase 
equipment and to defray operating expenses. 
student volunteers. 

Area universities sent groups of 

Although the Salvation Army received aid from other sources, specific in- 
formation concerning such aid is not available. 
provided supplies an;! some transportation, primarily through civil defense. An 
early need for money to purchase milk, bread, and lunchmeat was met by an advisory 
board member who solved the problem by charging these supplies to civil defenseV8 

Although no accurate records were kept of individual volunteers, the number 

Various armed service groups 

was exceedingly high and included such diverse fypes as teenagers, transients, 
businessmen and housewives. 
the exception of some transients and some inmates of the House of Detention. 
The primary problemwas to coordinate and supervise the volunteers to insure that 
they worked safely and did not overtax themselves. 
who worked the canteens, made sandwiches, organized and distributed clothing, 
and delivered messages, the Salvation Army relief effort would have been con- 
siderably less successful. 

These volunteers apparently performed well, with 

Without the many volunteers 

In summary, the Salvation Army's relations with other organizations were 
greatly expanded during the emergency period, includfng its relations with 
official government organizations, quasi-government and business organizations, 
clubs, religious groups, schools, and individual volunteers. 

Interorganizational Problems 

The conflict between the Salvation Army and the Red Cross is an important 
aspect 05 interorganizational relations which has not yet bean discussed, The 
Cwo basic areas of conflict were: (1) in operations (the Salvation Army had 
to perform many jobs assigned to the Red Cross), and (2) in obtaining donations 
(the Red Cross denied &a& the Salvation Army had valid needs). This conflict 
arose because of a major difference in the objectives of each organization in 
a disaster situation. The Salvation Army is mainly concerned with meeting the 
individuals ' immediate needs, while Red Cross is concerned ultimately with the 
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tozal long-term cornunity restoration. for this reason Red Cross asks for 
money donations inszead of material gogds so that by giving people money tsey 

in rescoring Che cosnmtinity to its €1111 economic self-sufficiency. The foilowing 
exanples illus ?rates the nacu-re of rhis conflice. 

- car, in turn purchase goods from local merchants - thus having a snowball affect 

%e Salvarion Army was asked to help evacuate and care for those in tke 
imndated area an.1 EO provide fcod, clothing, and bedding to those in Red Cross 
shelters. 
Red Cross. One intervievee explained : 

These are long-term operations and are officially assigned co che 

ril AE Salvation Arm37 says that ~7e  ill handle emergency clothing. 
this is r17hat the Salvation Army does, :e's emergency only. Ve'ra 
not the Long-range plan like the Red Cross. b?e13, fine, the Reri 
Cross saic? thac isn't necessary because in the morning ~)7e're going to 
 star^ issrzing &ips, food chips. F J E : ~ ~ ,  ghat's yrea'i, if you'ye sitting 
0u-i on the %ront porch and thereYs four feea: of water around your house 
and if you come to the Red Cross, they'll give you a food chip. But 
there aren't any stores to get to ehae aren't under water OT Cleszroyed. 
Now, this does you a lor. of good. 

And 

The Salvation 
"Liose who were in aut5orFzed Eed Cross shelters. 

provided food and clotbFng for evacuees, even for some of 

?&e handling of :lonations .i;ras ariother area of conflict between rhe two 
orzanizations. The Salvation Army resporded by attempting to obtain the item 
needed, while the Red Cross ailrempted eo secure money to give to the evactiees 
SO Chat they could purchase the item needed themselves -- even tfiough the item 
17as not always available for purchase. In several cases, r,he Red Cross attempted 
to bloc!., or succeeded in blccking supplies, crying to obcain money instead. 
2t1r3.n~ rhe first fe~7 days aEi-e; the hurricane, the 1,700 refugees 5oused in the. 
CiLy Hall had no bedling. The Salvation Army located a source of bladiets. 
&&en the source attzinpted KO verify tc'ne need for blankets with tpe Red c'coss, 
The Red Cross denied tke need existed and asked :or money instead. As a result, 
the Salvation Army b.ad EO pay Eo-a hlankets from its own meager operating funds. 

A similar conflict occurred vjit!: a donacion of detergent. Rnoi.jinG char. 
the refugees would have a great deal of cleaning to do after returning h o ~ e ,  
a Massachusetts detergeat Eirm offered .cleaning supplies. The Bed ci-oss rejected 
the ofEer and asked for money. However, a member of the board of the derergent 
firm was also a member of the Salvaeion Army advisory board in Massac3usects. 
Ze conteeted 'rhe New Orleans Salvation Army acd told them of the Red Cross 
reJo,ction which was p-reveneing the firm froro shipping the supplies. The Salvation 
Army called the detersent firm and, vicli the help of the mzyor of New Orleans, 
convinced the Eizm that there was a real neecl; che suppifes were consequencly 
shipped KS the Salvation Ammy for di3tribution. Other cases could be cired in 
wiaic5 the Reci Cross blocked shipment or' supplies :;o the Salvatior? Army, but 
Chwe suffice to illustrate the conflict:. 



If there had been better overall disaster coordination and leadership, the 
conflict between the tvo organizations might have been reduced. 
coordination led to overt displays of jealousy and conflict between the two 
organizations. For example, several officals suggested to the division commander 
that the Salvation Army distribute plasterboard, paint, nails, and tools in 
addition to the detergent, clothes, and food boxes. These materials would allow 
the refugees to repair much. of the damage to their homes. Territorial headquarters 
in Atlanta approved this rather unique salvation Army task. The governor called 
a meeting of Salvation Army and Red Cross o€ficials to make final arrangements 
for obtaining the materials €rom federal, state, and local funds as well as 5rom 
donations. Red Cross officials blocked the project because "we are the official 
federal disaster agent and we will handle all problems of this sort." 
ended the proposal, and these materials were never given to the refugees. The 
jealousy was also evidenced by the attempt of one of the local newspapers to 
block certain donations and operattons of the Salvation Army. 
officials suggested that the newspaper's policy was due to the fact that a local 
Red Cross official was an editor. 
organizational relations were generally very helpful, its relations with the 
Red Cross were characterized by conflict. 

The lack of 

This 

Salvation Army 

Thus, although the Salvation Army's inter- 

Summary 

The problems encountered by the Salvation Army in Burricane Betsy can be 
summarized in five areas: the scope of the disaster, communications, intra- 
organizational relations, physical-social problems, and conflict with the Red 
Cross. 

1. The scope of the disaster was larger than expected and the largest 
ever encountered by the Salvation Army personnel involved. 
rapid growth of the organization -0 in personnel, in size, and in the number of 
tasks it was requested to perform. Problems derived from the sudden need for 
personnel, equipment, supplies, transportation, and new methods of performing 
unusual tasks. 

This resulted in the 

2. Communications problems were directly related to the scope of the 
disaster. The increased number of personnel an3 tasks, as well as the dispersion 
of canteens in the disaster area, demanded more and better communications. A 
large part of the existing communications system was damaged. Some temporary 
measures (the ase of police radios, direct lines, ham and citizen band radios) 
were used. 
relief work decreased. 

The communications problem was not solved until the demand E m  

3. Because of ehe scope of the disaster, the three Salvation Army units in 
LJew Orleans had to work together as well as with other Salvation Army personnel. 
Since authority lfnes had yet to be developed, some conflict and operational 
problems occurred during the early stages of reltef work. 
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4. Many physical-social problems developed. In addition to the problems 
caused by downed trees, water, etc., the corzvergence of citizens in disaster 
areas haapezed. operations. 
ling people and physical contiitions were able *LO solve these problems. 

Only time and the d5velopment of methods of control- 

~ 

5. Regardless of the scope of ehe disaster, there seem to be an inherent 
jealousy between the Salvation Army an3 the Xed Cross which results in problems. 
Because of its abilit5 to mobilize volunteers and gather materials in the 
comunity, the Salvation Ariny could deal wit11 imediace emergency 20od and 
clothing distribution. 
medical aid, and financial aid, projects for which the Salvation Army is unpre- 
pared. 

?%e Red Cross coeid deal with long-term manned shelzers, 

Intraorgar,izational relations became a source of authority problens. 
Interorganizational relations generally aided the disas-ier response or' Ehe 
Salvation Army by providing equipment, supplies, transportation, and personnel 
(yith the exception of Red Cross). 
which arose from the Salvation Amy's disaster relief effort during Hurricane 
Betsy were satisfactorily solved ORXY by decreased demands and better controls. 

Maay of the social and physical problems 

To conclude, this chapter has.attempted to illustrate without giving all 
details, the specific operations of the New Orleans Salvation Army during 
Elurricane Betsy. Differences between noraal and emergency activities were 
espec-lally ernphazized, !?bile Che i3lu;s.tratlon was a particular case, many 
of ';he observable changes in the organization's adaptaflon Eo the disaster 
can be found in most Salvation Army operations in major comunity crises. 
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Notes: Chapter XI? 

1. Distinguishing between official, unofficial, and interpersonal relations in 
the cFtain of command, decision making, etc., is difficult for Salvation Army 
personnel are involved in work, religious, and recreational roles simultaneously. 
A distinction will be made whenever possible; however, inferences without firm 
basis in fact will not be made. 

2. 
areas it comprises the t.ihOl€! Salvation Army organization. 

"Corp~" refers to the religious unit in larger cities; in less populated 

3. The Salvation Army voluntarily supplies coffee, sandwiches, and doughnuts 
to firemen, policemen, and other workers during emergency periods such as large 
fires. It is this function that expanded to become the early part of the 
Salvation Army disaster relief program after Hurricane Betsy. 

4, Adopted by the Commisaioness' Conference, Plarch 7, 1958. 

5. Lt. Col. Harry Ward, Disaster Services Eanual: The Salvation Army, 
Louisiana and Arkansas, rev. (August 1962). 

6. Disaster Manual Louisiana and Arkansas, pp. 12-33. 

7. During peak operations there were eighteen canteens. The number of trucks 
is not estimatable as no complete records were kept and trucks cane from m n y  
organizatlons and other Salvation Army units. 

8. Bo permission was obtained for this action. 
necessity by a board member. 

It vas a decision made out Of 
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CHAPTER V 

The New Orleans Red Cross 

Disaster relief activities are prescribed for the American National Red 
Crass and its local chapters by tlhe Congressional Charter granted the organiza- 
tion in 1905. 
charter, is disaster relief: 

One of the two principal tasks of the Red Cross, according to the 

the organization 5s to continue and carry on a system of ndtianal and inter- 
national relief in time of peace and apply the same En mitigating the 
sufferings caused by pestilence, famine, fire, floods, and other great 
national calamities, and to devise and carry on measures for preventing 
the same. 1 

Nor can the Red Cross evade or delegate its responsibilities in the event of 
natural disaster; as the organization enjoys certain privileges by Its quasi- 
governmental status, so it incurs corresponding obligations to the people of 
that government,2 among which disaster relief to the public and social and 
medical services to the military population are mandatory. 
ters must by law,, therefore, provide these zwo services. 

ALL Red Cross chap- 

Red Cross disaster relief is divided into two phases, the immediate post- 
impact mass care phase and t 
elements of the disaster program are performed at two levels of the Organization: 
the former is the responsibility of the local chapter; the latter, of the' 
national organization. 
reasons. PFrst, of course, the impact of disaster occurs frequently with little 
or no warning; hence the fmmediate mobilization of the Red Gross must be at the 
local level. Even in those disasters like floods and hurricanes which often 
permit pre-impact planking and mobilization, there is likely ta be insufficient 
time for the assignment: of scattered national. personnel. before impact. 
the greater cost of the rehabtlitation phase -- during which large grants are 
provided for families and individuals whose economic situation is such that tkey 
cannot recover from the effects of the disaster on their own -- prohibits local 
Red Cross chapters ~ i t h  limited financial resources .from undertaking this kind 
of disaster relief. The national organization, on the other hand, possesses 
both the trained, professional personnel reqA.red to administer such a program 
and the financial resources necessary to provide this long-range relief. 

longer range rehabilitation phase, These two 

This separation of disaster tasks is made for several 

Secondly, 

In addition to this division of the Red Cxoss into lacal and national levels. 
the organization is divided into staff and volunteer elements. In effect, (3. 
local chapter is made up to two separate structures -- the paid professional 
staff and the unpaid amateur volunteers. In a disaster, the volunteer structure 
of the organization plays a crucial role for it is upon the volunteers thae the 
greatest responsibility for the performance of Red Cross disaster tasks falls. 
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The following discussion, therefore, will consider the New Orleans Red Cross 
as a "dual organizatfon," both in the sense of its staff and volunteer components 
and in the sense of its articulation as a local unit with the national level 
of the larger organization. 

The first section of this chapter will describe the normal structure of 
Mew Orleans Red Cross, the tasks for which itis responsible (including those 
relevant to disaster operations), and the patterns of authority within the 1 0 ~ ~ 1 1  
organization, The second section will turn to the mobilization of this organiza- 
tion to the disaster, discussing both the alterations which occurred in the 
task assignments and authority relations of chapter staff and the mobilization 
and convergence of national staff and volunteers on the disaster scene. 
consequences of this disaster mobilization for the Red Cross itself and for 
its operational relationships with other agencies and organizations will be 
discussed in a later section of this chapter. 
of two Red Cross shelters is included, 
complete this discussion of the Red Cross. 

The 

A case study of the operations 
Summary and concluding statements will 

The New Orleans Red Cross: Tasks and Authority 

Staff personnel of the New Orleans Red Cross chapter number thirty-one- 
nine men and twenty-two womenr 
and hence are normally not directly involved in the public service activities 
of the Red Cross. These activities are the task assignments of the remaining 
twenty-one members of the Xed Cross staff. 

Ten have clerical or maintenance assigmmts 

There are six service directors in the New Orleans Red Cross chapter. With 
the exception of the service to militaryfam$l5asdivision, these divisions are 
normally engaged in work which the Red Cross national organization defines as 
"permissfve," that is, not mandatory by definition of the Congressional Charter. 
All six of these service tasks are described briefly in the following summary: 

1. Service to Military Familias: In its charter the Red Cross is charged 
with the responsibility of sewing as !'a medium of comunication between 
the people of the United States of America and their Armed Forces ."3 
Members of this division perform casework services for the active military, 
for veterans, and for their families: 
emergency leaves, providing financial assistance and communication 
facilities for military personnel and their families, and offering 
counseling services to military, veterans, and their families. 

2. Safety Services: 
Members of the safety services division conduce classes in water safety, 
life saving, small craft operation, and first aid. 
program of highway safety and operate (during Mardi Gras for example) 
first-aid stations for the public. 

such services include obtaining 

The tasks of this division are essentially educational. 

They also engage in a 
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3. Nursing Services: Like safety services' tasks, those of the nursing 
services division are educational: courses in home nursing and infant 
care are offered CG the public. 
maintains a ros ter of nurses, nurses aides, and other volunteers whose 
services the Red Cross can offer to hospitals which request: theme 

In addieion, the director of this division 

4. Red Cross Youth Program: 
through the local schools and is designed to provide school children with 
"practtcal service projects" acquainting them with the national and inter- 
national programs of the Red Cross. 

This program, the Junior Red Cross, is operated 

5. Volunteer Services: The office of volunteers functions as a coordina- 
ting center for the assignment and activities of Red Cross volunteers. 

6. Public Information: During normal times the public information office 
provides the various mass media with stories and publicity related to 
the activities of Bed Cross staff and volunteers. In this sense, P.I. is 
less a public service division than a support division providing certain 
assistance to "Le chapter itself rather than direct service TO the public. 

A total of sixteen members of the staff are active in the performance of 
these nondisaster tasks. 
work in the chapter house at night and on the weekends, largely to cover incoming 
welfare and assistance calls for the service to military families division. 
chapter also employs a full-rime comptroller who manages the financial affairs 
of the New Orleans Red Cross. 

In addition there are two part-time staff members Who 

The 

The tasks of the chapter manager are those of the executive in any cornunity 
service organization, especially those organizations which depend, as the Red 
Cross does, entirely on voluntary contributions for their support. Hence w c h  
of his time is devoted to representing the Red Cross in the larger community. 
He is, for example, "loaned" to the United Fund organization for a month of every 
year during the annual fund-raising campaign. 
organizations like the chamber of commerce and a variety of civic groups; he is 
frequently asked to address such organizations on the activities and responsibili- 
ties of the Red Cross. Within the local chapter, the manager is the single most 
important liaison person between the professional s raf f and the volunteer board 
of directors which is the chief policy and decision-making body of the chapter. 

Ele is active in other community 

The tasks of !he assistant manager, on the other hand, are more directly 
associated with supervision of the staff. The assistant manager does much of 
the hiring of the staff although the chapter manager has the final authority on 
such matters. 
and other respects he has much more responsibility €or the day-to-day operations 
of the chapter than the official authority of his position might suggest. 
addition to his supervisory tasks, the assistant director also directs fhe chapter's 
college program and affiliations with the Znternational Red Cross and is involved 
from tine to time in projects relating to the chapter's public relations. 
serves as the director of the safety and nursing services division. His most 
important tasks, however, are associated with his position as chapter disaster 
director. 

The assistant is the personnsl director for the chapter and in this 

In 

He also 
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AB table 1 indicated, there is no independent disaster services division in 
the structure of the I?ew Orleans Red Cross chapter- 
8 division peculiar to this chapter, 
full-time staff assignments to disaster services; rather, a member of the staff, 
frequently the assistant manager, is designated the disaster director, responsible 
not for the activities of an independent division but for the disaster prepared- 
ness of the entire professional staff of the chapter. 
New Orleans chapter. All members of the staff, including the secretarial and 
maintenance personnel have special assigments in the event of disaster. The 
specific nature of these disaster assignnenes will be described later. 
disaster policies and tasks of the Red Cross, may, however, be generally described 
here, 
is similar in many respects to that of other welfare organizations such as the 
Salvation Amy. 
dispenses emeqency relief -- food, shelter, clothing, and nursing and medical 
Care -- to any who require it, be they victims of the impact itself or disaster 
workers assisting in search-and-rescue operatfons. These mass care services, 
together with the tasks Red Cross personnel must perform to support disaster 
services, are summarized in figure 1. 

Nor is the absence of such 
Red Cross chapters do not generally make 

§ w h  is the case in the 

The 

The policy of the organization in providing post-impact mass care relief 

Like the Salvation Army, the local chapter of the Red Cross 

The policies underlying the rehabilitation phase of Red Cross disaster 
operations differ significantly from the largesse which characterizes the organi- 
zation's mass care phase. Rehabilitation, usually in the form of money grants 
to individuals or families, is a casework-oriented service. 
can be made, therefore, Red Cross personnel -- supervised by national staff -- 
must gather financial and other relevant information from the applicant to estab- 
lish the validity of the claim for assistance. The organizationts policy further 
states that individuals who are eligible for assistance from other agencies must 
exhaust these resources before requesting aid from the Red Cross. These policies 
are the basis for frequent criticism of Red Cross disaster assistance: because 
the assistance is granted on the basis of need not loss, it is sometimes argued 
that the organization rewards the improvident but refuses assistance to those 
who plan for emergencies, 

Before such grants 

Rehabilitation and mass care relief stand in marked contrast wZth each 
other, both in terms of policy and operations; this contrast is reflected in the 
public image of the Red Cross in disasters. Much more than any other disaster 
service organization, the national Red Cross is subject to criticism from the 
public and frommmbers of other relief agencies. 
in large measure from the bureaucratic and impersonal. policies which guide the 
rehabiliration phase of Red Cross operations. 
chapters are frequently included in this negative public image.4 

This negative reaction stems 

By association local Red Cross 

Ideally, the two phases of Ked Cross disaster relief do not overlap, The 

In New Orleans, however, the dual nature of 
mass care phase is completed by the time the national organization is prepared 
to begin the rehabilitation phase. 
the disaster, especially the long term sheltering of refugees from the floods, 
required an important overlap of these two phases of Red Cross relief. 
consequences of this temporal overlap will be discussed later. 

The 
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FIGURE I 

Disaster Service and Support Tasks Perfarmed 
by Local Red Cross Chapters 

Service Tasks : 

1. Food Provision of food for both victims and disaster 
workers, including limnediate emergency feeding 
at the scene of the disaster, refreshment 
services at places where refugees congregate, 
mass feeding ia shelters, and the delivery of 
food to isolated persons, 

2, Clothing 

3. Shelter 

4. Bkdical and Hursing 

5. Family Service 

Handling and disbursemeit of donated clothing. 

Provision of temporary shelter, if possible 
with relatives, friends, or nefghboss ; if 
necessary, in public shelters operated by the 
Red Cross. i 

Provision of medical and nursing care in all 
Red Cross-operated shelters and in emergency 
first-aid stations, and provision of blood as 
required. 

Provision of assistance to individuals and 
fasnj-lies by describing available sources or" 
aid and by insuring that welfare communications 
are answered. 

Support Tasks : 

6. Disaster Fund Raising Development and management of disaster fund 
campaign. 

7. Public Information Inform both victims and public of the Red Cross 
disaster activities. 

8. Survey A S S W S ~ ~ R ~  in genzral terms of the size and tme 
of disaster with an estimation of the necessary 
mobilization and perfo-rmance required of the chapter. 

9. Communication and Establishment and maintenance of communication and 
Transportation transportation among all Red Cross facilities. 

10. Equipment and Supplies Coordination of procurement, storage, and dis- 
Lribution of Red Cross equipment and supplies. 
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The principal policy-making bodies of local Red Gross chapters are the 
volunteer boards of directors and advisory connnittees, %e chapter board Of 
directors is made up of persons from the larger comunity selected 5or membership 
on the board because together they are representative of the range of organiza- 
tions and interests in the community. Thus, the members of the board are not, 
strictly speaking, volunteers: 
and the chapter chairman (the latter being the volunteer counterpart of the 
manager). 
cruilted to serve on these committees. 
of directors and he remains responsible to the board for the operations of the 
entire chapter. 
a similar manner, responsible to one of the advisory committees for divisional 
authoxity and for major decisilsns related to policy and operations. 

rather they are recruited by the chapter manager 

Similarly, the members of the various advisory committees are re- 
The chapter manager is hired by the board 

Each of the directors of the chapter's service divisions fS , in 

The head of the double division of safety services and nursing services is 
the assistant rranager. 
and nursing services which include caseworkers and ins tractors , these subordinate 
personnel are directly responsible to the director of the divis&nn. Division 
directors are responsible to the assitant and the chapter manager. As has al- 
ready been indicated, much of the supervisory work with divisional staff is 
handled by the assistant manager in his capacity as personnel director. 
tQdns and elaborations in the official authority structure will be discussed below. 

In divisions like service to military families and safety. 

Varia- 

Authority relationships between the chapter staff and the chapter volunteers 
(other than recruited volunteers who serve as advisors to the staff) are difficult 
to define exactly. OfsficiaP statements of the Red Cross describe the organiza- 
tion as a volunteer body, in which both the responsibility and the authaf%ty for 
Red Cross tasks rest with the volunteers who make up the vast bulk of the 
organization's membership.5 But these volunteer personnel are organized in a 
relatively distinct system from the chapter staff, 
parts of the staff manager and his assistant -- the volunteer chapter chairman 
and his assistant -- the volunteer members of the chapter are assigned to a 
variety of committees and teams. The tasks which these volunteers perform are 
associated with the responsibilities of the staff service divisions : thus, 
Red Cross-trained volunteers staff first-aid stations, take on life guard duties, 
assist in hibspitals, and so forth. The authority relationships between staff 
directors and volunteer committee chairmen, however, are not clearly defined. 
At the most, the chapter's trained, experienced volunteers can perform their tasks 
independently of the staff. But, despite the volunteer character of the organfza- 

, tion, even the most experienced volunteer would probably not undertake to make 
direct assignments to a member of the staff. 
are not entirely free to make authority demands on volunteers -- a more cautious 
tactic is required. One member of the New Orleans staff indicated, for example, 
that even in the midst of the emergency period following the hurricane and floods 
she was always aware of the somewhat precarious relationship between staff and 
PrZlunteers and attempted to make suggestions to her volunteers, not to issue 
orders to them. An explanation for this caution lies in the volunteer status 
itself: just as the individual freely volunteered in the first place, SO ke 
could freely "unvolunteer" -- resign -- given cause. 
not to be the cause. 

Under the volunteer counter- 

At the same time, staff personnel 

Staff members would prefer 
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Direct authority relationships can be defined wlthin both the staff and 
the volunteer structures of the New Orleans chapter, but only in the articulation 
of the volunteer members of the board of directors and advisory committees wich 
their advFsees on the staff can suck relationships be described bemeen the two 
s tmctures. Graphically, the greatest: number of relationships vhich obtain 
t)eb.eeH; the two would be indicated m t  by vertical authority ties but by horizon- 
tal. line relationships, Consulting with each other, coordinating their decisions 
and activities, seeking and providing information and advice, these are the kinds 
of relationships which exist between the staff and the volunteers in the New 
Orleans chapter. Such auehorifly as volunteer members of the chapter have is 
exercised through the board of directors and the advisory commtttees; such 
responsibility as the volunteers accept is under the auspices and guidance of 
the chapter staff, 

Similar advisory relationships exist between national and local staff as 
have been described between local stafE and volunteexs. 
three representatives of the national staff maintain offfces in the New Orleans 
chapter bouse. From these offices Chey visii: all che ged Cross chapters in the 
state, advfsing them on national p-rograms and policies, ass5sting them in 
eseablishing or maintaining thetr local programs, and helping them in chair pre- 
paredness plans for disaster. In the event of disaster, however, when the local 
chapter can not be expected to provide all ehe assistance required, national 
disaster staff are assigned to the relief operation. 
the director of the field operations, national staff are responsible for the 
rehabilitation phase of the program and for ehe coordination of all of the 
disaster operations involving natfonal funds. The field director, however, does 
not possess direct authority over the rnanager or the disaster director of the 
local staff; rather, the national and the local staff are to coopxatc in both 
phases of the disaster operations. 
ever assistance is required by the local staff during the mass care phase of the 
operation and, during the rehabilitation phase, the local staff is to cooperate 
with national personnel. 

During normal operations 

Under the Leadership of 

The national staff, thus, is to provfde what- 

HoSiTization of the Nsw Orleans Red Cross Chapter 

Nembers of the Red Cross chaptler in New Orleans were aware of the threat: 
of Eurricane Betsy some tine before the actual impact. The national organiza- 
tion, too, had been following the path of the hurrslcane and had alerted and 
dispatched members of its disaster staff first to Florida and then, v7hen the 
hurricane bore west, to ctties along the southern coast of the United States. 
On September 9, facilities in the New Orleans chapter house were readied €or 
these national staff and by the afternoon of that day national staff had arrived 
in the city. Preparations for hurricane impact, hastever, had begun much earlier 
in the year among the staff and disaster volunteers of the New Orleans Red Cross. 

Because New Orleans is frequently in the path of hurricanes, the local 
chapter begins its preparation in early sumer. The principal task in this 
preparation is the up-dating of “The BOOk,” the chapter’s disaster handbook 
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which outlines the hurricane plan -- the location of the fifteen public shelters; 
the telephone numbers, addresses, and assignments of disaster staff and volun- 
teers; and che identification and location of local merchants and wholesalers 
who have agreed to provide the Red Cross with emergency food and other supplies. 
In early summer the process of alerting the public to emergency Red Cross 
facilities is also begun, principally through informative interviews and announce- 
ments over the local television and radio stations, Msaster assignments are 
made to all of the members of the chapeer. All staff work under the direction 
of the assistant manager in his position aa disaster director, 
members of the chapter staff these disaster assignments do not differ greatly 
from their normal tasks. 
the personnel of the office of public information have disaster responsibilities 
which are simply extensions of their normal tasks: 
services mobilizes volunteer nurses and coordinates their assignments SD that all 
Red Cross shelters have: medical and nursing staff at all times. 
tion staff contfnue supplying the media with stories and announcements but the 
focus and the scope of these items, as well as the rate of these activities, 
change as a consequence of the impact of disaster. !&e director and the case- 
workers af the service to military families division similarly modi@ their 
activities to take into account the exigencies of a disaster environment. An 
increase in wellfare inquiries can be expected with the impact of a hurricane, 
inquiries from out-of-tom relatives and friends concerning the safety of persons 
in the area. 
the chapter's disaster plan calls for the assignment of seven additfowl staff 
members (secretaries and the director of ehe youth program) to tasks associated 
with telephone comunicatioas. 

For some of Che 

The director of nursing services, for example, and 

the director of nursing 

Public informa- 

To handle the great increase in the volume of such welfare inquiries 

For the coordinator of the office of volunteers, disaster assignment in- 
volves a redirection 0% activities, but not an entirely new set of responsibili- 
ties. 
virtually an impossible task in an emergency given the great numbers of nas7 walk- 
in volunteers wtrich the Red Cross attracts =- this staff member is charged with 
the responsibility of five publlc shelters which the organiaatfon opens in Algiers 
a section of New Orleans located on the opposite side of the river in an adjacent 
parish. 
separate entity, but in the event of hurricane and in nonemergency city-wide 
activities of the Red Cross, the volunteer members of the Algiers unit participate 
as members of the New Orleans parish chapter. 

Instead of coordinating the activities of all Red Cross volunteers -- 
The Algiers units of the New Orleans Red Cross chapter is nominally a 

The secretarial and clerical staElE of the chapter are, as has been indicated 
assigned to tasks more immediately relevant to the emergency. 
take on respoaefbilitics associated w&th welfare and emergency telephone inquiries 
one of the Secretaries is assigned to take the hourly telephone reports from the 
fifteen shelters operated by the Red Cross. As these calls are channeled to the 
chapter house on a private telephone line, the secretary should in theory at least 
have only a minimum of difficulty in receiving the reports .6 

Six secretaries 

The two members of che maintenance staff and €our of the members of the 
safety and nursing services division -- all of whose normal tasks have little 
direct relevance Pn a disaster situation -- are assigned to Ifphysical property." 
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This assignment involves the coordination of vital support-. tasks in Red Cross 
mass care, all the aspec'cs of providing food and other emergency supplies to the 
sheltsess, and of operating the chapter*s mobile canteens. In Hurricane Betsy 
and the floods which it precipitated, these support tasks, which are difficult 
but manageable in a relatively short range and limited impact, became massive 
operations involving as many as forty shelters over a period of a week. The 
dimensions of these operations will be described later. 

Only the chapter's comptroller has no disaster assignment. Xe took on 
a number of new tasks during the emergency, largely at his own discretion, and 
from time to time, he was valuable to the chapter's operations in his role as 
financial officer: 
and he vas prepared Co cash checks and perform other services €or national staff 
during the course of the emergency period. 
disaster activities of the New Orleans chapter staff will be presented :in a sub- 
sequent: section af this discussion. 

the chapter's disaster fund campaign required his attention 

More complete descriptions of the 

In terms af numbers, of course, the greatest part of the Red Cross 

The structure and authority relationships of the 
mobilization for disaster Znvolves neither the local nor the national staff, but 
the disaster volunteers. 
volunteers active in the operation o€ the public shelters are described here. 
Each of the fifreen shelter operations is headed by the shelter director and 
his assistant. 
gram are described in the followiog list from the New Orleans chapter's disaster 
handbook- 

The additional volunteer personnel involved in the shelter pro- 

1. School Representative: He reports directly to-the shelter director; the 
representative is usually a principal or a teacher who knows the physical set-up 
of the school and acts as liaison between the shelter personnel and school person- 
nel, and advises as to the facilities offered In the school plant. 

2. Custodian: He is responsible for maintenance of physical property. 

3. Shelter Coordinator and Assistant Coordinztsr: They coordinate the work of 
volunteers serving in registration, food, and clothing. 

Regis tratfon : 
ing families and individuals. Accuracy is essential because of the in- 
qutries and rehabilitation that will follow the emergency phase. 

Food: This group is responsible for serving food to evacuees and all 
shelter personnel. 

This group has the important duty 05 accurately register- 

Clothing: 
to be V J O ~  and issues emergency clothing. 
phase while the real need for clothing is being determined. 

Thls group notes those whose clothing is inadequate or too wet 
Xobes are used in the initial 

4. Auxiliary Members: 
available Eo serve in whatever department additfonal help is needed. 

This group does not have a specific assignment but is 
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5. First Aidets: 
the direction of the nurse. 

6. Department of Public Welfare Vorker: He reports to the assistant director 
of the shelter and assumes such responsibilities as are assigned, 

They report directly to the nurse in charge and work under 

7. 
school system are in charge of food preparation. 
director of the shelter. 

Cooks: Professional cooks normally assigned to preparation of food in the 
They &re responsible to the 

In addition to these volunteers, the volunteer staff of each shelter includes 
professional nursing personnel and a publicity volunteer, mobilized by the 
director of nursing services and the office of public information. 

8. Nurses: 
care of those who need medical attention, and for checking on suspected con- 
tagious conditions that might develop. Standing orders for nurses are issued 
through the medical committee and copies of these are in the medical kit. 

They report to the assistant director and are responsible for the 

9. Publicity Volunteer: He reports to the director and facilitates the report- 
ing of public information. 

The pre-impact plans of the chapter provide for the stocking of the fifteen 
schools with emergency supplies sufficient to sustain the shelters for twenty- 
four hours. mese suppl€es include the snack food menu which provides the refugee: 
of the shelter with coffee, chocolate milk, and the like during the period when 
it is still uncertain what demands will be made on a shelter. 
clothing plan, according to the New Orleans chapter*s disaster handbook, includes 
similarly temporary supplies. 

The preliminary 

A small supply of "robes" will be sent to the shelter automatically when 
the shelter is opened. 
sf bndling the "wet" clothing problem should it arise. 
also accompany the robes to handle the '%et" problem. 

This will provide you with a temporary means of 
Diapers will 

In addition, registration and medical kits are placed in all the shelters before 
they are opened to the public. 
in the chapter's fifteen shelters by the evening of September 8, twenty-four 
hours before the hurricane struck. 
volunteers had been alerted to expect the openlng of the shelters should the 
hurricane directly threaten New Orleans. 

All of these preparations had been accomplished 

On the afternoon of the same day, all shelter 

Red Cross Shelter Operations 

Two shelters will be examined as case studies to underscore specific prob- 
lems and the response of the Red Cross staff to them: the shelter in St. 
Dominic's school, operated for one night under a volunkeer staff of residents 



of the area; and the shelter at Holy Cross school operated for almost: five days 
with a staff of brothers living ou the campus, 
problems, the response of ehe staffs of each shelter differed. This cese sixdy 
will demonstrate that the contrast was due *LO the fact that che brothers at 
HOLY Cross were previously linked together as members of the school staff and 
a religious order; whereas the staff at St. Dominic's was not previously lirtked 
together as a working unit. 
a longer duration then St. Dominic's, the major focus of this discussion t?F'L1 
be upon its activities. 

1hiI.e they faced many common 

Since the Holy Cross shelter was in operation for 

Hob II iz a t ion 

%e staff of the St. Dominic's shelter was chosen several years before 
Betsy; a meeting of the staff had Seen held about Once gach year. 
meeting during the year before Betsy: 
tions an how to report to the shelter. 
served in the threat of Etrricane Hilda in 1964 and were somewhat EamiJiar with 
On@ another, 
into subcomittees for the various services such as food preparation and 
registration. In mobilizing the staff, contacts Ffere to be made with cornittee 
members who then notified members of their subcomittees. The director of thbs 
shelter, upon learning that his shelter would definitely open, attempred to 
telephone staff members Bursday night. 
numbers of committee members had been changed or t;le'ite incorrect. 
difficulties, most of ehe staff did rea& the shelter. The director contacted 
Che volmteer coordinator who called three stazf members. One was to travel 
to the schooi around 5:30 p.m. and with the help 03 the janitor, actually open 
the doors to Che area residents who were waiting there. Red Gross headquarters 
had telephoned the food leader to report to the shelter; the food leader called 
her cooks ani! lefe for the shelter where she began preparing registraeion Zesks . 
At this time the nurse leader heard a radio announcement that the shelter was 
open, after which she called three of her nurses and vent: to the school. Bemeen 
4:OO and 6:OO p.m. most of i%e staff arrived at the shelter and organization for 
registration, medical care, and food service was begun. 
of the shelter was at 7:30 p.m. 

There m s  no 
staff members were simply mailed instruc- 
However, most of these persons had 

Staff members were organized in one committee which was divided 

Ne discovered that many of the telephone 
Despite these 

The offtcial opening 

The mobilization of the Holy Cross shelter staff was quire different from 
that of St. Dominic's. Almost the entire staff of the Holy Cross shelter were 
members of the school staff. In addition ehe staff vas recruited over a fxo- 
day period before Betsy struck rather than assigned almost a year before as at 
St. Dominic's. 
designated. 
Burrlcane Eilda in 1964. 0.lrIy tvu brothers had any experience in hurricanes and 
and chat was in 1947. The director and volunteer coordinator (referred to also 
as the assistant direceor) realized on September 6 thae: Betsy would hit the 
area and put up a sign at the school asking $or volunteers from among the staff. 
During the next &go days, the director and assistant conducted three meetings 
with volunteers where details of the operatior, of a Red Cross shelter were 

0n1y the position of director at ~ o l y  cross had been previously 
Holy Cross had been chosen as a Red Cross shelter just after 
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discussed from a Red Cross pamphlet, 
brothers constantly listened to the radio reports on the stom; the coordinator 
plotted the course of the storm. 
advised the janitor that the storm would definitely hit the area and that he 
should prepare the school for it. 
tacted and agreed to work in the shelter, 
school was asked to handle food service. 
the shelter in the afternoon; the assignments were posted in the school. 
afternoon was spent gathering supplies and readying the shelter. 
official word was received from Bed Cross, the shelter operation was well under- 
way. A Bed Cross van delivered two disaster kits at 5:30 p.m. and the officials 
learned that the shelter was to open at 7:30. Registration desks were set up 
and the brothers then waited for the shelter openSng. 

On the day before the hurricane hit, the 

The school supemsor as shelter director 

The regular cooks for the school were con- 
A woman tJho had once worked at the 

The 
By the time 

The brothers were assigned duties in 

Shelter Activities 

With the completion of staff recruitment at both shelters, preparation fop. 
the major services in the shalter was begun. Food serece, registration, medical 
care, and communications were major areas of concern at St, Dominic's. Through- 
out the night the basic source of problems was the small number of staff members 
relative to a more-than-expected number of evacuees. Also, the Red Cross policy 
of not allowing animals in the shelter conflicted with the desires of evacuees 
to keep their pets with them. The registration staff received many complaints 
on this matter. 
cards was exhausted near the end of the storm. 
registration workers had to deal with. The terrific winds forced water into 
the hallway where registration took place. 
in need of medical attention, but first had to be registered. 
medical care were available. 
nurse leader had one assistant nurse and two or three evacuees who were doctors 
to handle the needs of the evacuees. Nost medical service involved administer- 
ing smelling salts and aspirin to people who fainted from nervous emotional 
upset. The clothing leader, lacking any real job in the shelter, manned the 
telephone, attempting unsuccessfully to contact an outside line. Many residents 
of the area called in for information. Within the shelter the director used 
the public address sytem (until the power failed) to make announcements to 
evacuees. 

Further problems arose when the supply of 1,500 registration 
There were other pxoblems which 

Some evacuees entered the shelter 
Provisions for 

A separate room was set up as an infirmary. The 

Following the origination of these services, the Red Cross shelrer expanded 
as an organization both in its functions and in its membership. 
a power system failure and the opening of the upper floors of the school to 
evacuees, seem to be the turning points in thtis expansion. 
shelter was stated as approxinnately 1,000 and almost twice that number had 
arrived when the dtrector decided to open the second and third floors of the 
school. 
help repair damaged areas in upstafrs rooas. 
at 9:30 p.m. and requrred immediate attention. 
to the darkness was general confusion and the crying of children. 

Twa major events, 

The capacity of the 

More supervisors were immediately required to supervise evacuees and 
The puwer system failure occurred 

The inftial response of evacuees 
However, most 



evacuees had brought flashlights with them and Red Cross workers milled among 
the crowd, quieting the evacuees. 
uniform and regular policemen visited the shelter perfodicafly to help maintain 
order. In place of the public address system, officials used volunteers 20 run 
messages. 
evacuees in a constant state of anxiety. 

Two auxiliary policemn were present in 

The high winds repeatedly damaged parts of the schooE and kept the 

For these reasons, scores of volunteers had to be used in shelter repair 

They helped 
The assisrant 

and for general supervision. 
girl scouts. 
the janitor repair the building and ran messages for the staff. 
director had gathered all scouts into a room just after opening and had taken 
their names and addresses and given them armbands. A number of laymen in ehe 
parish of St. Dominic’s gave unsupervised aid to Individual evacuees. 
were four or five priests who performed a variety of tasks. 
dozen people who were neither evacuees or regular Red- Cross workers volunteered 
and proved quite helpful. 
caused, directly or indirectly, by evacuees. School books were vandalized or 
taken and some property unnecessarily clanaged when evacuees opened windows let- 
ting the damp winds rip throngk the rooas. 
at other shelters. 

The most highly praised volunteers were boy and 
They aided with manual work and cased for children. 

There 
Approximately two 

There was some damage to school propercy that was 

Problems of this nature were observed 

Near early slorning the wind stopped and some people left the shelces. 

By 8:OC a.m. only Red Cross staff ~qcrkers rematned, and the shelter 
When breakfast was served at 7:30 a.m. ~ about three-fourths of the evacuees had 
left. 
officially closed its doors. 
was finished. 
of the cafeterfa arrived and the remainder of the Red Gross staff left. The 
dissolution of the Red Cross organization at the school was complete. 
up activities were conducted by the school janitor with aid from area raafdents. 
The school was used for abouC an hour on the morning of SeptemSer ll to accomodace 
people being transported from flooded areas; however, all official Red Cross 
activity ceased Sep,tember 9. 

Within an hour ehe repacking of Red Cross equipmen2 
The school board, the jznitor, and the woman normally in charge 

A11 clean- 

In reviewing the operation of the shelter, one member of the staff indicated 
that shelter operations were hampered by a shortage of personnel to handle the 
three to four thousand evacuees. One official indicated that the sheleer could 
not have operated efftciently more than ~nif night. He cited the lack of staff 
replacements as the chief reason such Long-range care would have been difficult. 
Also garbage was becoming a problem. Trash had filled all available cam. In 
the operation of Holy Cross shelter it will be seen that other probleps arise 
when a shelter is open for more than one day. 

More extensive pre-disaster preparation of Holy Cross shelter was possible 
because the school staff lived and worked on the carapus. 
volunteered for disaster duCy was given an assignment ac a meeting held just prior 
to the storm. Until evening there was some doubt among t-he workers that the 
hurricane would in fact hie i%e area and that anyone would come to the shelter. 
The official openzag at 7:30 p.m. found “Le sheleer in a state of readiness: 
first aid, medical, comunication, registration, coffee, staEf facificies, and 
rekgee facilities sections were operative. 

Each brother W€IO 

the 
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All evening a brother answered the telephone and, in accordance with the 
Red Cross plan, he called Red Cross headquarters every half hour giving the number 
of people in the shelter, 
was developed when the janitor borrowed two walkie-talkies from the athletic 
department. Registration activity is proportional to the number of evacuees 
arriving which up to about 9:OO p.m. was relatively small. 
tions people arrived in groups, generally families. 
Caucasians from the immediate area. 
know that Holy Cross was open as a shelter. 
were not flooded and many returned to their houses the next morning. 

An effective intraorganizational line of communication 

As with most evacua- 
Until 9:30 p.m. all were 

It was reported that many people did not 
The homes of these first evacuee6 

Food service was first established on a temporary basis using the snack 

The director telephoned the food service leader and told her there 
menu of the Red Cross plan, 
snacks. 
was no reason to come in. 
telephoned a request for more cots and blankets to the Red Cross. 
facilities were contained in a separate room where a television, transistor 
radio, and coffee station were placed. 

At 7:3O p.m. the cooks left having prepared the 

Shortly after the shelter opened, the coordinator 
The staff 

The television was later stolen. 

The major problem faced by shelter staff in the first evacuation was a 
power failure at about 9:30 p,m. The only immediate light source was hurricane 
lamps provided by the Red Cross and flashlights evacuees had brought with them. 
Staff members and volunteers moved through the crowd off erS;ng reassurance and 
answering questions. 
power was not crucial since there were only a few hundred people present. In 
€act at 11:30 p.m. that night a generator kad arrived from Red Cross and was sent 
to a nearby shelter where there were around one thousand evacuees. There was 
no expectation of mass evacuation in the area of Holy Cross. The lighting 
problem was especially troublesome for registration workers as the flow of 
evacuees increased. On September 9 until ll:30 p.m. only 750 evacuees were 
registered; later that night and early Friday, 1,200 evacuees were registered 
at the shelter. Friday at 5:30 a.m., 1,835 refugees were registered. The num'ber 
of evacuees almost doubled from 11:30 to 2:30 p.m. 
helicopters carried large nmbers of Negro evacuees from the other side of tam 
to the shelter. After the power failure each registration worker held a flash- 
light while writing. The registration process was slowed also by the inability 
of some individuals to respond quickly to inquiries. Many names were difficult 
to spell. The staff, attempting to speed up the process often wrote illegibly 
on the registration cards. Many evacuees were never registered; to obtain in- 
formation on these people some of the staff circulated through the shelter Friday. 
Figures on how many were at the shelter differ. 
people officially registered. However, an estimated maximum of two thousand 
were present at any one time. 
The powerful winds made handling the door strenuous. 
encountered a wet, slippery floor. 
aided older people and pregnant women. As more trucks arrived, volunteers 
escorted people to the gym. 
cars to the edge of the football field and lit the area for helicopter landings. 

UntAl early Friday morning the problem of lighting and 

Around 2:30, trucks and 

There were about five thousand 

Simply entering the building proved difficult. 
Once inside evacuees en- 

A group of brothers and evacuee volunteers 

Early Friday morning nearby residents drove their 
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The Holy Cross school sustained the greatest damage late Thursday nighe 
when the front of the gym was taken ~ f f .  Many windows were broken ahLa?ing 
the wind and rain to come in. 
was caused by evacuees who opened windows mistakenly. A great deaf of 'tj8teT Was 
pushed uader doors by the sheer force of the wind. 
ground floor was constsncly cowered by iqater. '&e janitor led CY~WS 05 boarding 
students and evacuees in temporary repairs to the'building -- more in an atceaPt 
to protect evacuees than to restore the building. 

One staff wo&er stated that much of %he damge 

The cenkral hallway 03 t%e 

%e first few hours of evacuee care consisted nainly of seming snacks and 
coffee and providing supervision and reassurance. 
minor medical care seemed perhaps trivfal cosapared to rhe loss of one's home Or 
relatives. 
Regular meals, dry clothing, first aid, and comunication with relatives graduaW 
became more crucial, 
important aspect of sheleer operation. 
proportional to their number, the probI.ems of the shelter would be those Of 
supplying more food, more protection, etc; Instead, It appears that a greater 
variety of needs and a more than proportional increase occurred with the increase 
in the number of evacuees. The focus of "Lhfs discussion will be food service 
and registration, the main activities of shelter staff. 

Thirrgs like drg clothes and 

After this early stage the needs of evacuees became more complex. 

Communicating the need for materials or supplies became an 
If the needs of evacuees Were SiWlY 

'The cooks had prepared snacks Thursday afternoon and then left Lhe shelter. 
The 1aCies of the parent club of the school prepared more snacks Friday morning. 
Around 5:OG a.m. Friday two of the Cooks left their homes for the sbelter. Vhen 
they reached the bridge spanning the canal, guards stopped them. 
passes but were altlowed to cross. 
levy finally wading in the flooded area to "Le shelter. 
1e-v had to be used for the ramahing tl-iree days of sheleer operation. 
service leader (the regular cafeteria manager) reached the shelter after LO:CO a.m. 
Friday. 

They had. no 

This rouZe along the 
They walked across the bridge and along the 

The food 

Friday morning a light breakfast was served to evacuees in Elhe school 
caleteb-la. T1-e brothers took meals in their own residence as usual. The cafeteri: 
ntaaager suggested that only kwo meals be served each day because the €ceding and 
clean-up for this number took more time than would be available for three meals. 
Also Ehere were only 800 plates for 4,000 people. 
only two meals a day. 

The coordinator agreed to serve 

Mose of the food available at the school was used for h x h .  lTotA2ing cold'.. 
souid be served as there was no ice. Red Cross began delivering food in large 
quantieies just after lunch. The food service lzader signed the authorization 
slips with each delivery and reported the Eood was never a problem thereafter. 
There were other secondary wurces of food ~n the nearby area. 
a milk company left mil!; and milk products intended for home del€ve-ry afz Zhe 
sheleer. An unidentified man brocght 108 cases of milk. 
residents gave food from their freezers and other foad items. Area school9 sent 
food from their hnch supplies. 
crowded with food stuffs, Some people came in and helped themselves to the Eood 
supplies with no apparent interference Erom the staff. 
amount of food, but nuch of it perished because it was not: inmediately prepared. 

On Friday morning 

The neigh%or?-oad 

In fact the food serv5ce area became extremely 

There was not only a grear 
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Besides problems caused by the inability to store food, there ware special 
difficulties concerning the types of evacuees which a shelter must feed. Sick 
or elderly evacuees could not come to the cafeteria to eat; their meals had to 
be taken to them. A group of volunteers served meals to the estimated twenty- 
five evacuees in this category. Unaccompanied children were kept in a special 
area in the school and were supplied with snacks and all the water, milk, and 
juice they wanted. For a time there were thirty children being cared for by a 
volunteer evacuee; by the time the shelter closed, most were relocated and only 
five remained. 
centered at a special table staffed by nuns and volunteer evacuees. 

The distribution 09 baby food and related infant items was 

Comunication outside the shelter became a major problem. m e r e  were two 
telephones at the shelter. 
calls were relayed to a brother in the student center. 
roster and sent a boy circulating through ehe shelter with it. 
the staff began placing both the names of requested evacuees and of inquiring 
friends and relatives on a large sign. 
evacuees. 
persons and message center. 
Attempts to contact people were limited to incoming calls the first day, 
occasionally did an outgoing line work. 
by brothers, Rely Cross students, and evacuee volunteers. 

Relatives were calling through the main office; their 
He wrote the name on a 

Sometime Friday, 

It ~7as reportedly watched carefully by 
Saturday the ticket office in the center became an official missing 

Only 
Registration records were placed in this ofEice. 

Plegistration and information was manned 

While registration and food service were the two major activities at the 
beginning of the shelter operation, several other important services : 
care; (2) sanitation; (3) clothing; (4) protection and (5) communication and 
transportation, developed as evacuees began recovering and requiring a variety 
of services. 

(E) medical 

Each of these services will be briefly commented upon. 

Unlike m s t  other Red Cross services, medical Care requires highly trained 
professional help. Only two nurses were present at the opening of the shelter. 
On Friday, September 10, they were augmented by an additional five nurses from 
a local nursing school, In response to a typhoid scare and the threat of water 
contamination, a doctor and six more nurses arrived on September 11, to begin 
administering typhoid and tetanus shots. In addition to the threat of typhoid, 
the m s t  immediate injuries to evacuees were to their feetwhich were cut or 
bruised fromwalking barefoot to the shelter. 
of the arriving evacuees sustained such injuries. 
from local drug stores, Red Gross headquarters, and a local hospital. 

It was estimated that one-tenth 
Medical supplies were obtained 

While medical care called for the sewice of sk.llled professionals, 
appropriate sanitation precautions simply required more manpower, 
a real problem and the shelter was becoming cluttered with everything from candy 
wrappers to disposable baby diapers. Besides this garbage, there was the dirt 
and grime which normally accumulates in a building, especially one so overcrowded. 
Janitors and brothers attempted to sweep the floors and urged evacuees to clean 
up after themselves. However, additional sanitation problems resulted from the 
lack of cooperation from the evacuees. 
people, some inen began urinating on the floors. 

Wash became 

With only one restroom for some 2,000 
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Clothing demands of evacuees in the sheleer were never really met. Since 
the shelter was isolated by lqater, a combination of difficulties first with 
transportaticn and communication and second with the sheer number of evacuees 
aggraVa%:ed the situation. 
had to go for fxo days without any chanze of clozhes. 
awirab1-e supply of cloehing s'Jas that at the brothers' residence. 
mtil Sunday, September 12, that the first supplies of clothing were del-iverad. 
With this delivery the clothing problem vas greatly alleviated;. hOtJeVeP, the 
evacuees were ready to r e a m  home or to another authorized shelter. 

Despi'ie repeated requests for clothing, most evacuees 
The onLr imediate 

IZ was not 

xain"LenmCe of order proved a problem?&en evacuees were forced by the 
raising waters to seek refuge on the upper floors of the school.. 
the school some evacuees began tearing pages from boolss and sitting on them, 
Or opening v~inclows letting in darnaging rain and msinds. 
guardsmen began patrolling all entrances and exists to the school grounds. 
Emever the staff did not rely wholly upon outside help for prozection. 
of the brothers formed their own police patrol to prevent vandallsm. 

On occuFYf.ng 

By Sunday night national 

Some 

Communication from the shelter to the outside generally Cook the f m m  of 
messages sent by telephone and radio vhiPe runners TTere used for internal C O m ~ n i -  
cation. On Tnursday evening telephone service was reduced to only incoming calls 
generally from other shelters requesting names of evacuees SHalters began call- 
ing Red Cross headquarters every half-hour on Saturday, and registers exchanged 
names of missing persons. ~ i t h  the interairtent loss of telephone servi_ce, a *' 

f33o-way radio donated by the Red Cross becaae ail indispensible means of corrimu;ni- 
cation. Xiowsever, this form of communication was not withou~ problems. Qlere 
were complaints regardLng the lack of response thai: these radio messages received 
from outside agencies. 
to the various staff members. 

WiEkin the shelter runners were used to deilver zessages 

Sirtce communication 'co ehe outside generally took the Zorm of requests, 
transportation became an imporeant factor it1 khe fullfillmerLt of these requests. 
Regular deliveries of supplies were made by Army " d ~ ~ k s  while local departmenl: 
store trucks aiso assisted in deliverfng of food and clothing. 
people and supplies a'r times involved trips to ehe outside by ind.ividual staff 
members. Tnese trips were necessitated by ghe Lack of a'iE effective communication 
set-up TiJ'nich could relay the need eo outside organizations and agencies. 

Transporting 

In fuLlfilPing these various shelter ac'oivities the use of volunteers 
became essential for the effective operation or' tke shelter. 
categories of volunteers: 
Cross brothers ; (2) non-staff volunteers who were distinguished by their member- 
ship or association with a.n outside agency; and (3) individual volunteers who 
were acting upon their ovm desire to help. 

There existed three 
(I) staff volunteers who came from the order of Holy 

During the finah tvm days of shelr-er acfivitfes there  ere no major problems. 
BY Sunday, September 12, the water arouild t3e shelter had dried up and some 
people slept outside. On the final morning of che shelter operation ateempts 
were made to arrange for the relocation of evacuees. Officials at: New Orleans 
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Red Cross headquarters called and said they could not provide evacuee transporta- 
tion but that civil defense could arrange such transportation. 
defense arranged for school buses to remove evacuees to a newly established 
shelter at the Algiers Naval. Station. 

In turn, civil 

Conclusion 

A few observations of the overall operation of the shelters are now in 
order. First and most important in an effective shelter operation was the size 
of the Holy Cross staf4. T'ere were enough brothers to handle assigarnenEs. 
One of the main reasons that St. Dominic*$ staff was unable to handle long-term 
operations efficiently was the lack of staff replacements, The pre-storm 
instruction and preparation at Holy Cross made an effective shelter operation 
possible. 
staff members, who did not live and work toget&er. 
mailed to volunteer members and telephone numbers were not updated, 
the most important factor accounting for an effective response of the Holy Cross 
operation was the pre-disaster relationships of the staff members. This fzcili- 
tared rapid organizational adjustments and adaptations in order to meet the new 
demands necessitated by a shelter operation. 

No such immediate pre-storm instruction occurred with the St. Dominic 
Instructions were only 

Perhaps 
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1. New Orleans CEzapter, American Bed CJXSS, Disaster Shelter Operaeisn 
Sumary (no date) ~ 

2. 

3. New Orleans Chapter, American Rsd Cross, fbid., p. 4. 

4- Ibid., p. 1. 

The exact pamphlet used is not: knajn. 

5. Ibid., p. 4. 

6. According to tfie Red Sross Shelter Sumary (Bid.) cfie use of evacuees 
as shelter volunteers should be on a limited basis and only with the approval 
of Ehe shelter director. This procedure ~72s n0.t: always followed. 



CHAPTER VI 

New Orleans Public Service Incorporated 

Focusing on the operations of the New Orleans Public Service Xncorporated, 
this report will present a case study of their involvement in Hurricane Betsy. 
The fsllowing discussisnwill be divided into five sections. 
will describe the disaster plan of the organization and the pre-impact depart- 
mental activities, thus providing a basic description of the organization's 
structure. Next, a discussion of the departmental responses during the evening 
of the hurricane impact will be presented. Departmental adaptations in the 
post-impact period will comprise the third section; and the fourth will focus 
on departmental problems faced in adapting to the demands of the hurricane 
and flood, This fourth section will place special emphasis upon organizational 
tasks, decision-making procesees, lines of authority, and communication patterns. 
The final section will contain a brief concluding statement assessing the emer- 
gency operations of the New Orleans Public Service Incorporated. 

The first section 

Organizational Structure: Pre-Impacr Period 

The New Orleans Public Service Xncorporated (MOPST) is one of four 
rnuniCipaL departments under the jurisdiction of the New Orleans City Utilities 
Department which, in turn, is responsible go the mayor. 
zations are Lougsiana Power and Light Company, Southern Bell Telephone and 
Telegraph Company, and the taxicab industry. New Orleans Public Service supplies 
the gas and transit service for the city of New Orleans and shares, approximately 
equally with Louisiana Power and Light Company, in supplying electrical service 
to the area. 

The other three organi- 

The internal organization of New Orleans Public Service consists of thir- 
teen departments responsible to the executive department. The activities of 
the various departments will be discussed focusing on organizational changes 
which occurred in response to the disaster agent. 

Disaster Plan 

As was stated in the introduction to this monograph, it might be beneficial 
to conceive of organizations as responding in a disaster subculture context. 
A basia for such a response pattern can be found in the company's formalized 
disaster plan. 
hurricaue season revisions had been made. 
Hurricane Procedure, is a company-wide plan for the restoration of electric 
and transit services.l 

NOPS3 ha6 had such a plan since 1947 and previous to the 
The disaster plan, entitled 

The plan (1) sets up a coordination procedure between 



NOPSI and civil defeme; (2) creates nev deparraents fro handle damage repores 
and coordinate restoration information; (3) reassigns certain personnel to 
departments defferent from those in which they norm.ll37 work; (4) assigns 
immediate pre-storm and post-storn tasks to varfaus departments; (5) allows 
for requesting aid from out-of-state crews if additional men and equipmene: are 
needed for restoration; and (6) supplies a priorley list designating which 
customers in the pose-impact perloci should Ee restored first. 

Under the New Orleans Civil Defense plan, BOBST is one of the ''allied 
agencies" represented at: the New Orleans Civil Def ease Emergency Operations 
Center (EOC), 
privata agencies during and after disaster. 
Mew Orleans Civil Defense control. canter has been activated, the company sends 
four representatTves to the center. A separate room is provided at the center ' 

for MIPSI and for the Louisiana POWP-K and L%&C Company. From t5is room requests-' 
frcm organizations represented at the control center concerning &e electric, 
gas, or transLt systems are processed and forwarded to NOPSI for action. 

This center provides the overall coordimtion of public and 
!&en the rriayor sends ward that the 

Ni'chin the organization, certain new departmenix are created by the 
disaster plan to deal. with aastoiner calls about darcage to or loss of eiectrical 
service and to coordinate restoration infozmlatiotl for the company. 
disaster plan is put into effect, the customer communication center becones 
operative to receive and record custornar calls. The eells are then forwarded 
to the SCraening section of the second new department: known as the informt9Qn 
center. 
priority snd passes these on to the service desk for dispatc'ntng to repair 
crews. The information center axso maintains a large "operation map'' on w h j ~ h  
all the information pertaining to service restoration is recorded. 
of rhe main functions of the information center is to coordinate the recording 
of restoration infomation from field crews so that general sales and CC~mfhLY 
relations personnel car, compile restoration progress reports for the public 
and for specific priority custormrs. %e electric distribukfon department can 
also use this information to coordinate serv-lce restoration within the company. 

When zhe 

The screening section selccts aut the emergency calls with highest 

TQUS one 

The plan also reassigns certain personnel, mainly from departments that 
become relatively nonfunctional in'a disaster, to disaster-relevant departments. 
Thus, the new customer communications center Is manned by personnel 'from the 
credit and colleceions, general sales, end the treasurer's deparcments. The 
electric distribution department receives the largest number of additlonal 
personnel because this department 5s responsible for the repair of most: hurri- 
cane damage. 
departments usually make up the damage survey crews or at least provlde trans- 
portatton for observers on damage surveys; gas and transit personnel are 
assigned to clear debris in order to facilitate testaration. 

Additional personnel transferred from engineering and sales 

With many of the public utilities tasks requiring specialized skills , 
"off- the-street" volunteers are not a potential source of additional manpower. 
'Faerefore, the Hurricane Procedure allow, for the use of out-of-state repa2.s: 
crews. The executive department initiates the requests for such aid. While 
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the personal needs of these crews are handled by various other departments, the 
stores department arranges Tor bblleting and feeding the additional men while 
electric distribution engineers are responsible for guiding them about the City 
and familiarizing them with MOPSI construction standards. 

The disaster plan also establishes a priority list of customers whose 
power should be restored first. 
sewage and water board stations (operating water purification, sanitary, and 
drainage systems). 
Meat companies, cold storage firms, police headquarters, and TV stations are 
next in gmportance, 

The highest priority goes to hospitals and the 

Also at the top of the list are NOPSI electrical substations. 

?%e main portion of the disaster plan is concerned with the assignment of 
pre-storm and post-storm tasks to the various departments in the organization. 
These task assignments and their execution will be the main focus of the chapter. 

Pre- Innpact Tasks 

Fahile the public utilities department is normally concerned with the s n ~ l l  
everyday emergencies involved in pxoviding gas and electricity, it Its also sen- 
sitive to larger emergency tasks which could result from a hurricane. Mhen it 
was deteracined that Rurricane Betsy would probably strike New Orleans, the 
executive department placed the disaster plar? in effect. This occurred at 
approximately 2:OO p.m., September 9, 1965. 
initiated the adaptations of NOPSI to the impending disaster. 

The hplementation of this plan 

me major gte-impact tasks were the preparation and coordination of resources 
for the restoration of service should it be interrupted during the stom. 
Emergency supplges such as wire, clamps, pole cross arms, and insulators were 
taken out of atorage, loaded on repair trucks, or placed elsewhere for easy access. 
Equipment such as trucks and cars was readied for use and arrangements were made 
to rent vehicles, Human resources were restructured to facilitate restoration 
by creatbng new departments, reassigning certain personnel, etc. 
discussion of these and other structural changes will appear later, We turn 
now to a discussion of the specific pre-impact tasks of various departments. 

A further 

Executive Department 

Tfre executive department's main task during this stage was forwarding 
weather information concerning the progress of the storm to all department heads 
in the company. 
demands upon the organhation, they initiated discussion of the possible require- 
ments for specLally trabned electric rerplSir crews from out-of-state utility 
companies, and received assurance that such aid would be forthcoming iE necessary. 

Also, in anticipation of the potential post-storm increase in 
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Building Department 

The building department performed mainly maintenance and procurement 
functions. These tasks included such things as checking and procuring extra 
'food €or the cafeteria, rescheduling employees 
operation basis, boarding up show windows, and tying dawn loose materials. 
department also reaffirmed the telephone priority status of the company. 
involves checking with the telephone company to assure that the purchasing 
department would have the necessary outside line to order supplies if the tele- 
phone company should find it necessary to institute line-load control (line-load 
control cuts of€ service to all but the most crucial agencies); errengetsail: ha6 
been made that BOPS1 service would be maintained if lir_e-load control was 
ins tituted. 

hours to a twenty-four-hour 
This 

This 

Communications Center 

The customer comunications center is an emergent depas*Jaent which ig created 
by the implementation of the disaster plan. 
sales, and accounting departments maintain this emergency department. This 
department is created to (1) receive and record customer calls on a twenty-four- 
hour basis; (2) forward these calls to the screening section of the information 
center which in turn disseminates the information to repair crews; (3) telerhone 
emergency priority calls to sales deparement representatives for prompt attention; 
and (4) supply advice and restoraeion information to customers. Before the storm, 
personnel were assigned to each of three eight-hour watches: 
p.m.; 4:OO p.m. to midnight; and midnight to 8:OO a.m. The first shift reported 
for duty between six and seven in the evening, September 9, and were prepared to 
receive and record customer calls regarding the loss of service, fallen wires, 
and the like. 

Employees from the treasurer's ? .  

8:OO a.m. to 4:08 

Community Relations Department 

As the liaison bettzleen the company and the city, che community relations 
department advises the public of precautions that should be taken in the event 
of a storm. 
and advertising. 
subculture, this department is a good case in point. When it was clear that the 
storm was headed toward New Orleans, news releases describing the probable effects 
of a hurricane on electric, gas, and transit services and recommended precautions 
yere distributed to all news media. Even more indicative of the pre-storm 
adjustments was the fact that vseeks prior to the storm, cards explaining the 
emergency use of dry ice in freezers were distributed to appliance dealers to 
hand out to customers. In addition, the July and August issues of the company's 
monthly publication, IIoaemaking, which is sent to over 200,000 residential and 
small commereLal customers, carried articles on the use of dry ice and on storm 
precautions. The August 3.6 irnauc of Rider's Digest which is disseminated to 
approximately 100,000 transit: riders, contained a similar article. 

It: maintains communications with the public through the news channels 
As an example of planned adaptations characteristic of a di.saste: 
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Electric Distribution Department 

As with the community relations department, the adjustments made by the 
electric distribution department began several weeks before the hurricane season* 
Its preparations for emergency included training personnel. for storm activities, 
securing and distributing necessary maps, channeling weather bureau information 
to the executive department, reviewing priority lists for electrical restoration, 
and checking the availability of supplies and equipment in the stores department. 

Beginning September 8, 1965, the electric distribution department distributed 
weather advisories to company executives; serviced vehicles, tools, and equipment; 
alerted personnel; and prepared maps of the electric system, 
feeders for the damage survey dispatcher and the lnformation center so that 
restoration progress could be recorded. 
Put into operation September 9, personnel not required for immediate tasks were 
Sent home to rest until immediately after the storm when they were to report back 
to work. 

The maps located 

After the hurricane disaster plan was 

Electric Power Department 

The main pre-impact task for this department was manning the three generatin 
stations. 
maintenance employees manned the three generating stations and the eighteen sub- 
stations which are normally under remote supervisory control. 
was provided for each man on duty on the assumption that they might be stranded 
on the job. 
disaster subculture. 

Personnel from the power department as well as some engineering and 

Food for six meals 

'ihis agaih is an example of an emergency adaptation indicative of a 

Engineering Department 

The main tasks of engineering personnel are coordinating with the electric 
distribution department for res toration patrols (patrols estimating pos t-impact 
damage), supplying maps for restoration work, and furnishing departmental personnel 
for other duties. This department supplies two men for the electrfc distribution 
screening section of the information center (a facility to coordinate information 
on the progress of restoration work) and, as previously stated, men are furnished 
to the power department to operate subs tations. 

Gas Department 

The gas department usually does not have the same kind of problems 8s the 
electric distribution department and is not as vulnerable to major disruption 
in hurricanes (because their distribution system is underground). Tfzerefore, 
many of the gas personnel are assigned auxiliary tasks which aid electrical 
restoration. The stated tasks of this department include making arrangements to 
furnish the electric distribution department with trucks and drivers to maintein 
supply lines with repair crews in the field, providing personnel to assist clear- 
ing transit and electric right-of-ways, and assigning personnel to the screening 



section of the in%ormation 
department prepares a List 
equipment and checks radio 
in the city. 

Purchasing Department 

center. In addition to carrying out these tasks, the 
of persons with boats available to transport men and 
equipment and. emergeccy natural-gas-driven power units 

The purchasing department is responsible for ~XJO tasks. The first FS to 
coordinate tke purchase of: emergency supplies with the stores department. (Such 
materials as power saws, electric generator sets, batteries, etc. are frequently 
required in emergencies.) The second task is to maintain communication with the 
key personnel of all area suppliers of such equipment. 
the lists of home addresses and telephone numbers'of these suppliers, as well as 
obtaining agreements from them that supplies may be procured during any emergency 
period -- whether it be day or night. 

This includes updatihg 

Stores Department 

'Ihe stores department is charged with maintaining the minimum supply of 
tools and material required by various departments. 
tained during the hurricane season from May through October. 
each month to assure the availability of critical restoration materials. 
it appeared that Betsy would hit New Orleans, emergency supplies were distributed 
to designated locations. Yard materials and equipment were lashed down or moved 
to safer places. 
Safe parking facilities were arranged and vehicles used €or damage patrol opera- 
tions were prepared for the storm. 
billeting and feeding the men on duty at the electric distribution center. 
were rented and food supplies were ordered for this purpose. 

Extra quantities are main- 
Stocks are checked 

When 

The necessary power tools and generating sets were rented. 

The stores department also arranged for 
Linens 

Transit Department 

The main task of the transit department is to coordinate and prepare for 
the restoration of the transportation system a€tesr the storm. In line with this 
function, the emergency generator was tested, lanterns and f lashfights were 
readied, rolling stock and movable property were secured, equipmene: for clearing 
routes of fallen trees and other debris were inspected, and other similar tasks 
were carried out. 

Organizational S tructnre : Impact Period 

As with pre-impact tasks, emergency tasks are a continuation of the coordina- 
tion and preparation of resources. In addition to these similar tasks, an attempt 
is made to maintain service as long as possible. Beyond this Ehe company can do 
no more rhan stand by unzil the storm subsides allowing for actual restoration to 
begin. Since many departments could only wait until the storm was over, this 
discussion will divide departments according to the degree of this involvement 
in impact activities. 
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Inactive Departments 

Throughout the impact period the following departments were relatively 
inactive: community relations, electric distribution, engineering, purchasing, 
and stores. 
newsmen who inquired about the extent of damage to NOPSI facilities. 
circuits became inoperative, the electric distribution department attempted to 
re-energize them. At 8:30 p.m., due to the storm’s intensity, an order was 
given to recall all field personnel and to discontinue attempts to re-energize 
the 13.8 kilovolt feeders. 
stood by until after ehe storm. 
ment manned the public service office at the Civil Defense Emergency Operations 
Center, the remaining staff waited out the storm. 
department stood by in order to procure materials and supplies; however, they 
were not called upon to do so. 
stores department sent the rest of its personnel home. 
ments were inoperative during the storm, the following departments did become 
actively involved during the impact period. 

Limited service was provided by community relations personnel to 
As primary 

After 8:30 p.m. the electric distrfbution department 
While two employees from the engineering depart- 

Personnel from the purchasing 

Retaining only a few staff members on duty, the 
While these five depart- 

Active Departments 

Building Department 

The building departaent operated the facilities which supplied ligbting 
and air conditioning to the building during the storm and made temporary repatrs 
when they were able. 
personnel in the customer communications center and switchboard room. 

Also, they manned the cafeteria and supplied food to 

eUs tomer Communications Center 

The customer communications center continued receiving and recording oustomer 
calls concerning electrical and gas system damage. 
shift, which reported between 6:OO p.m. and 7:OO p.m. September 9, had to remain 
until 8:OO a.m. the following day because the s t o m  had made it impossible for 
their relief to arrive before that: time. 

The 4:OO p.m. to midnight 

- Electric Power Department 
As the hurricane increased in intensity, the number of main feeders which 

de-energized became so great that attempts to re-energize them were no longer 
made. Around 9:30 p.m. September 9, traasraission lines started to €ail, as this 
occurred, power department personnel de-energized the related feeders manually. 
At approximately 11:15 p.m. the llf kilovolt eransmission system split, separatbg 
all generating stations including two stations of the Louisiana Power and Light 
Company. 
frequency. 

Two stations remained in service, each carrying its own independent 
Throughout the storm ties between various stations were intermittently 
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lost and re-established. 
was established between- NOPSI and one scation. About two hours later this tie 
was opened manually at Che request of ail. operator at Pine Bluff, ArGansas. 
he and the personnel from the New Orleans power department reasoned that there 
was a better possibility cf the generating stations survixring independently and 
that the surviving station could provide the necessary back-feed to restare the 
others. 
did not arise. 

At about 3:OQ a.m. September 10, a 115 kilovolt tie 

Both 

~ 

More than one station survived, however, and this back-feed contingency 

Other problems that the department faced during imfkct arose due to the 
unexpected flooding that occurred, 
of rising water, a truck was dispatched to evacuate the operators from two Sub- 
stations. 
were. trapped by the rising water. 
the problems faced by the personnel at these substations. 

Early in the hurricane when word was received 
. 

These operatom were able to get out but those In three other stations 
The halowing comments by one respondent descrik 

The men in three other substations, in the eastern section of ehe C i V ,  
were trapped when the waters came up so fast that we couldn't get them 
Out. Now, of Course, we were not warned. There was no Warning from 
Civil Defense or anyone that there was a flooding problem anticipated 
in that area. E think -- as it turned out later -- there were some levees 
and so forth that did ciluse this problem. 
these men. bJe spent a lot of time communicating with Civil Defense to 
try to get some Army ducks out there to try to rescue these fellows. 
We were unsuccessful in that they (Civil. Defense) weren't able to cornmi- 
cat@ with the ones they had out in the field. 
for themselves pretty well. Two of them in our Gulf Outlet substation -- . 
which is out in the New Orleans east area--actually were trapped inside 
the substation building when the water rose. 
and climb out: on the roof -- and ride out the hurricane hanging on to 
the roof. 
out to get them and the boat capsized. 
meantime another fellow connected with New Orleans East came along and 
he got them out -- and then our fellows picked them up. We had two 
other men at the Almonaster substation, another one this side of the 
Industrial Canal -- bat down in the flooded area -- that were trapped 
also and they found two logs floating and tied them together to m k e  a 
raft. They were able to paddle out to a railroad enbankment that they 
could walk along to safety. The fellows in the Florida substation were 
trapped until the next morning. One of them hailed a boat and he swam 
out to the boat. The other one stayed down there that afternom. On 
Saturday afternoon he decided to try to get oue. He bad to swim about 
two and one-half miles -- between swimming and touching bottom once in 
a while he go2 out- to ground where he could walk. 

So it was quite a problem with 

So these men had to shift 

They had to break a window I 

Me sent a boat How we got them out the next day with a boat. 
Ye had to retrieve that and in the 

These unexpected problems resulting from the flood poslnt cut the hurricane- 
orientation of the disaster subculture. 
plan to deal with extensive flooding. 

There were no provisions in the disaster 
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Loss of equipment further inhibited the electric power department from 
effectively responding to the unexpected demands of the floods. The fuel oil 
unloading dock was blown into the circulating water intake along with tons of 
marsh grass which blocked the screens, making theminoperative at the Michoud 
station. As the Paterson station, despite the sandbagging of basement openings 
to reduce water inflQw, the condensate pump motors were covered with water. 
These were back in service on Sunday evening ( September 12) after they were 
steam-cleaned, baked, and recoated; of course, this delayed restoration. Also, 
the link between the Paterson and the Michoud stations was re-established about 
5:OO a.m. Sunday. 

Communication problems were the major ones that arose €or NOPSI'S electric 
!these will be discussed more fully later but one example will power department. 

be given here. 
pulled out during the height of the storm, disrupting microwave comunicatlon 
with Michoud statlon. 
at the system control room (the control area for remote control of substations). 
The only remaining communication was by FM radio. 
established by telephone from Pine Bluff to Ninemile station and by FM radio 
from Minemile to the system control room. 
to the most efficient coordination of task performance. 

A section of the microwave reflector on the Market Street stack 

In addition to this, all telephones were out of service 

A communication link was 

This relay procedure was not conducive 

Gas Department 

The loss of communications and power systems due to high hurricane winds 
and the unexpected f,Iooding were the main problems the gas department faced. 
At 9:3O p.m. Thursday the gas department lost normal power and the emergency 
power supply automatically went into operation. It is a natural-gas-driven 
power plant and supplied power to the dispatcher's office and the dfstributor's 
control board €or the FM two-way radio system and accessory outlets. At one 
point during the storm there was no communication between NOPSI headquarters 
and the gas control station. 
telephone or radio. 
radio truck to the control station to re-establish communication. 

"he control station could not be contacted by 
To alleviate this problem, a serviceman was sent ip a 

Around 1:OO the same night two men were sent to Number 2 City Gate in order 
to control the station manually. But, as a result of rising water, they had to 
evacuate about three and a half hours later, azlis station was abandoned with the 
knowledge that adequate gas pressure would be maintained from other sources in the 
system, Throughout: the storm, the demand for gas never exceeded the available 
supply 0 

Trans i t ,&par tment 

Line supervisors were told to observe their assigned routes closely and to 
expedite the movement of transit vehicles as long as the weather pemritted safe 
operation. 
transit routes about 7:OO p.m., September 9, At about the same time, on certain 
transit routes buses were substituted for streetcars and trolley coaches when it 
was decided that the overhead electric trolleys should be de-energgzed to eliminate 
safety hazards if the lines should happen to be blown down. 

Due to high winds and flying debris, service was curtailed on most 

, 
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Around 8:30 p.m. the intensity of the stormwas such that all transit 
service over regular routes was discontinued and vehicles ~~7ere held oa standby 
at their respective stations in case the evacuation of residents from their homes 
became necessary. The transit department had been involved ir, evacuation as 
early as 6:30 that evening when in some areas flooding threatened some homes. 
hring the impact period buses were making evacuation shuttle runs from 6:30 
p.m. (September 9) to 1:15 a.m. (September 10). Evacuation and the trans- 
ferring of persons from temporary EO pemznent shelters continued from Thursday 
September 9 Llrough Friday September If. 
further in the next section. 

These activities will be discussed 

Organizational Structure: Pose-Impact Period 

Tlne various departments in the New Orleans Public Service Incorporated 
did not respond to the emergency in a homogeneous manner. 
concinued in basically the same tasks they normally carry out while other 
others changed their tasks to zit the demands of Che hurricane-flood. In 
response to these demands, new departments were formed to control and coordinate 
the restoracion activ-ites. For all of the restoration dperation, NOPSI used 
more than 1,600 personnel including 185 men from various electric companies 
in Arkansas, Texas, and tk̂ e 'Virginia-Carolina area, plus many men from local 
contractors. During this period the company also used 266 pieces of mobile 
equipment including helicopters, planes, and boatss. The following discussion 
will consider departmental involvement in post-impact tasks according to the 
degree of change incurred in adapting their tasks to their emergency duties. 
Those which faced the least amount of change will be presented firsr. 

Some departments 

Camunity Relations Department 

One of the tasks of the community relations department, in both normal 
and emergency periods, was to maintain liaison beEveen the company and other 
organizations in the city. 
ments with civil defense for the use of transit vehicles in evacuation. 
Anorher task was the preparation and release of restoration progress reports 
and safety precautions. 
concerning the state of service restoration together with precautions agains i: 
broken or downed electrical vires, gas leaks, and effects of the immersion of 
elecerical or gas appliances in flood waters. 

During the mergency che department made arrange- 

Nine separate ads appeared in the tvm dally newspapers 

Gas Department 

In the earlj7 stages of the hurricane, gas service was unaffected. Only in 
areas where flooding occurred did it become necessary to turn off the gas. 
post-impact tasks were mainly ones of maintatnine surveiilance over areas served 
by the gas system and keeping records of water conditions throughout the city. 
A map was set up to record known gas problems. Gas department activitfes were 
concentrated in the flooded areas of the city where gas servicemen made house-tor 
house checks, and corrected localized problems, and took other safety precautions - 

The 
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Personnel and Purchasing Departments 

The personnel department's main post-impact task was to arrange and coordinate 
the release of personnel from various departments €or assignments as guides for: 
out-of-state crews, as food preparers, as customer contact men, and so forth. 

The pukehasing department ordered any necessary additional materials and 
equipment for restoration and expended such shipments, 

Stores Department 

The stores department had a number of tasks dealinp with the acquisition 
and distribution of restoration materials. 
material requirements based upon storm damage estimates . 
staff for the gas, bus garage, and generating station storerooms; they made supply 
pickups and deliveries when requested by other departments. In addition to these 
duties which are similar to the ones carried out during normal times, the depart- 
ment had to order and serve the meals for company personnel outside the main 
office building and for out-of-state crews. 
2,000 meals a day for two weeks. 
out-of-s tate workers. 

Transit Department 

They tentatively scheduled extra 
They also provided the 

This task involved an average of 
They also guarded the equipment and billeted 

As with electric and gas, the transit department went about their post- 
impact tasks rather routinely: Task forces (including supervisory personnel, 
cleanup crews, and route inspectors) were sent out as soon as possible to survey 
damage and begin clearing.away the debris. %e first regular route was back in 
service at 6:55 a.m. on September 10 and by 6:35 p.m. the same day nine major and 
three secondary routes had been restored to service. The last two of the forty 
regular routes were restored September 14. These two lines could not be restored 
earlier due to high water on the routes. 

One new task, the evacuation OS refugees, was undertaken. by this department 
at the request of civil defense, This began at 6:30 p.m. September 9 and con- 
tinued until September 17, The company estimated that during this period, 15'7 
buses were in service for 648 hours, evacuatfng over 600 busloads or 20,000 to 
25,000 people. 
transfer of evacuees from temporary to established evacuation centers. 

This evacuation during the post-impact period ttas mainly the 

Electric Distribution and Power Departments 

The major brunt of the storm was borne by the electric distribution system. 

This meant: that of '186,000 MOPS% customers, 
During the peak of the hurrScane, approximately 90 percent of the electric service 
of all city customers was disrupted. 
168,000 had their service dismpted. 

The stom had sufficiently subsided around 5:OO a.m, September 10 to allow 
crews to begin patrolling circuits €or damage. 
the power departmenc started re-energizing the 13.6 kilovolt feeders to ascertain 

At approximately the same time, 
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which ones were in service. 
Eeeders were out of service (this figure included 16 underground feeders). 
With this information, line crews were dispatched to begin repairing the damaged 
feeders. The 115 kilovolt fxansmission lines and other 13.3 kilovolt feeders 
xqere patrolled by persons using aircraft, surface vehicles, or traveling on foot. 
Restoration continued according to the disaster plan, using (1) the damage reports 
for primary feeder and transmission Line repair, and (2) an area-by-area repair 
mobilization technique for secondary Pines. 

They reported that 138 of the 170 distribution 

A lnajok problem was the flooding of cergain sections of the city. The 
service fo five sewerage and water board pumping stations was lost, thus making 
extremely difficult any attempt at control of the flooding. 

In addition, the flooding around two NOPSI substations delayed the restora- 
tion of service t~ feeders served by the two substations. 
approximately 30,000 customers. 
substations until September 15 and 17, 1965 respectively. 

This delay affeceed I 

No feederr; were re-energized in these CWO 

The unexpected flooding reveals one area where the "disaster subcultural" 
response of New Orleans and more specifically of NOPSI was inadequate in 
technological and social organization. 
cultural response, however, is very well indicated by the restoration rate. 
3:OO a.m. I September 10, it was estimated that 90 percenz of 168,008 of NOPSI'S : I 
customers were out of service; at 6:OO p.m. September 21 just twelve days later,' 
all customers except for a few in the flooded areas were back in service. 

The overal1"effectiveness of the sub- 
.At 

Engineering Department 

The personnel of Che engineering department worked mainly wieh the electric 
distribution department as drivers and observers on damage patrol crews, as 
guides for out-of-state repa-lr crews, and as dispatchers. 
flooded substations j) 

Building Departmenl and Communication Center 

They also worked in 

The building and communications departments continued their pre-iapact tasks. 
m e  building department maintained the buildings and supplied food to on-duty 
personnel. 
calls on a twenty-four-hour basis. 
SepCember 9 through September 21, 1965, during which rime they received 43,498 
telephone calls and recorded 27,264, the difference of 16,222 being duplicate 
and miscellaneous calls. 

The comnications center continued eo receive and to recoid customer 
This emergent department was in existence from 

. 

Problem and Adaptations 

)&en a disaster strikes, the demands placed on an organization may change 
in quality as well as quaneity. 
occur. These adaptations can take various forms: rejection of demands, a . , 

With this change in demands, adaptations usually 
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postponement of usual tasks, the addZng of new personnel, etc. We will now 
discuss some of the adaptations NOPSI made with respect to four problem areas: 
authority, decision making, tasks, and communications, These four areas are 
presented according to the degree of difficulty they presented, from the least 
to the most problematic area. 

Authority 

It seem to be the consensus, from the data collected, that the authority 
structure operated much as it was set forth in the Hurricane Procedure plan. 
For example, all personnel assigned to electric distribution came under this 
department's authority structure, while specific individuals from &e electric 
department were assigned to head the information center and customer COrtmunication 
center. 
tion. Coordination personnel from the electric distributgon department were in 
charge of supervising out-of-state crews, 
other organizational resttucturhg, the disaster plan was quite clear as to the 
emergency lines of authority. These new authority patterns appear to have been 
followed without great difficulty. However, problems did arise concerning con- 
flicting commands and duplication in orders. Problems of this nature are often 
expected in large-scale disasters which place strains on both authority figures 
and the normal channels of communication. 

In addftion, certain managers were assigned to act: as heads of rastdra- 

Xn authority adaptations 8s well as 

Decision Making 

The most striking difference in decision =king from normal times to the 
emergency period was the increased amount of "short circuiting" of the chain of 
command that occurred during the emergency period. 
the skipping of certain members in the chain of command when making a decision. 
The head of a department or a member of higher management may be skipped when 
making a decision. For example, two freezer trucks were rented and filled with 
ice cream for the crews by one person who felt that "the men would enjoy it." 
No authorization or consultation with his boss preceded this decision. 
the reasons for the increase in this type of incident durtng the emergency 
period is the lack of time usually available for consultation. The emergency 
period is seen as a time of increased activity when decisions are made faster 
and more often by lower echelon personnel than would normafly be the case. 

'?Short circuiting" refers to 

One of 

Tasks 

The task demands on public utilAty companies usually increase quantitatively 
after a disaster but do not vary greatly qualitatively. This is true because 
these types of organizations have a focused area of expertise and usually stay 
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within its boundaries. 
within the conpanfes such as overhead line maintenance crews.or street lighting 
crews. 
by one respondent. 
during the disasixr for which it should receive comendarion, he stated: 
don't any of us deserve that, we did what we're supposed to do." 
certain departments at Least, task demands 97ere not problematic due to qualitative 
changes, although sheer increase in quantity did create problems. 

This is especially true for certafn of the deparments 

%is continuity between daily tasks and emergency dueies was indicated 
When asked what outstanding t3ing his department had done 

W e  
Tkus, for 

Hurricane Betsy caused more damage to New Orleans than any previous hurri- 
cane. 
had never been necessary before. To cope wieh this problem, additional personnel 
and equipment had to be brought in from out-of-state utility companies. 
though this contingency had never arisen before, a procedure €or calling in addi- 
tional personnel was provided in the disaster plan. 
personnel and equipuent as an adaptation had further repercussions for the 
organization in that a restructuring of ehe organization was aecessary to provide 
guides for the out-of-state crews who were un€aniJ.iar with the city0 Also 
additional auxf'liary tasks had to be uadertzken such as making arraaements to 
feed and house these persons. 

%his vast increase in demands required an adaptation by the company ghat: 

! Even 

This use of addicional 

In anticipation of an increase in certain other demands, such as an increase 
in customer calls, damage survey teams, etc., resmuctrtring had already occurred 
in the organization. For example, credit and collection, sales, accounting, and 
kreasuref's department personnel created a CQmUnicatiOnS center to handle the 
increased customer calls. Engineering personnel and gas personnel were w e d  
as drivers and observers on patrols estimating and pinpointing damage. 
from the general sales department acted as wssengers and liaison between the 
field office and field cret\ls. 

Personnel 

This restructuring created a qualitative change in the demands that were 
p,laced on personnel in newly created sections. %ese changes sometimes resulted 
in problems. For example, immediately after the storm crews were asszgned to do 
a st~eet-3y-street damage survey indicating the rype and location of such damage 
on maps using a set of standardized symbols. 
these patrol crews came fron other departments and were unfamiliar wEth the 
electrical distribution system and its 'language of synobolic reporting. 
ardae concerning the appropriate symbols for particular problems. 
confused the repair crews when they tried to read the maps, 

Ifany of the personnel. composing 

Problems 
This in turn 

The most: unanticipated contingency was the flooding of certain electricity- 
A XOPSI employee indicated the lack of preparation for 

'We never anticipated, I don't 
producing substations. 
such an occurrence in the following statement: 
think anyone $a New Orleans anticipated this flooding situation." 
from past experience that the overhead supervfsory remote control lines to these 
substations were vulnerable to hurricane winds, had statboned two men at each 
substation so that manual switching could be carried out if the automatic system 
was lose. 1221s emergency procedure was functioning well until flood waters made 
it necessary to evacuate five of the eighteen substations composing the system. 

NOPSI, knowlng 



The unexpected flooding caused rescue problems and electrical distributioa 
problems. The men from two of the substations were rescued before the flooding 
worsened. Rowever, the men at the other three substations ware trapped by the 
water. Even though the electric-producing capability of the flooded substations 
were lost, the other substations in the system were able to handle the demands 
until the water receded and the flooded substations could be dried out and re- 
stored. The last substations were put back into operation on September 17, 1965. 

Another task problem encountered was due not so much to either qualitative 
or quantitative demands, as to lack of coordination. Some of the crews, especially 
those with rented vehicles, had difficulty getting around certain areas. 
were stopped by Plational Guard and police because they were not easily identifiable 
Later, signs were put on all the vehicles identifying them as NOPSf. equipment 
and this problem was alleviated. 

!they 

Canrmunica t ions 

Of the four demand areas to which the organization had to adapt, communica- 
tions was the most problematic. The organization experienced problem in both 
intraorganizational and interorganizational communication. The intraorganiza- 
tional problems were mainly coordination difficulties such as being unable to 
communicate with field units or different sections o€ the company. 
to the failure of the communications equipment or to exceeding the equipment's 
capacity to handle communications traffic. 

This was due 

Interorganizational communication problems in reaching priority customers 
to advise them on when service would be restored arose raainly from losses in the 
telephone system. Explanations for the problem vary: the telephone company 
indicated that it was simply due to an overloadfng of the switchboard with in- 
corning calls; others suggest a breakdown of the system, or a purposeful action 
by the telephone company for maintaining line-load control. 
tion is not as important, however, as the repercussions for NOPSI due to &he 
situation. 
phone for calls within and between various departments of ehe company, There- 
fore, it was necessary to set up a system of runners to maintain communication 
bemeen various floors of the same building and between different buildings. 
This caused delays in restoration response in that a high priority message would 
have to be physfcally carried from the communications center to the information 
center before action could be taken. 
from one point to another. 

The actual expfana- 

NOPSI was not able to call out, nor were they able to use the tele- 

The infarmation could not be telephoned 

The telephone problem also affected overall coordinateon in that it was 
especially difficult to stay abreast of the current state of restoration of 
service. 
la the infcsmntfon center. This information was to be sent back to the communica- 
tions center by telephone, but this procedure was impossfble for a couple of 
days, again slowing d m  response effectiveness. 

The status of restoration work was indicated on a large operations map 
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Another reason for interorganizational comxnication problems was the jam- 
The company only had one radio freqcency ming of the ccmpeny's radio frequency. 

to corrsnunicate with field crews and this was jammed m s t  of the time making it 
difficult to coordinate field work. 
used from the general sales department. 

To coqensaee for this, messengers v7ere 

Another communication problem arose from ehe fac': that out-of-state crews 
had different radio frequencies from NOPSI making it: impossible to use Chis means 
Of comunication for coordination purposes. 
damage patrol purposes and messenger pwposes were rented and were nac equipped 
with radios. 

Also, many of the vehicles used for 

Conclusion 

H-ighly experienced organizations such as public utility companies are 
usually capable of effectively handling small emergencies and are more adequately 
prepared for larger disasters. Moore points this out: in the following: 

One other advantage utility workers have in disaster situations is 
their experience in dealing with minor emergencies. 
high winds, floods, and other destructive natural phenomena very often 
interfere with the smooth functioning of public- utilities workmen are 
trained to meet such crises. Hence, when they are called upon to cope 
with a major dinaster, their very considerable training stands Chem in 
good s tread. 2 

Since hail storm., 

However, when demands exceed capabilZties and when loss sf equipment, manpower 
deficiencies, etc. &crease normal capabilities, problems arise even for these 
b.Sghly exper%enced types 02 organizations . 

in the case of KOPS3, deaands did exceed capabilities mainly due to the 
dual nature of the disaster. 
Orleans. The hurricane uinds were expected and planned €or, but the flooding 
was a completely unanticipated occurrence which placed restoration demands on 
the organization which iC was not immediately capable of handling effectively. 
These problems included a shortage of inanpower, rno"3ilization problem, and 
damage to the underground portion of the electrical system. 

Both hurricane winds and flooding occurred in Hew 

Due to che magnitude of the disaster, demnds exceeded the manpower capabili- 
ties of NOPSI. A public utility company such as NOPSI is a specialized type of 
organization and therefore cannot call on aid from just anyone. 
repair cre.Elrs; arrangements had to be made wieh out-of-state companies to obtafn 
extra personnel and equjpxent thus slowing dcrvn res toration. 

They need skilled 



Due to the flooding, NOPSI also had mobilization problems. Crews and 
equipment could not be moved into certain substations to begin repairs until 
the water receded. 
system, normally assumed to be relatively safe. 
mainly concerned with the potential dsmtlhnge from hurricane winds and restora- 
ion procdxhmx had been developed to repair the overhead lines of the 
electrical system under the assumption that the winds would not damage anything 
underground. 
damage was incurred by the underground system. 

Also the flooding damaged the underground electrical 
Pre-impact planning had been 

But, with the flooding an unexpected contingency arose in that 

Thus it seems that NOPSI was fairly well prepared for the hurricane 
portion of the disaster but the unanticipated flooding caused difficult restora- 
tion problems for the organization, 
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Bote§: Chapter VI 

I. New Orleans Public Service Incorporated, Burricane Procedure, rev. (June, 1905) 

2. 
(Austin: 

H.E. Noore, Tornadoes Over Texas: A Study of Vaco and San Angelo in Disaster. 
University of Texas Press, 1958), p. 4-1. 
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Gouthem Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company 

As each of the previous chapters has focused upon the structure and 
adaptations made by a specific organization to the threat and impact of 
Burricane Betsy, so too will this chapter focus upon the structure and adapta- 
tions made by the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company. Xn addition, 
a special emphasis will be placed upon the public relations department which 
is the department that generally handles many of the interorganizational contacts- 
a particular interest: of this monograph. 
response, it is imperative to be aware of the important role that adequate 
communications can play in affecting the community's restoration activity. 
previous chapters each emphasized the fact that adequate communication became 
problematic during and immediately following the seorm. This chapter will 
further delineate'the nature and scope of the problems confronted by one major 
communication source, the Southern Be13 Telephone and Telegraph Company in New 
Orleans , Louisiana. 

Zn understanding the overall comunity 

Our 

Introduction 

The condition of the telephone system during and after Hurricane Betsy was 
vitally important to the community as well as to the company, since methods of 
relaying information became sharply limited. 
Initially, television and many radio stations could not broadcast because they 
lacked power. 
increased because the speed with which community and individual rescue and re- 
habilitation efforts could be carried out partially depended upon it. 

Streets were hazardous or impassable 

%e need to communicate -- especially by telephone -9 was greatly 
Hurricane Betsy was the worst natural disaster in Southern Bell's history, 

Company damage estimates for the 
According to company sources, the telephone system was heavily damaged but 
operative both during and after the hurricane. 
state and for the New Orleans area indicate the extent of the restoration work 
that the company faeed, 
isolated; 1,559 of the 6,532 long distance circuits were interrupted; and 382,378 
our of 1,250,080 tegephones were aut of service. 
minimum of 211,OQO out of 419,000 telephones -- roughly 50 percent 0- were out 
of service. 
t;he entire state. 
ment for so long that Southern Bell raised the estimated cost to over $12.5 
million. About one-third was spent in New Orleans. 
restored to service by the weekend of September 19, ten days after the hurricane. 
me majority of the telephones not yet working at that time were in flooded 
areas. 

In Louisiana, 48 central offices and 48 exchanges were 

In the Mew Orleans area, a 

Early estimates placed the cost of restoration at $8 million for 
The flood which followed the ~ t o m  submerged telephone equip- 

Most telephones were 



To put Southern Eell's pre- arid post-disaster activities into context, 
the company's pre-disas ter s Elcucture and resources will be reviewed briefly . 
In both the pre-disaseer and disaster portions of ehis report, public relations 
and public information efforts will receive special emphasis. They affected 
the company's speed in rescoring facilities, particularly after the rehabili- 
tation period. 

General Organizational Structure 

Southern Bell is a ;&olly-owned subsidiary of American Telephone and 
Telegraph and operates in nine states: 
Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina , and Kentucky. 
Bell system headquarters is in Atlanta, Georgia. The Louisiana organization is 
directed from the state headquarters in New Orleans. The state is divided into 
thee divisions which supervise a total oE thirteen districts. 
division oPfice in Shrevepore oversees three districts and the central division 
office in Baton Rouge is in charge of four. %e southern division headquarters 
and five of its six districts are in New Orleans. 

Louisiana, Florida, Tennessee, Mississippi 
The Southern 

The northern 

Both aut o€ desire and necessity, Southern Bell makes a great effort to 
establish and maintain good relations with its publics. 
are necessary both to fulfill the company's policy objectives and to overcome 
some or" its inherent structural handicaps. 

Good public relations 

Southern Bell is a public service okganization whose objectives are Eo 
give the best possible telephone service at the least cost to the public while 
providing for the fair treatment of employees and the financial safety of the 
business. 
and broadened service ar the lowest cost, paying and treating employees fairly, 
safeguarding the investors? money? and operating the company so that it yields 
a fair recum. 

This means supplying the public with pleasant and continually improved 

Public relations committees exist on the local, distr;Cct, and division 
These groups meet periodicaPlg to discuss local problems and to design levels. 

cozrective programs. 
level for review. 
leading department heads, with the public relations manager acting as secretary. 

Summaries of these meetings are sent to the next highest 
In the southern division, the committee is made up 02 the 

All departments have p ~ b l i c  relations responsibilities which are based 
upon a department's functfon. 
continuing guidance in customer relations. Installers, for example, are periodi- 
cally checked for ghat ability as well as for technical competence. 
are imbued wirh proper call-handling procedures -- trained to be as helphl and 
considerate as possible. 

Thus, all employees are trained and receive 

Operators 

At the state level, public relations is a sraff rather than line depart- 
ment, encorcpassing all coupany functions that could be defined as specialized 
public relations activities. An assistant vice president: is responsible for 
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public relations on all levels of Louisiana's operating departments. 
department consists of a director and seven staff members. 
relations activities are reported to the division and the division forwards 
information to the state department. 

One of the assistant vice president's major duties is acting as consultant 
to the vice president and general manager of the Louisiana company on the public 
relacions aspects of policy decisions. 
public affairs -- interpreting the telephone company and its policies €or 
legislators and government agencies. He also spends muck time working with 
district managers because he feels that they are the key to good day-to-day 
public relations. 

Bis 
The district public 

. 

Another important pare of his job is 

The state defense manager is specifically assigned to liaison work with 
His prime function is 

m n y  such groups, especially on the parish 

other organizations and works in the plant department. 
to keep in close touch with all civil defense organizations in the state, 
acting as communications advisor. 
level, have no other access to communications specialists. 
3.nnovations applicable to their particular situation and budget, and of federal 
matching funds available to implement improvements. 
by Southern Bell and when not engaged in CD work he helps the plant department. 
The position of defense manager is one of the more formalized efforts on 
Southern Bell's part to cement and personalize relations between the company 
and outside groups. 

He advises them of 

His salary is fully paid 

In the southera division, the commercial department: has prime responsibility 
for business transactions between Southern Bell and the public. 
is in charge of coordinating interdepartmental public relations and customer 
relations objectlves, and of carrying out specific plans for such activities. 
It maintains contact with local government agencies and regulatory bodies, 
community organizations, non-Bel1 telephone companies, and the news media. For 
example, when the company is asked to provide speakers, movies, demonstrations, 
school programs, and the like, the commercial department fulfills the requests. 
The department advises on advertising and on informational material needs. 
Wherever feasible, media and organizational contacts are kept on the lowest 
possible level with the local manager acting as the company representative. 
However, almost all of the southern div%sion8s districts are in New Orleans, 
so no one district encompasses the entire scope of local media and governmental 
organizations. Thus, the commercial manager in the southern division is the 
spokesman €or Southern Bell on local issues and is the man quoted in the 
news releases. 
appears in conmnercialts which apply to the New Orleans area. 

chapter chairman of the Mew Orleans Red Cross ar the time of the disaster. 
district: managers and other staff members further cultivate the groups and 
government agencies within their territory. 
commercial. manager's work entails direct: public relations. Ifowever, his job 

This deparment 

#e is responsible for many public speaking engagements and 

The commercial manager has contact with the major organizations, and was 
His 

It would seem that much of the 
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perfomznce Is measured on the condition of internal indexes such as ca3Beetlons, 
customer service, critical" comments, b i ~ ~ i n g  service, and cbe num~er of applica- 
tions for insta?laCion being held -- i.e.s those not pracesaed within ebe 
tscceptable time 1Fmii:. 

In addition ta the public relations functions of the commercial departmnt, 
this departnent is charged with handling orders for service and chznges in ser- 
vie@, seiiiag equipznen-i and seivice, keeping cu9tomer service rscords, initiating 
the month3.g billings, coping ~ 2 2 %  customer complaints and inquiries, collecting 
cas Eomers * accounts, and performing a h l k d  tasks. 

There are six departnent,s in the southern division: accountice, marketing, 
engfneering, plant, traffic, and corwnercial. In the accouatfng department, 
several. hundred people are respmsibPc fox paying the company's bills .) rendering 
statements for amounts owed eo the compzny, and other ralared duties. 
marketizig degactaent handles sales invozving major customers such as commercid 
f i r s  miiitary establishmenes , hospitals and power companies. The ixeIve men 
in Ehe department: keep c2Eents ad.yised of ~iew sewices and analyze tbeir comuni- 
cations needs. 

The 

Engsneering keeps itself apprised 02 future needs for f.d.ephone facilities, 
rang-lng from ma for custamer eqraipxeat ins taL3.atlons to new exchange equipineat 
for Southem Bell. 
fill the needs, develops the plan. and budget for tkm,orders t9e matertal, and 
serves in EED. advisozy capacity during constraction. 
turned over tss Che p k m e  deparment tc operate afrer they are inworking order. 

%%e 105-man dzpartmens determines the most: economical way Go 

interrnaf fec$li"eies are 

The plant department is responsible for installing, operasrfng, and main- 
%is inciudes installing and scrvfcing tele- ea5.nlLng all. physical properties. 

phanes and selling addiC2onal e q u b p m ~ ~ ~ e ;  construcking and mintairning outside 
ecpip~ent; maintalning central ofr'ice eqnipment, telephone buildings, and motor 
vehicles; and hying, maintaining, aad distributing supplies. 
the laxgest departments wit3 about 1,400 eEployees. 

Plant: is one of 

Traffic also has roughly 1,409 people, 1,100 of whom work in !?ew Orleans. 
A11 but eight: are women. 
operators. 
ehree bp1sy pelrlods of a normal weekday, 
and wintxr than in sumer. 
place those who leave -- a process that Is i-aversed during the busy the. 
Because of its relatively high 
of one hundred girls a ZIIQII'~~?. 
tight: labor 2naeket made it diffic-dt to ubtain as many operators as were desired. 

3ost employees work as bnforzat:on and long dishace 
I h A c  shifzs overlap so ghat there is mzxirmm coverage during the 

Tne call load 2s heavier durL,ng fall 
$n slack seasons, fewer operators are hired eo re- 

tus~o*~er rate, thls department hires an average 
Drmring the months prj-or to Muntricme Betsy the 



. 

Pre-Qisas ter Preparations 

The Disaster Plan 

Southern Bell has two disaster plans -- one for natural disasters and one 
for enemy attack. 
been adapted specificalxy for the Louisiana area. One employee commented that. 
Southern Bell was probably better prepared €or disaster than most organizatfons 
because it had available all the experience of the ather Bell companies. 
Successful emergency innovations w e d  in one area are quickly passed on to all 
companies. 

The plans were devised for the Bell system as a whole but had 

Too, equipment and work procedures are uniform nationwide. 

The plan for natural disasters, Wmtinuity of Service and Restoration," 
$8 falrlp broad and general in et8 cmceptios, 
specific responsibilities, but plant and eagineering carry the mafn burden of 
the restoration effort. 

Each department is assigned 

As soon as Rurricane Betsy was sighted in the Atlantic Ocean on A u w t  27, 
Southern Bell began taking some initial sreps to prepare for the stom, such as 
checking the supplies on hand. 
the Coast of Florida and the company began tracking rhe storm on an hourly basis. 
When it stnzck Florida, activities were accelerated. 
hurricane moved into the Gulf of He.xico, all preparatory plans were fully activate 
and staff meetings were being held datly, Accord€ng to a southern engfneer, the 
procedure falhwed during the two days before Betsy arrived was the stme 88 
that done in dozens of emergencies, 

By Monday, September 6, Betsy waa heading for 

By Vledmiwday, as the 

State Preparations 

Sriate Defense Manager's &?partment 

The state defense manager and another telephone man assigned to Haison 
work with civil defense were basically a part of the CD staff. 
assigned to stay overnight in the CD control center to take care OZ the tele- 
phone equipment. 
stom, the telephone facilities at the center consist of 

One m n  was 

According to the telephone company report issued after the 

one position of manual switchboard with 57 telephones served by 12 
Central Office telephone trunk lines. 
trunk lines are divided, with four going to each of the Lake, Mid- 
City, and Wtairie Central Offices via underground cables. 
additional straight liues are provided -- one for the Civil Defense 
Director, the other for Telephone Cmpany maircatmance and caordhation. 
Teletype writer service is ais provided. (In addition to telephone 
company provided seuu?lces, there are also radfo fscflities available in 
the Center, such as Fire Department, City Po'lice, Seate Police, and tax% 
cab companies. ) 

For maximum protection the 

Two 
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The mayor called a meeting at the civil defeme emergency operations center on 
Thursday afternoon, hours before the storm. 
of all affected agencies. At Chis meeting a situation arose which caused both 
a strain on the cenrer's telephone equipmenil and OR Southern Bell. 
exe Cu tive exp 1 ai ne d , 

The meeting 5ncluded representatives 

As one 

a considerable number of news media were present, and quite a bit of 
publicity was given to the fact that civil defense would be operai5ng 
at that location. . . . As a communications man this* caused me some 
considerable concern, because there was an invitation to overload 23.1 
incoming lines into the ceneer. And that is aetually what took place. 

The ultimate results of this incident were also affected by an earller discourse 
betwen the telephone comyany and a civil defense administrative assfsirant. 
About noon OR Thursday, September 9, the ass5stant asked a company mnager to 
send an experienced PBX operaror to the control center. 
late to put through such a requesr, the manager called traffic. 

Although it vas rather 

At that time the only people wFlZlng to serve had dependants or small 
children and for some reason someone chose not to accept them. 
result, their operator was drawn from city hall. wePre in an area there 
which you may hava already heaxd was subject: to some criticism because 
Patar on the civil. defense center did take on (people with) dependenes. 
We feel ChaE our experienced operators were rejected far a reason 97hich 
was later abandoned. Elowever, then it was too laee to change iZ. 

As a 

DlwisFon Preparations 

Plant and Enmineering Departments 

Plant department personnel do the bulk ~2 the ground survey work as a rule, 
because there are not: enough engiueers to put one on each g e m .  
purposes, Nev Orleans is divided intor sections and each section is divided into 
smaller units. 
mounted map, forms needed Tor survey information, pencils, and other ecpipment. 

For survey 

A complete survey packeg is made up for each secricm: a small 

Specific personnel for the survey tirork are designated down to the super- 
visory Level and the names, addresses, and telephone numbers are lisged on the 
survey packets. 
up to date on personnel changes made since the last survey rev2ev, and these 
changes were made on the packets. 
of eheir sectton assigments. A supervisor in charge of a section did not 
necessar21y know t,hs exact individuals who were to make up his ewe-man survey 
teams, but he did kzow that he would have, for exainple, twenty-five survey 
t e a s  to cover his territory. 

During the two-day pre-s t o m  period, staff members were brought 

By the time the storm arrived, persoanel knew 
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Othet preparations of personnel and facilities were carried out. All 
engineering quarters were secured. Supplies and equipment were ordered and 
suppliers were asked to locate items which might be needed. 
checked all motor vehicles and made sure that central offices had emergency 
generators that were fueled and tested. In low or vulnerable areas, pits were 
dug and sand bags brought in to keep water out of the buildings. Vindows were 
boarded up, and structures were lashed 25 they could not wfthstand 125 milelper- 
hour winds. All personnel were alerted to take precautions to keep facilitales 
running during the emergency 

Plant personnel 

Marketing Department 

The marketing department made plans to lend most of their account managers 
Although ft was not part of the disaster to the plant department, if necessary. 

plan, the account managers drew up priority lists of large customers who might 
have the most need for emergency restoration. 
these customers as soon as possible following the storm. 

Bsey were to get in touch with 

Commercial Department 

C6tmercial personnel reviewed disaster procedures but could do little con- 

As such many employees routed requests €or added service 

For example, the commercial manager was asked by the Red Cross 

crete preparation. They mostly served as 15aison personnel, especially with 
outside organizations. 
and equipment checks and followed these requests through to make sure the services 
were performed. 
to check equipment and have six direct lines installed between the chapcer and 
the newspapers, TV, and radio stations. The comercia1 manager and four other 
telephone employees attended the 4:OO p.m. meeting at the civil defense control 
center on Thursday. 

Traffic Department 

The southern divis?ton's largest traffic operation is located in tvo back- 
to-back buildings in New Orleans, one Eronting on Baronne, one on Carondolet. 
The Carondolet building houses lnformation and assistance operators and Baronne 
has the long disgance operators. Three small traffic operations are located 
north of New Orleans and a small information office is just south of &e city. 

Storm planning was done by the traffic management team which met on 
Wednesday, September 8. 
district managers who worked In New Orleans. One distrior manager was in charge 
of long distance. Another headed operator assistance and information, including 
the small southern office. The third was responsible for local dial administra- 
tion and was moved into the Baronne-Carondolet buildings for the duration of the 
storm. 
operating department for the duration. 

The team consisted of the division manager and three 

The division manager also closed his regular office and moved into the 

On Wednesday, plans were reviewed. Because o€ the cost involved, many 
decisions were held in abeyance until Thursday when there was more cles~*cut 
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evidence that New Orleans would be struck. 
staying overnight and eacing, plus more demand on the equipment: requirlng more 
operators. 

An intense storm would mean employees 

On Wednesday nigkt, someone spent: the night in the building housing the 
direct distance dialing equipment so that overload precautions could be talcen 
if necessary. 
Thursday the departnent$s activities were put into high gear. 
such as staples that needed no refrigerarion -- ~7as brought into the cafeteria. 
No provision was made to bring in water. 
the beds available, and cwo hundred beds were delivered by 5:OQ p.m. Thursday. 
About twenty rooms wers rented in a nearby hoeel and were later used as dress- 
ing facilities for the women, 
overnight in the building. 
the men could concentrate on their fobs wiilhout worry. 

Ho overloading took place that night or Thursday morning. By 
Much more food 0- 

Arrangements were made to rent all 

In addition, the management team arranged to stay 
Tkeir families were brought to downtotm hotels so 

Unlike many departmen'is which experienced heavy involvement after L%e 
hurricane passed, traffic was under pressure even before the storm hit. 
calling pattern was relatively stable until the weather forecast at 2:OO p.m. 
Thursday, which said New Orleans would be hit. 
soon built up. In spice 02 this increasing traffic load, it 97as decided that 
only regular employees would be used in the Mew Orleans office, 
familfar vith the operation and more efficient. 

The 

Customer usage on all equipment 

They would be 

During that afternoon, management began asking personnel to work overtime 
and calling in off-duty operators. Women who were to report during the evening 
veie asked to come in early while they were stilX able to travel. 
of .the day, traEfic had an estimated one hundred extra operators working. 
iteanagement decided that no one would work more than eleven hours. 
would leave ehe employees too tired to work the next day. 
remain in the building overnight since they were unable to get home. 
he inmediately available for aork the next day. 

By the end 

Longer shifts 

They w u l d  
Many would have to 

Dialing equipment 5or operator-handled long distancn, calls began to slow 
down at 6:OO p.m. on Thursday because 05 the number oE calls. Southe-m Bell 
instituted standard operaeing procedure for such conditions, called "Operator 
Atrempt Spacing." (%hen an operator trys to complete a call, she makes one attempt. 
If she canno& get the line, she tells the customer and asks him to place his calf 
later, Curing the less busy times the operator will try several times to put a 
call. through while the customer is still on the Line.) 
handled calls were 152 percent of normal. 
distance dialing (DDD) equipment durLng Thursday afternoon, 2lso. The crew 
monitoring the machinery was reinforced to inalce sure the control apparatus was 
fully watched. Provisions were made for abl-night coverage again on Thursday. 

For the day, operator- 
'J%e load began building on the direct: 

Both DDB and operakor-handled long distance equipmenr surpassed rheir , 

estimated overload point. One official stated: 
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The equipment held up exceedingly well and carried what we would have 
felt previously was a bigger overload than it could handle, It was 
reported that the equipment was operating at such a heavy load that 
it was practically rattling the building with the volume of calls that 
it was handling. 

Local dial equipment operated under a heavy burden with the peak coming at about: 
3:OQ p.m. on Thursday and continuing to be heavy for the remainder of the after- 
noon and evening. 
contact with plant personnel concerning the condition of the machinery. The 
apparatus continued to function, although the dial tone slowed to as much as ten 
seconds instead of the normal three. 

The district man in charge of dial administration kept close 

Emergency Period: 9:OQ p.m. Thursday to 
Daylight Friday 

Although Eurricane Betsy did not arrive oEficially until nearly midnight, 
Through the evening, more and storm condftions were extremely bad by 9:OO p.m. 

more telephones ceased to function. 
active during this emergency period. 

The traffic and plant departments were most 

Traffic Department 

One traffic oflficial explained how the storm affected local assistance 
operators : 

We had no idea that so many telephones would be knocked out. 
telephones were knocked out, this caused problems to people trying to 
call those telephones and (not reaching) them. 
the operator and ask for help, And this just further magnified the 
number of calls that the operator would have to handle, which normally 
the customer would have dialed. 

Dial traffic reached such overload proportions in some areas that manage- 

As the 

Then they would call 

ment felt line load control was warranted. 
operated so that nonessential users can be cut off from making outgoing calls; 
they can receive incoming calls. 
such as police, fire, civil defense, hospitals, and so forth are assured of out- 
going calls. Within an area line load can be used in ways, Almost all nom- 
essential customers can be cut off or, depending on how badly the equkpment is 
jammed, control can be alternated between ~ W O  groups of nonessential users, giving 
each a chance to call out, 
Friday until so many telephones went out of service that equipmentwas no longer 
so overlaitded. 

In this procedure, switches are 

But all previously designated essential users 

Line load control was used Thursday night and on 
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Long distance and infomeion oper~itol=s also had heavier aorkloads because 
telephones were being knocked otlt by damage. One official-sonmerited 2 

Conce-m &oat the well-being of relatives here by relatives fn other 
cities caused a heavy influx of incoming calls, mosi: of which could be 
dialzd into the city by the distant operator or customer. 
telephones began to go out of service, Che distant customs ox operator 
couldn't complete his call to here. 
which is a norind procedure, and ask her -io call for lab. 
tended eo magnify t5e nwiber of calls our operators had to carry. 

BuC as Che 

So they vould call the operator, 
But e'creryishing 

The work overload did taper off somewhat after midnight. 

Both during and after the storrn when the call load was heavy and elie opera- 
tors were slower than normal in responding, there was no customer criticism. 
Customers were very underscanding and appreciative, even vhen rheir calls did 
not go ehhrough. 
Co measure work efficiency; they felt that the operators were exert-ing maximum 
effort and no more could be asked of them. 

Normally mzny would have complained. Management: made no effort 

In addition to the work load, operators* workLng conditions on Tnursdq 
ni&C were less than ideal. 
the windows. At one paint, else wind b'EeTiJ the raiE hard enough so i2 came over 
ehe top of Ehe switcWoards, spraying the operators T;Si.ih water. In the makeshift 
dormitory -- ehe womn's lounge -- chief operators were fn charge of getting Che 
053-duty women to rest. 
about their families. 
OUZ, traffic managers used special devices irz order to enable operators to make 
calls. 

The wind was howliag and the rain leaked in around 

Many of the young operators were aervous and worrFed 
F&en the bulk of the building's outside texephones 37ent 

Plant Departmene 

Guring che storm, plant was also an active department. A d-lsasiser restora- 
tion center vas set up on Tnursday and twenty-four-hour coverage was maintained 
for roughly a month afterwards. 
keeplng in touctz tr1eh his staff at various locations. 
failed at: 9:3@ p .m. ~ emergercy power/was turned on in all. sixteen central offices. 
Uai-;er seepage in km-17,dings had to be controlled. Plant staff members assigned 
as liaison to organizations such as civil degense, ~eather bureau, and others 
monitored equipment to make sure it continued to work. 

%e department manaser spent: the night there, 
Vhen rommeatcLal power 

Public Relations Activities 

State and southern division public relasions personnel moved to the plant 
department's emergency restoration center €or the duration of the disaster ar,d 
rehabilitation period, since that department was the primary source of news. 
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In the office assigned to public relations, additional telephone lines were in- 
stalled and the numbers were given to the media. 
twenty-four-hour basis so that newsmen could call at any hour for progress reports. 

Tkrese lines were manned on a 

Post-Storm Period: September 10 through 
September 19 

As Murricane Betsy moved out early Friday morning, several sectors of New 
Orleans began to Elood. 
which compounded the damage and slowed telephone service restoration. 
changes in heavily flooded towns south of New Orleans had water in the equipment, 
but sandbagging prevented similar incidents in the city. 
levee broke, forty-five trucks were aubmerged in the plant department's Gentilly 
garage 

In some places the water stayed for days and weeks, 
Three ex- 

Nevertheless, when a 

Commercial power was out: for varying lengths of time in different sections 
of the city. 
Only the central offices had generators which, with the exception of a temporary 
malfunction in one of€ice, worked well. Thus, office work was hampered because 
of the power failure. Public transportation did not function for several days, 
which made it difficult for employees to gee to work. Many streets were almost 
or entirely impassable because of debris, fallen power lines, and deep water. 

State and division telephone offices had no power until Sunday. 

The extent of the storm and flood damage came as a shock to telephone 
personnel. One executive commented, "While we were sitting here that night, we 
knew it was tremendous , but we had no idea of the destructiveness of the storm. 
The magnitude was fantastic." Plant surveys would later show that half or more 
or" New Orleans' 419,000 telephones were out of service. 
worked for the most part because they were located in heavily built-up areas 
serviced by the protected buried facilities. 

High priority telephones 

The most crucial days for the company were the first four or five after the 
stom. Losses and needs had to be assessed, extra personnel and equipment brought 
in, res toration work started, innumerable repair requests coped with, the 
publ€c informed of progress, and special problems handled. Paany activities were 
going on simultaneously under the handicap of a debris-strewn and battered city. 

In the second part of the ten day restoration period -9 from Tuesday, 
September 14 through Sunday, September 19 -I most telephone company efforts could 
be directly applied to rebuilding. By Sunday, except for the flooded areas, 
almost all New Orleans telephones were back in sewice. 
damage is partly indicated by the length of restoration time involved. 
"notmalli disasters are cbaced up in three or four days.) 

(The seriousness of the 
Usually, 

On Friday morning the final steps were taken to shift the operating emphasis 
from normal to emergency procedures. 
be divided into three sections: call handling, survey and restorakion, and inter- 
organizational relationships. Call handling mainly involves traffic department 

The following portions of this chapter will 
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problems -- keeping up with the call load, finding personnel, and solving equlp- 
zent requirements. Survey and restoration actfvicies vill be discussed first, 
fn berms of pro3fems encountered; determining the extent of damage, cost of replace. 
merit, and locating 2he personnel and equipmnt needed to restore services. 
Secondly, v3e ~f-3~1 focus on t h ~  manner in which repa9r and additional service 
reques ts vere handled. 
repair service to a priority-esrablishine section in the plant deparment. 
Problems develo@ because or‘ the extensive damage, the time needed to repair it, 
zinc! the great num3er of people who considered &emselves top priority telephone 
Usem. ivlany, LE not most, departmenes became enrangled in repair appeals, espe- 
cially during the Zirsc five post-storm days. 
upon Enterorganizatianal relationships and the role that the public relations 
department played. 
me public and the employees had to be -;old &at zhe telephone company m S  doing, 
mainly through mass media. 

All. srrch inquiries are theoretically channeled through 

n e  third and final seci-ion focuses 

The most tangible task M ~ S  ehe public informatFcn job. Bo2€1 

b 

Call Handling 

Traffic Personnel Problems 

Traffic personnel on duty OurFng the hurricane had spentl all of their time 
just trying to handle the C E ~ ~ S ,  so they pacsed in the morning to review procedures 
and assess needs. They had prepared for a storm comparable to Eurzicane Hilda 
bug it tgas quickly obvious chat: Betsy’s ramifications were gar more extensive. 
One iraieiai step taken was to issue a radio news bulletin asking a12 traffic 
personnel to come ‘io work if &hey cor?ld do so safely. The management team knew 
that many employees would come to work if they bad transportation. Pablic con- 
veyances sach as buses did not operate until Xcmday, and taxis were not available 
until Friday night. 
cars assigned to them in addieion to the regular supply. 
a company car was sent. Taxis were used to talce ehem home. This dual system 
was used until Sunday when company cars were needed for repair work. 
over illhe two-way trip %&ere necessary. 

Early on Friday, management arranged to have more company 
Wher, an operallor called, 

Taxis took 

Many operators came to work despite personal hardships, but some ~7ere un- 
The tra25ic manager began early on Friday to solrcit 

Then because schools were closed, he used some of 
able to get thern, at all. 
help from ocher departments, 
his part-time studencs OD a full-time basis. Wmen ~~7ho intended to leave the 
compaazy were persuaded to stay on, 

Beginning on Friday or Saturday, traffic had &e public rdarions department: 
r u ~  ads asking former telephone eqloyees :&io ’Inad worked within the past three 
years to recum for the d-dration of the emergency. Due to ehe traffic manage- 
ment’s early recruiting effo-res on Friday, the work force was two percent above 
normal in spite of S Z O ~ E  conditions. On Saturday and Sunday the force was sub- 
stantially higher than usual. By Monday, che first normal bus-lness day €or the 
city since the storm, the department had everyene working that it could find. 
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More operators could have been used had they been available, Every switchboard 
in the city, on both sides of the river, was filled. Employees worked overtime 
and on normal days off. 
after the storm. 

The heavy scheduling remained in force for ten days 

The traffic manager had other problems, too. It was announced Friday that 
The company was able to get 200 gallons of bottled 
When the President surveyed the damage on Friday, 

When he left, the President's assistant stayed to report on 

city water was contaminated. 
water to set up at fountains. 
Southern 3elf had to make sure that a special circuit was get up and that service 
was instantaneous. 
restoration progress. 
department so he could relay messages to the White House. 
of the problems €aced by this department. 

A communications center was set up for him in the traffic 
These were only a few 

Work Load 

On Friday, the consistency and quantity of the traffic department's work 
load was affected by an assortment of factors. 
interrupted in areas outside the city, which hampered the completion of outgoing 
calls. 
either not open or not operating normally. 
inoperative telephones reduced the calling load, but many persons were usltng 
pay stations. Normal business calling 
was greatly reduced, but more calls were placed between relatives and friends 
and for restoration help. 

Long distance circuits were 

Over half the telephones in the city were out and many businesses were 
Some areas had been evacuated. The 

These people could not receive calls. 

Local customers or those calling from outside the city who tried to call 
out-of-service numbers or unoccupied buildings often contacted the New Orleans 
information or assistance operator for help. Many out-of-service customers tried 
to call repair service and when they could not reach it, contacted the operators, 
Sometimes customers called commercial's customer service for repair help. 
section normally refers customers to repair, but because of conditions the service 
representatives often took the information and forwarded it. 
activities put a much greater burden on the operators who had to handle the calls 
and referrals. 

Thls 

The result of such 

Although the folloving statistics are by no means comprehensive, they do 
indicate some of traffic's work load on Friday. 
were 30 to 40 percent above normal; to information, 20 to 30 percent higher. 
Although operator-handled long distance calls completed were only 73 percent 
of a normal Friday, the figure does not indicate the effort involved in attempting 
to place the calls that could not get through. 

Calls to the assistance operator 

Direct distance dFaling equipment carried well over double the calls of 
a normal Friday; local dial service was even more taxed. 
ment operated well despite overloads, which caused slowness in the dial tone at 
times. Customers sometlmes thought the slow tone -- which they did not wait long 
enough 
repair, which further clogged the 15nes. 

The central office equip- 

to receive -- meant their telephone was out: of service and some called 
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All traffic maintained 'nigh levels throughout the weekend. Wnagement 
anticipated that condiciona ~ ~ u l d  tj~rsen on Monday, 97hich would be the Cirst 
business day. 
the city to help with commun.ity rehabilitation. 

In addition, there vas a heavy €n€lux of people and goods into 

Long distance service vas a major problem. The best solution seemed to be 
to find a way to increase the use of direct dfstance dialing equipment, 
problem had nntltPple aspects. 

The 

First, an operator can handle anore calls via DDD than through the older 

Hanagement: deteWned that it would not have all the personnel that it: 
method because she has only to ask the customer his d e r ,  which is then recorded 
on tape. 
~30ul.d like to have, so a greater use of ~ D ~ n a u l d  mean mare calls could go t b ~ ~ u g h  
faster, and other types of operator-handled calls could be covered too. Customers 
would use DDD If they had to wait fog service from operator-handled long distawe 
s emice I) 

Secondly, enough operator-handfed switchboard positions could Be made 
The basic problem was lack of available to respond to rhe added DDD calls. 

addft%onal. DDD equipment. This was partialiy solved by adding forty trunk lines. 
Xa addltion, circuPts were modffied and outgoing rather than incoming calls ~.rera 
favored. 
Southern Bell began to cut: back on the 100 modlfied circuits about ten days after 
rhe disaster, but kept 40 new DffT) trunk lines, 

In all 143 outgoing circuits wen& into service before Monday morning. 

Rearrang2ng and addfng the cirouft: Eacdlitles required fairly coriqlex 
pXQC&.Wes. The first m v e  taken was the circuit modification, This invofved 
not only changing circuits, but adjusring the standard opexaeiag procedure used 
during periods of heavy traff5.c. (&axing hea77-y traffic periods incoming rather 
than outgoing calls were usually favored in New Orleans. 1 

The New Orleans traffic office*s prime objective v7as to protea its 
~ustomers' ab2lit:y to make outgoing calls, 
o€ incoming calls so thac about 75 percent of tbe avai3abLa lines carried out- 
going and 25 percent carried heoming calls. This reversax of procedure vas 
granted on the basts that it F J ~ S  more important for New Orleans customers to be 
able eo call out for help or to reassure relatives. 
nonproductive and they often reached out-of-sewice numbers. 
13, DDD usage was xwll over 200 percent of normal and operator calfs ??ere also 
up, Long distance traffic eontdnued to be very heavy 5 m  the remainder of the 
week , 

To do so, they blocked off a po~tion 

Incoming calls were basically 
On Monday, September 
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Survey and Restoration 

Survey work began ae daylight Friday and continued through most of Saturday. 
The two main obstacles were the inaccessability of the flooded areas and the 
hundreds of unresolved power hazards, espec-bally on Friday. 
permitted to go into the flooded sections until the water went dawn. Service 
needs there were not pressing because the people had been evacuated. 

Personnel were not 

Survey teams did go into areas that had power problems. 
their ability to gather Lnformation 48s limited by the hot power lines, particular13 
those draped over telephone installations. The engineering department was eager 
to start work on engineerfnq problems, but was held back by the power situation, 
Instead, some engineers semed in an adylsory capacity to tbe plane department. 
On Friday, twenty engineers  ere assigned to key plant: survey teams in downtown 
New Orleans. 

To some degree 

Restoration activities had to wait until power hazards were eliminate( 

The plant department had made advance preparations to deal with pot7er trouble. 
Before the storm, telephone people met several times with power company personnel.. 
A direct line between the two companies had been installed. 
personnel who knew both facilities and how they were coordtnated were assigned 
to Work with the power company during and after the storm. 
own surveying but pertinent infomat ion was exchanged, saving both corsgantes 
many problem. 

Personnel for Restoration 

Bell engineering 

Each company did its 

3ecause of the survey situation, m a n p ~ ~ e r  and equipment needs could not be 
Some plant and engineering personnel ~7ere not able to fully assessed on Friday. 

come to Work. Plant department acquired all the help possible from oeher depart- 
ments in the division. 
and some initial survey figures on Friday, personnel and equipment were requested 
from northern Lauisiana and five nearby states. 
and Saturday, it became apparent that: more kelp would be needed as quickly as 
pos s ible . 

Based on the loss of the foPty-five trucks under water 

As reports poured in on Friday 

To speed the restoration work, Southern Bell used a new method for import- 
ing help from distant companies. 
the company paid to have forty Air Force flying Boxcars fly fn entire units -.. 
repair trucks, equipment, and the men to operate it. 
during the first weekend and more came in during the fallowing week. 

Through contacts with tbe federal government, 

Initial shipments arrived 

Although some of these additional personnel worked outside the New Orleans 
area, more than 800 repagrmen supplemented the southern division's plant staff. 
About lQQ came from northern Louisiana. 
pilississippi, Florida, Tennessee, Texas, Illinois, Indlana, Ohio, Georgia, South 
Carolina, and North Carolina. Several hundred employees of outside contractors 
also assisted plant people, workang mainly to repair damaged buildings. 

Others came from Alabama, Kentucky, 
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In order to cope wirh .Che increased nuder of repairmen, and to make up 
for Che restricted ac5iviCy Jur"tg the firse day or LVTO after Che storm, engineer- 
lng reqcested and got twenty-three more men. 
began coming in the engineers had to transform ehe information into working 
cOnstzucticin sketches from wkich plant people could make repairs. 
had never before 52orked on such a mass prodwtlon scale; but no plant people 
vere kept waiting. 

then ilze hundreds of survey sheets 

The engineers 

Standard emergency procedure required engineering to "Lurn in a fully 
detailed, mitten estimate specifying ttie actztal amount to be spent in restoration. 

of Eew Orleans were s,~ifl under water at the time the estimate was due. A 
southerr, divisim engineer said thar the estimate turned out to be a %ild blue 
yonder guess.'' 
when the full extant of the damage was revealed. Salt water which stood COT 
some time corroded buried cable, ~ h i c h  was thought to be safe. "housands of 
td.~PhOne sets were lost, an unusual and unanticipazed loss. 
department supplied pictcres and other material to supplement ehe engineer's 
report to the Board of Directors in Atlanta, helping to illustrate ?There ?he 
money was going. 

estimate was due one week after the storm.  ut approximately six towns south 

The initizl estimate of $8 million QTas escalated to $12.5 aillion 

The public relations 

Rate of Restoration 

Apparently there were some djfficuLties in deiseminiag the exacl: number of 
telephones ouc of service ckdring the early days after the hurricane. 
Teason, the following restoration ftgures gathered from company publications 
and community newspapers are offered ~nly as a gross indicator of tho restoration 
rate. 
Wo&. Ir is probable, too, .Chat the definition of rhe New Orleans area varied 
samewhat, since *,he southern diviston enconpasses a much greater area. 

For this 

It should be kep'c in mind that reports vere often a day behhd the actual 

On Monday, September 13, a newspaper report stated that of rhe 228,363 
telephones original.'by out o€ servlcz in New Orleans, 24,248 had been repaired 
and 204,092 remained out. 
outage as 211,COO.) On Tuesday, the company's "News Plash" said 183,000 tele- 
phones were still out. A Wednesday newspaper report said that abou2 k53,GOO 
were out; or, Thursday, only 25 percent remained our; on Saturday 85,000 were out. 
The following Monday and Taesday newspapers said thar almost a14 repairs 'had 
been completed, except those in flooded areas. 

(Later, probably sore refined figures gave the initial 

Pes toration Priority 

In the days after Knrricane Betsy, as after oelzer emergencies, procedures 
for handling repair and additional service calls were changed. Mornally repair 
calls are taken and scheduled by the repaer department aad calks for additional 
service or changes are received in corcrnercialPs customer service section. 

The repair deparment had seventy-two telephone lines, but was noC equipped 
to cope with all the calls engendered by a disaster. 
received restoration reqcests after the storm. 

As usual, all departments 
These appeals were channeled 
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through the coordinating section of the plant degartmentrs emergency restoration 
center. 
fulfilled, then fowarded the information to the plant personnel for implementation. 
Calls for "normal" installations and changes were handled by customer service 
on an %nrelated" basis -- no date could be specified because of restoration 
work but it would be done as soon as possible. 

The Coordinator deeerrmlned the order in which the requests were to be 

TOP Priority Essential Users. -..I As part of the company's disaster planning, 
an essential users list had been drawn up to assist the coordinator in establish- 
ing the priority of a request. 
dealt with before other customers were given service. 
defined as those persons and organizations whose activities and ability to c~mmu- 
nicate affected the community's well-being. 
zations had highest priarity on the list: 
comlpanies I 
checked with them during and after the storm. 

Persons and organizations 30 designated were 
Essential users were 

Because of their nature, some organi- 
government agencies, Red  TOSS, power 

Southern Bell people either worked in such organizations * off ices op: 

The plant department began servicing the needs of high priority organiza- 
tions early on Friday after the storm, concurrent with the company's survey 
activities. Host priority organizations' communications systems were intact, 
but although many had additional telephone equipment installed prior to the stom, 
they needed more afterwards. 

Interorganizational Relationships 

The close liaison between community organizations and Southern Bell, which 
was fostered by the company's public relations policy, proved its value after the 
disaster. 
it certainly accelerated their discovery and solution. 
illustrate this. 

Although such liaison did not completely prevent problems from occurring. 
The EollowLng examples 

I.. Red Cross 

The southern division commercial manager, as chapter chairman of the Red 
CrossJ served as chief liagson with that organization. 
needed at various locations, he made sure the request was acted upon promptly. 

When more lines were 

An unexpected situation arose. Althmgh the Red Cross had fifteen official 
nuerous and in many cases established 

Then some dignitaries visited one 
shelters in the city, s t o m  evacuees were 
their own shelters by Breaking into schools. 
of these make-shift shelters, evacuees complained of inadequate telephone service. 
One man had broken open the coin box Itn the only pay telephone because it was so 
jammed with coins that no one could call out. 
made sure thac pay stations were installed. 
the company cannot provide free service. 
emergency, free stations would be installed at the Algiers Naval statgon shelter. 
As one employee coxmienred, many evacuees fled from the floods and had little with 
them. 
were eager to let relatives know they were safe. From a humanitarian standpoint, 
Southern Bell felt it had to provide free service. 

The telephone company promptly 
Government: regulations seate Ehat 

It was decided that because of the 

!Chey were torr proud to ask the Red Gross for money for telephone calls, but 



A week after the storm, Red Cross officials asked the company to provide a 
The night operator. 

telephone company contacted a girl who had worked all day, but was willing to 
run the switchboard all night. 

2. Civil Defense 

The regular girl was sick and they desperately needed one. 

Civil Defense proved to be a differant type of probIem. At some point 
soon after the stcrm the mayor and the CD director claimed that the civil defense 
control center's communications were inadequate. As one official explained it: 

A civil defense official made a statement that communications were 
entirely unsatisfactory during the evening (of the hurricane). %at 
blanket indictment has been perhaps misinterpreted by many. 
civil. defense officer has repeatedly said that it was not his intent 
to indicate that the entire telephone system wits not operating. 

lCfiks 

However, this latter attempt to rectify the situation did not help Southern Bell 
much after the initial statement was made. 
been provided with the necessary communications and protection. (Some incidents 
prior to the disaster which may have affected CD's calling capability were dis- 
cussed earlier in this chapter,) 
which might further have affected CD's ability to make outgoing calls. 
example, when Che control center's power went off, CD personnel could not tell 
which telephone was ringing. On push-button sets, a light goes oil to indicate 
which lice has a call on it. That light, unlkke the telephone bell, is connected 
to the power supply. As a result, the telephone company decided to review the 
@onztrol. center's communications to see if improvements could be made. 

The company felt that CD had 

Various company sources commented on izem 
~ For 

The control center had many problems on the night of the hurricane other 
than the alleged comnications difficulty. 
abandoned during rhe night and operations were moved to city hall. 
from the telephone company worked there, assisting CXI in communications and other 

For this reason, the center was 
Liaison men 

2zeas. 

3. Local Government 

Southern Bell supplied kelp over and above telephone aid in rhe mayor's 
office. 
to city hall, so he served as an on-the scene liaison man after the storm. Thus, 
w k n  the mayor's clerlcal staff did not report for work on Friday, the districj-, 
matlager was asked to furnish personnel to man the office, which he did. 
the mayor's staff returned, the telephone,people indicated thar they were only 
there on the mayor*s instructions and that they had to follow orders. ?%en, 
Southern Bell's liaison man suggested to the mayor's adminlstrative assistant 
Zhat the regular personnel should go back to their own positions. By Honday 
evening, the telephone personnel had been phased out of the mayor's office. 
Daring his sojourn ad: city hall, the disericc manager himself helped by handling 
calls where telephone r'acilities were involved. For example, the school board had 
a flooded warehouse with books in it and needed Eelephone service promptly. 

One of the southern division's diserice rnanagers is normally assigned 

fdhen 
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In addition to the foregoing examples, other priority customers received 
similar help, mostly in the nature of communications equipment. As help poured 
into the battered city, groups such as insurance adjustors had to be considered 
priority customers. Pressure on the plant department continued to build. 

Handling Requests. -9 Because of the tremendous number of telephones Out of 
Customer repair requests service, the company was literally besieged with calls. 

received by the repair service were apparently sent directly to the plant emer- 
gency coordinator who checked them against the essential users list. 
into other departments were graded by their degree of need before being sent to 
the coordinator. 
ment through mutual membership in a consnunltty organization, 
felt they had top priority for early restoration -- and quite a few had, 
method for handling these calls varied. 

Calls coming 

These calls were often from people who knew someone in a depart- 
M n y  of these persons 

The 

01 
lo 

Marketing Department, In the marketing department, account managers called 
visited the previously designated high priority customers before they reported 
Work on Friday morning. 

these account managers, it: was assembled in the marketing office and given 8 
priority rating on importance. The data were passed on to the plant coordinator. 
Then, eight of the personnel were loaned to the plant department. 

As information about needed services came in from 

Op@?xiting wlth a staff of four, the marketing department began callflag 
large accounts whom involvement was important but lesa pressing, such as insurance 
cornpanlee, oil companies, and large industrial concerns, The staff told these 
customers the company would restore service as soon as possible but would take 
pressing needs into accouut immediately. 
work schedule. 
be postponed, 
not need the new facilities on the established date, the schedule was cbanged. 
This permitted more critically needed installations to be moved up or at least 
kept more mrwely on schedule. 

Next the department reviewed the pending 
Because of restoration, much of this regular work would have to 
If one of these organizations had sustained major damage and would 

Engineering Departarent. Many customers contacted friends in the engineer- 
ing department and asked for servicer 
politicians to less impartant customers in terms of priority, but almost all 
felt they were essential users. 
sent to the plant coordinaeor, in some cases the customers were SO upset or so 
important that engineers were sent out to troubleshoot. 
during the first two days after the disaster, before the engineers were able to 
be fully invalved in restoration sketches. 

Bese custsomers ranged from doctors and 

While many requests were assigned priorities and 

This was especially true 

CQImw2ia1 Department. The commercial department's involvement was Similar 
Many of the staff worked directly or indirectly to the marketing department's, 

as liaison vith organizations, 

Changes in the Priority System. -0 About four or five days after the sfom, 
it seemed apparent to many dlvision managers that the priority system required 
changes on several euunm. First, there were too many essential users m e  of 



service to handle ~7ithin a short period of tine. 
came in. One official explained: 

Second, too many speeial appeals 

The breakdown point: ?inally came 0- P chaaged the whole procedure *- 
when I got ar, appeal from a secrefiary for her hairdresser aut on 
Veteran's Highway. 
ments. 
cases that were coming in. 

These Ladies couldn't call to make their appoint- 
Everybody was confusing everyone else by the volume of appeal 

A more rigid priority systen 37as followed fairly closely after Lt was see 
up. 
group wer;? persona like ductcrs or organizations with urgent needs. 
the second pziarity were requests T3hkh had some urgency but did no5 qualify as 
life or dea~h. Category tsree V ~ S  for the remaining customers. Third g%iority 
customers were fully seseored by the end of Sepgember. 

%e basis was coamunity need in three caeegories. In the firs2 priority 
Haking up 

Besides tightening up the prbority system, Southern Bell pre-empted the 
comercia1 on its regular TV news program on ~uesday, September 14, 
manager went on the air and asked c~~storn~zs not to call: 
telephones were out of onder and rqov.ld Cake care of ichern as soon a8 ~cssible. 
The message was effective in cutting down the calls. 
personnel 5ele that the customers were quite undersfanding and parfent about 
telephone company t m b l e s  and che efforts being made et restorakion. 

The commercial 
The company Snev Che 

As a whole, eelephone 

Cus~oner- service representatims , who tirere taking orders on an ~'unrelaked" 
basis that week, found wstomers to %e very patient. On Monday, ten days after 
the hurricane, C U S ~ Q ~ ~ Z S  became more r~,stive. 
rehabllitation work was done and things looked more normal. 
so they wondered why the telephone did not. 
customers were still out of servFce. 
the c5mercial departxien@ did recefva some complaints. 

By that time most of eke city's 
Die pmer rmrked, 

%rougk~ut the period aften the disaster 
However, proportionately few 

_Other 0peratin:;j Problem 
, 

Adjustment uf customers' bills tu compensate them for the time &he telephone 
was out of service pr~ved to be one of the insst well-received disaster procedures. 
The adjusrments ';irere made 11s a meter of Southern Bell policy rather than from 
cust.cmer prompting. 
that an area was out of service. 
the outage during the firse ten days afeer the h-arricane. 
durhg this period, two inserts were enclosed. The inserts said that Soutbern 
Bell knev the cus"korner- was out of service and he would be notEfied in the next 
bill the annount of czedft to be given. 
sewice longer than the allotted t%me sksould call to inquire about additional 
credit. fn all, approximately $500,000 worth of adjustments were made. 'Zbe 
response to the credit was ve-xy favorable. 

Each adjustment 57as calculated on the average nuaber of days 
It was not possible to deeenmine Zhe extent of 

For bills issued 

Ae t h t  point, t%os2 who were out of 
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Another problem that the company faced was what to do about customers who 
had not returned to their flooded haws. '.!%e company cannot arbitrarily disconnect 
them, but must advise the customers to con-ct the company so the instrument can 
either be disposed sf or reconnected. If the customer ~18s not home, an employee 
left a card asking him to contact the company within ftfteeu days if the custom@r 
wanted service, 
tacting the customer w z ~  that he would not be in the forthcoming directory* 
Displaced disaster victims were eager to be included in the directory. 
tin8 matters was the fact that the New Orleans directory was due at the printers 
about two weeks after the storm. Between the power failure, which temporarily 
closed dmm the directory office, and the number of changes brought about by 
Customers ' hurrjcane-ins tigatad moves, the directory department was soon far 
behind in work. In addition, the ccmpaay decided to assign telephone numbers if0 
persons whose telephones had nor yet been connected, to enable them to be in the 
forthcoinerig directory. 
and the personnel worked long extra hours to meet the deadline. 

One reason for not cutting off service permanently before con- 

ChDpliCa- 

Five directory clerks were imported from other cities, 

An actiarity of a slightly different nature was the relief center for tele- 
phone employees who had lost much In the, stom. The company set: aside a room 
which vas stocked with clothes and other items contributed by Bell people from 
many different states. 
personnel. 
was pointed out in company publications ebat this was not charity, but help 
''in the family". 

The free "store*$ was run mainly by retired telephone 
The 'use of the relief center was slow at first, but increased as it 

The study of natural disasters has sham that adequate commr&cat€on is 
a decisive factor in determining the overall cornunity emergency sesponse. 
the nature of the service that Sottthern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company 
provides, its effectlve operation in time of natural disaster is critical for the 
successful carrying out of emergency activity and overall comnranity restoration. 
The New Orleans office of the Southern Bell Company was confronted with a severe 
disaster of an unprecedented magnitude. 

By 

As an organization, the New Orleans office of Southern Bell has several 
distinct advantages with respect to disaster related operations. 
the ability to draw upon the kmmledge and resources of the entlre Southern Bell 
Telephone and Telegraph Company. Since many of the offices of Soutbern Bell are 
located in citfes that are periodically threatened and struck by hurricane and 
floods, it has accumulated valuable dffsaster related experience which is passed 
an to branch of€Lces to be used in disaster planning. Similar to the 'Mew Orleans 
Public Service Xnc,, discussed in thp_ previous chapter, Southern Bell has a unique 
and highly technical function to perform which requires highly trained personnel. 
Consequently, unlike civil. defense, Red Cross and Salvation Army it can not rely 
upon ordinary volunteers in emergencies. It must draw upon its otcm technically 

First, it has 
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sonnel ~~7Fthin the Larger organization to provide the supplementary 
eded to csrry out restoration activity. This vas done by the airlift 
repair unus and personnel to ehe Eew Orleans area shortly after the 

LL-- all of the organizattons discussed in %his monograph, Southern Bell 

To adjust irs existing structure and resources a shift 
was faced with a situation 2n which the demands placed upon it far exceeded &ts 
capability to respond. 
in priorittes had to be instituted. 
Community such priority adjustments had to be made with respecr: to the needs and 
dictates of the breater comuifiry need, A restoration priority sys2em was thus 
established which gawe top priority to those organizations which performed Ilf e 
Services (hospitals Eed Cross Fire and police), and community coordination 
dcivil defense and the mayor's office). 
l€&, Southern Bell was intricately involved in overall restoration activity. 

Because of its critical. link vith the larger 

By providing this vital conn\;lunication 



P 

CHAPTER VILI 

Conclusion , 

. -8 . ,  

This report has presented a descriptive account of the activities invplved 
in confronting the effects of Hurricane Betsy's attack upon Mew Orleans. We 
have pointed out so far that disasters present conanunities and organizations 
with unique stress situations which demand quick adaptation and adjustment if 
the community or organization is to survive and adequately handle the problem 
imposed by the disaster agent. As Drabek states: 

In a community struck by disaster what we flnd is a rather clear 
image of a general end and an effort by the corinity to accomplish 
that end. 
conditions, must be modified to fit changed conditions created by 
the disaster, and new relationships often emerge. 

Previous sets of relationships, applicable to non-disaster 

Disasters act as an impetus prodding organizations to set into motion a 
new pattern of response. 
the ongoing organization reflected in an identifiable structural or procedural 
change. Same organizatfsns found it necessary to deal with a number of new 
contingencies, coupled with discovering that operations were handicapped by 
equipment deficiencies. Xn light of such experiences, long-term changes are 
made. Hurricane Betsy had a strong impact upon the long-term operational 
adjustments of the organizations we have discussed. 
will focus briefly upon some of the organizational changes that occurred. 

Often these new pattern responses become infused into 

The discussion that follows 

Organization Changes 

Civil Defense 

While many of the difficulties faced by civil defense were due to equip- 
ment deficiencies, the Wurricane Betsy experience indicated ghat several struc- 
tural changes in the organization were necessary. 
addition of new personnel, the relocation of an official and adopasing an emer- 
gent organizational structure which proved satisfactory and could be used in 
future disasters . 

These changes included the 

Xt Secame apparent during Betsy that there existed a need for an additional 
engineer who would carry out preventive generator maintenance and maintain peak 
operating order on all other equipment at the Emergency Operating Center (EOC). 
Due to an apparent failure in the generator at the EOC, civil defense had to 
close its operation at the center and move back to city hall. This was a waste 
of a very expensive and highly equipped underground inscaflation. While a SUP- 
plus part was obtained for the faulty generator, it was fePC that an additional 
maintenance engineer might provide assurance agafnst any future power failure 
by being on hand as problem arise. 



To facilitate :~riting and coordinating r'ucure planning It was necessary to 
m o ~ e  the planning o-?Zicer  OM tSe cicy ha11 offtce over to tZ.e EOC. By operating 
O U ~  02 the EDC, the placning officer could T170rk cZoseEy sith the EQC dii-ector to 
incorporate possible technical, personnel and lagistic problems into emergency 
P L ~ S  SO that a more effective and ei'ficient ESC operation could be insured. 

Another long %erm change to einerge from the Bcesy experience ?<:as a direct 
result of the success thag the emergency task Zorce structure had in effectively 
coping with recovery activity. 
defense director, rehabilitation committees were see up and headed by city council- 
men. 
street: clean-up, po~ier~ comanication repairs, eccc, It was up to each codttee 
to coordinate and obtain the necessary me3 and equipment to carry out its assign- 
ment. The councilmen wha headed these committees W G U L ~  report back to the mayor 
and civil defense director so that they :7ould have the necessary infomation $0 
coordinate the overall c h q  recovery efforts. 

'Jnc?;er cche direction of tha mayor and the civil 

Ea& committee was responsible for 8 specific area of rehabilitation e.g. 

The experience with Hurricane Beksy painzully pointed out several flaws in 
the physical facilities and energsney z e s a ~ ~ c e s .  
F J ~ ~ P ,  made and additional resources were accpisitiowd. 
were made: 

As a result, se~7eral changes 
The following changes 

1- A new aperations P Q O ~  at the E3C was equipped with new mzips, Czacking 
boards, and seating nrrangeinents €or organizational representatives. 

2. A neb7 ZBX system which doubles the capacity of the old telephone 
sys tern was ins talled . 

Direct underground "hotlines 'I tje're installed between the EOC and 
emergency relevant organizatlons. 

3 e 

4. The existing ham radio vas replaced wieh a more reliable up-to-date 
model.. 

5. A three phase plan for an alternate potser source was established which 
initially called for city power and if that should fail then Etrzxiliary 
diesel power ~~otlLrl be used. 

6. To Setter facilitate communication with ehe public, an emergency broad- 
case hook-up into two local radio stations was established. 232s would 
enable civil decease to directly broadcast fnformat5on to Ehe public. 

Salvation Army 

Since it is the standard operating p?;..ocedure that the Salvation A m y  revrse 
its disaster plans every Cwo years, no operational changes could be direcely 
a%triburable to the experience with Hurrir-aile Betsy. Elowever, eke acquisitloa of 
n2t3 resources did reflect "Lhe problems that were encouncercd with the power 



failure that occurred during Betsy, 
work plus a generator for the main building were purchased in order to meet 
any future power failure. 
tion, the Salvation Army installed a new radio comunication network. This 
plus the establishment of an emergency telephone "hotline" between themselves 
and civil defense headquarters strengthened their emergency communication 
system. 
for better comnunicatJon and a more reliable source of power. 

%TO auxiliary generators for use in field 

In addition, following a civil defense recommenda- 

These changes induced by Betsy generally reflected the common need 

Red Cross 

Unlike the Salvation Army, a number of operational changes occurred in 
the Red Cross chapter which could be directly attrfbutable to the experience 
with Hurricane Betsy. 
First, there was a general increase in the number of shelters from 15 to 58. 
Accompanying this increase was a corresponding increase in additional personnel 
and supplies. 

A number of changes were made regarding shelter operations. 

AS pointed out in Chapter 5 regarding two specific Red Cross shelter 

This was important 
operations, the most successful shelter operation involved staff members who 
had previously had contact before in working together. 
because it facilitated the rapid adaptions necessary to an effective response. 
Reflecting upon this experience, Red Cross has attempted to make each shelter 
self-sustaining by establishing an internal core group which would have an 
established relationship with the shelter facility, 
were schools, an effort was made to get neighborhood residents to volunteer 
for service at the shelter. Xt was hoped that this would cut down upon the 
discipline problem encountered during Betsy and allow for rapid mob2lization. 

Since most of the shelters 

TO avoid the necessity of cooking, a new feeding plan was developed using 
a liquid diet during the first 24 hours of operation. This new arrangement 
would also avoid food deliveries which are hazardous and often impractical. 

In order to avoid the confusion segardtng which authorized Red Cross 
sheltelswere open, all shelters in the future will be opened 12 hours before 
predicted impact. 
used for emergency communication. So as to have their own independent radio 
operators, Red Cross had to institute a radio operator training program. In 
addition to this training program, two more training programs were initiated. 
One program focused upon training firemen in first aid so that in future emer- 
gencies, neighborhood fire stations could be converted to first aid stations, 
The other program was designed to acquaint social workers with official Red 
Cross policy and procedures for post-emergency rehabilitation work, During 
Betsy, many of the volunteer social workers were unlEamiliar with the specific 
Red Cross policies. 

Also all shelters will not: be equipped with radios to be 

Because of the communication problems that occurred during Betsy, 
several changes were made at Rad Cross headquarters. A new policy was adopted 
so that only incoming calls will go through the switchboard and outgoing calls 
will be transmitted by radio and/or by a direct: telephone %otl€ne" connec- 
tion. To counteract: the power faflure, an additional generator was also 
purchased. 
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To correct the previously faulty comunication network,direct telephone 
lines %lege installed eo the police and fire depazcments. 
radio ser-up Semeen cltly hall, zhe Eac and PIOPSZ was established. 
aid ccmunicaticn efforts, a policy chsnge occurred ~ h i c h  designated that d l  
external comuunication to ciati', defense, police and ftre be handled by Zhe 
cornunity relations department, Previonsly, each department handled iCs o m  
communication which proved to be very inefficient. 

En addition a poreable 
To fuF5er 

Southern Bell Telephoae snd Telegraph Company 

In general there have been no changes in dlsaster planning or personnel 
Fhar changes that were made were purely in the assignments during disasters. 

form of purckasing portable generators to guard against future power Eailures. 
Because of the communication problems that m a y  key emergency organizations faced, 
Southern Bell installed direct "hotf.inesl* 'from ths EOC to key city departments 
and agencies. 

In sum, two distince problems were encountered by each organlzafion. 
t5e problem oZ il parer fzElura fef'e namy organizations helpless since mosZ 
depended upon electricity to run thei_r equipment. 
hendicapped by any furirre ~ C K J ~ X  fatl-xe -- emergency generators were purcksed. 
';.JhiLe the power failure made many people uncornforrable because of the lack of 
LLghting and air conditioning, the commnication problem had an even more direct 
er'zect upon the total einergency response -- impeding any coordination effortl. 
Civil defeme, the primary integrating body,had oafy access to incoming telephoae 
calls which curtailed 'chelr attempt to keep in close contact to emergency organi- 
zations, 
we11 as the purcbase of ham radio sets and wal.IcFe-talk.,les. While prevhus hurri- 
cane experience had help iron out many of c'he logistical. assignments, the experienc 
vr-ith Betsy pointed out sharply the technical, problems that must be faced. 

PiTSt, 

Conseqrrently eo avoid baing 

Res2sandizg to this problem, many direcr "hotlines" were established as 
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Organizational changes induced by Betsy illustrate the fact that organiza- 
tions are capable of learning from their experience. Just as individuals 
learn to make necessary adaptations when confronted by a new situation, SO 
Coo do organizations incorporate into their set of organizational procedures 
the necessary adaptative behavior in order to increase their disaster-related 
output. 
time and resources in structuring their activity, but instead are able to focus 
immediately upon the tasks at hand. 

By learning from past experiences organizations do not have to devote 

Often a conscious effort is made to preplan an effective response. HOW- 
ever, as in the case of Betsy, organizations may have developed a set of detailed 
plans they still are at the mercy of unique natural and ecological factors which 
can either minimize or maximize the problems confronted. 
illustrated by the fact that most organizational plans took into account a 
hurricane while neglecting the possibility of an simultaneous tidal surge with 
the accompanying extensive flood. 

In Betsy, this was 

Another important fact illustrated in this case study is that: disasters 
do not precipitate chaotic random behavior. 
has been demonstrated showing that in disasters, individuals and organizations 
are capable of adapting their resources to cope with the new demands. However 
when a community has not undergone an emergency, much of the behavior may be 
of a trial and error nature. 

On the contrary, just the opposite 

The previous chapters have emphasized the importance of an effective 
coordinating body. 
it is necessary that men and material be directed efficently to the areas of 
greatest need. Some central group must make decisions from a perspective that 
takes into account the rtotal situations whether it be from an organizational 
or a community perspective. 
there will exist a duplication of effort at a time when such duplication is so 
critically wasteful. We have also stressed that when coordination is hampered 
by technical difficulties, ineffkcient alternatives are employed which waste 
manpower and other resources. It was not until a coordinating body was formed 
at city hall did an effective and efficient recovery operation begin in New 
Orleans. 

With the increased demands that accompany any disaster, 

Until such coordinating groups are established 

The preceeding discussion have all emphasized that a disaster accentuates 
the interdependent nature of the elements composing a community social system. 
Problems could not have been handled unless there was a cooperative effort on 
the part of all organizations. 
and manpower to handle the situation alone. 
As Wabek states: 

No one organization has the sufficient resources 
New relationships must be formed. 

... what we see is the emergence of an emergency social system 
which is a set of new relationships that more effectively fit the 
changed conditions produced by the dlsaster. 
and organizaeional behavior 2n disaster is not purposeless OF 
random, but rather represents effores to construct new relation- 
ships that meet new conditions -- to impose structure where the 
previous one has failed, is inadequate or simply inappropriate 
for the changed circumstances. (p. 145) 

Thus, individual 
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&e cons tructPon of such new relationships allows a redistribution of resources 
which will more adequacely cope with the problems. 
rescue activity police and fire departments did not have an adequate number of 
boats to carry out rescue work. This necessitated that arrangements be made 
with the U.S. Army and private citizens in order that Army ducks and private 
boats could be obtained for rescue work. 

For example, in the flood 

In an emergency, a vast network of resources and personnel are made 
available through contributions and loans from individuals, groups and organiza- 
tions on both a state and federal level. Disasters demonstrate the intricate in- 
terdependent relationships that: exist in any social system -- in that cornunities 
are able to draw upon extra manpower and resources from various organfzational 
and governmental levels. 
handle the demands that a large-scale disaster presents. 

c eft on their OW, most: communities could not adequately 

BY Way of summary, there are several points that should be re-emphasized, 
First, is that organizations often do learn from past experiences and take 
necessary steps to institute changes to better facilitate future responses. 
Bowever, the likelihood that organizations vdll make these changes may be 
dependent upon whether their communities are faced with recurrent threats. 
fiecondly, important for any emergency response is the amount: of- pre-planning 
that has been done. 
tions to mors readily adapt to an emergency, however, no matter how we11 pre- 
pared a community may be there is always extra contingencies not taken into 
account that may impede an effective response, e.g., an unanticipated flood, 
Thirdly this monograph has presented evidence to dispel1 the myth that disasters 
create a chaotic situation with individuals behaving randomly. 
trary, a fairly well-defined social structure emerges to carry out disaster- 
related activity. 
ing an overall coordinating body to effectively and efficiently integrate disaster 
related tasks. 
network should be highlighted. 
combat the disruption to the normal ongoing social systems. 

As was illustrated, disaster plans often enable organiza- 

On the con- 

This repoxt has also underscored the importance or" establish- 

Lastly, the importance of an interdependent local and rrational 
It is this network which mobilizes resources to 
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